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FOREWORD

0 1 APR 1982

This series of manuals for Child Care Givers on DoD Installations is
issued under the authority of DoD Ihstruction 6060.1, "Training Manuals

,for Child Care Givers on DoD Installations," January 19, 1.981. Its purpose

is to provide child care'givers with draining:materialsAhat include the
latest techiliques 4nd procedures for die safe care and guiding development

of children kntrusted to their'care.

This.series of manuals, DoD 6066.17M-1 t rough DoD'6060.t-M-17, was
developed under the auspices'of the Departmen Of Health and Human Services

'by the bepartment of Army, in cOoperation with the Navy,.Air_torce,"and.
Marine Corps. . s

...

The provisions of this series of manuals appty to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, ,the Military'Departments, and-the Defense Agencies
(hereafter referred to as DoD Components) whose heads shallensure that the
manuals are distributed or otherwise illade available'to all child care givers
on DoD installations,and that these materials ate used in regional.and inter-

Service woricshops, seminars,'and tfaining sessions.

This series of manuals is effective immediately.

Send recommended changes to the manuals through-chaAnels to:

Director, Personnel Administration and Services
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secrefary of Defense
(Military Personnel and Force Management) (ASD(MRA&L)).

Waohington, D.C. 20301

DoD Components may ob,tain copies of this series of manuals thraugh their
own publications channels.. Other federal agencies and the public may obtain

copies from the Superintendent of Documents, U-.S. Government Printing,Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402..

R. Dean Tice
Lieutenant General, USA
Deputy Assistant Secretary

r.r sal by the hoperittiondoitt of Dornmeets.17.8. Government Printing Ogle* Waebthition. D.E. 20402
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BECOMING A
DIREC1OR

Ii is three o'clock in the morning and the phone ngs.

YQU Sit up in bed and fumble for the receiver, "hello." A aired

voice replies, "This is Mary from the center. We still have

brother and_sister here whose-parents haven.4t picked them up.

closed at one o'clock, since it's.Saturddy. What should we cif

.As you are getting dressed, you keep asking yourself h
you ever had the fbrtune - or misfbrtune - to be the personnel

committee's first choice for Center Director.

"Well," youithink, as you drain the coffee from the staff
coffee pot and watch the MP's carry two sleepy bundles from the cen-
ter, "when the interviewers said 'flexibility' was important in this

position, they weren't kiading!"

In this section of the Administrative Guidebook, the
-neragemeht aspects of running a child care center are explored%
The ideas and information included are based on research as well .
as on the down-toTearth experAendes which cone trom running a large

military,cbild care center. We hope that-this creates an awareness
of the many facets of center management and is.usefUl as a start-
ing place for military child care center directors. At the end of "
each topic we have included a list of,inexpensive resources which
can'be'used to supplement the area, depending,upon the additional
needs and interests of the director. Several important aspects of -

.center management - financial planning, 15arent and volunteer
involvement, resource utilization andoprogram development - have
an ehtire section of this Guidebook devoted to them, and are not
included here.

We
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UNDERSTAN6ING THE JOB

Being a dirtctor of,a child care center is not an easy.job. You

ale the one person who rs responsible for everything that happens in the

center. ,You have not one role to play, but many, and quite frankly the

position may seem impossible at times.

'As the director, you must display a unique:set of Abilities and
traits necessary to pull a pro6ram together and hold it together. You are

the person who must,spe that the day-to-day operation runs smoothly; that

the program for-children.assures that they receive the best possible care;
and, that the staff are selected and supervised, know their responsibilities
and are trained to perform them well. You ausf oversee the business ahd
financial aspects of the cenleF; the building, eqUipment and supplies; the
food service prograM; and the health and safety of the children. In addition,

you must have more than a cursory knowledge of accounting, recordkeeping,
legal matters and public relations. In short, you must work effectively to
keep everyone happy - your installation, your "boss," your staff, the parents
and the children. Quite a job!

The key to being Successful in this potition is to balance effec-
tively the roles of child care,center provider and business manager. Unfor-
tunately, very few child care center directors have practical experience or
training that adequately preparesithem for both.tasks. But, it is only
through both aspects that quality(services Apr children can be developed.
Operating a childcare center is not simply running the program for children
within the center, but it also it running a business. When the two roles
work in harmony the director's job can be rewarding and fulfilling.

is child care programs grow, it is more critical thah ever that,
the director, who is the heart of a well-organized structure, has good
management skills and knowlepe that lead to high quality.child care.

The director of a child care center is essentially a manager - a
manager of the "people" as well as the "butiness" of a center. -In order to

manage effectively you need to become familiar with many responsibilties.
. Those of you reading this Who have experience as a center director will find

no surprises here. Those of you who are new to the position may find many
surprises - some welcome and some maybe not-so-welcome.

the varioug-tasks.involved in managing a child care center fall
into several categories. Although the'following list is by no means exhaus-.

tive, it does pighlignt.the major roles of a center director,1 -N

4,

tr,

1
This list,was adapted frOm P. Axelrod and E. Buch, Preschoo1.7Ind Day

Care Administration, Ann Arbor, Michigan, School of Education, The,Universiy
of Michigan, '104,4pp.. A-5, A-6.

2
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Financia Manager - developing annual_and long-range plans, and

budgets including:

Accounts, financial management records
Fee-structure setting
Equipment and supplies purchasing
Payroll information gathering ,

4

Capital renovation or new construction planning

Building And Grounds Supervisor - maintaining a healthy, safe
environment according to regulations including:

Sanitation and custodial care
Preventive maintenance and repairs

Record-Keeper - gathering and maintaining necessary J..nformation

that pertains to center administration including:

Records on children: enrollment, attendance, food program
participation,pealth, emergency consent form, developmental

data
Pers6nnel records: application forms, health, payroll informa-

ticn,,leave time, evaluations
,Building and equipment records: inventories, warranties,

bills, maintenance sdhedules ,

Financial records

Poliey And Decision Mhker - establishing an overall set of proce-
duxes under which your center oOrates including:

Relating to other installation agencies, advisory committee

Making daily decisions
Developing policies -

Deciding on program changes

Public Relations Expert - infoiming the installation About your
center and involving the members of the communit% in various cen-.

ter programs including:

Knowing About insiallation and commUnity resources .

Promoting Children's causes and center's status within the

installation community
Acting as community consultant on children's needs
Recruiting Children
W.coming visitors, conducting tours

Evaluator - determining how well your center is meeting its.stated
goals or objectives including:

Analyzing and evaluating total program
Planning program changes and expanSion
valuating,the physical space relative to the progOM

40
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Evaluating staff
Evaluating children's progress and program
Evaluating own performance

Personnel Director - nanagingaverything involved-with the growth

and deveeTment of the center staff including:

Recru#ing and selecting staff
Planning training for staff
Acting As consultant to staff
Tlanning.progrant with Staff
Conducting staff meetings
Supervising and evaluating staff
Orienting new staff
Arranging substitutes
Solving, conflicts between staff Members
Preparing staff handbook

\'

Parent Involvement Facilitator - furthering active parent/banter
relationship including:

Organizing programs ior parent involvement
Orienting parents, ipterpreting program to parents
Being available to parents with problems
Referring parents to,inttallation resourtes
Conducting business: collect fees,-foilow through on center
requirements of parents .

Acting as parent educatOr
Handling parents' complaints

Health, SafSty, And Nutrition Monitor -.paanning and iMplementing
supportive services to facilitate the center's basic purpose
oaring f6r children, including:

Establithing preventive health and safety,progrim
Arranging emergency health cake program-
InSpecting regUlarly,and'correcting unsafe conditions
Arranging and monitoring children's nutrition and,food service

Ptogram -

Ptiogram ';pirt -.being everything to everybody!' including:

Determining philosophy for center
' Understanding and relating to dhildren
Scheciuling'and coordinating program
Handling and advising staff on discipline issues

,Keeping informed of legal responsibilities
Wbrking with Facility Engineer and Ingtallation Planning
BOard to ensure developmental appropriateness of facility

At this point( you very well may be asking yourselfhoW any 'one per-
son could,be expected to pergorm all.these tasks. We're not,sure that anyone

has all the answers to hat queition, bUt we do knaw that there are no simple

4
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formulas for directing or nsnaging, a dbild care center. And, we also know

that there are many successful centers in this,country Whill provide evidence
that - somehow - it can be done. An inspiring example of what leaders.aedi=--/
cated to the well-being of.children cad accamplish, and h6w they did it, is
presented in a recent book, The New &tended Family - DdY Care That Arks.
by Ellen Galinsky and William H..Backs. -It is a fascinating deècriptig of
14 ofthe,best child care programs in America and tie 3emprs who s
these pawn= successfully, into.new and promising territory.

kumor and energy. 'The director of a child care center holds the
key to the success or failure of a child care center. A successful director
is a very special kind of person -warm, dynamic, persevering, patient,
committed, and unflappable. In addition to possessing some of these atti-:
ildes and attributes necessary for management, and the skills and knowledge

to Manage effectively, maybe what is needed mast of all is a good,sense of
humor and adot of physical and emotional stamina. These certainly are needed
to cope with the never-ending crises, the long center hours, the many inter-
ruptions, and the last-minute notification of deadlines.

EVen though classified as
rarely that. Meny directors put in
out" after a few years of sudh long
deVelopment of a center prqgram can
tors.

a 40-hour per week position, it is ,

60-hour weeks and oonsequently "burn
boars. As a.result, the continuity and
be threatened by the turnover of.direc-

USING YCXJR TIME EFFESrIVELY

C.1

Time is your most Precious resource. The demands on your time may
seem endless,'given tbe crisis-manaertent way in which most child care centers'
must operate. Although there is no% ay to stretch the number of minutes in
an hour or hours in a day, there are same ideas for better managing your time
whichcan help, restcre a sense of.balance in your life.

A teahnique we have uied and fourid belpful in regaipirig control of'
time is an approadh developed by a management consultant to aid business
executives. In bis bobk, Getting Things Done:- The ABC's Of TiMe ManagdMent,
the 'author, Edwin C. Bliss, recommends taking a loakoat your actions on:the
job and.dlassifying them in,one of five categories:

Important and Urgent

Important and Not Urgent

Urgent iatit NotIMPortant

Busy Work

Wasted Time

-3
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D.:
Let's take a,look at each of these categoriesk

,

Important and Urgent. These are actions,you literally have no

choice about. Etergencies like a child's,accident requiring ,a physician's
attention, or deadlines imposed-upon you by others sudh as an order fran your
superior, are the kindt of situaticas that require action and are(not really
-problems in time management for_most pf us.

Important'but Not Urgent. These are situations you, know.you must do

Something About "one of these days" but you can put off...And you often-do
just that - forever. Rewriting the employee handbook, revising the health
information form or doing a little reading to keep,up with What's new in Child
care all are projects of importance, but there is no kessure to,accompliSh
them - except pressure fran yourself. It is no wonder that this category of
Important But Not Urgent actions is where-ineffective time managers are
separated from effective ones.

Urgent but Not Important. A lot ofyour,tite can be taken up by
other people asking you to do things. These things are urgent because someone
i5 aSking yOU for an answer,right now About whether you'll go to a meeting,

_speak to an organization or write an article: Many of...them are not important
because,if you took time to consider them in light of everything that is'
important to you, you wouldn't undertake them. But, almost without thinking,
you agree and once you've done that, the task has a deadline and now it has
become Important and Urgent. The solution to avoiding this trap is not to
give snap ansvJers to such 'requests. Before committing yourself, take the time
to consider eadh request in the light of what is important to your."

Br8i4Wdrk; We-all-know 4iat route adtivities that we
feel comfortable doing and which w use as an douse for not tadkling the
h,igher priority things that really Shoulibe'done. You sit down to do some-
thing you've been meaning to do for along time. Theft you notice a few .

papers on your desk-that need to be filed, so you take them to the.file
cabinet. Then, since you are fiin, you decide to re-file a stack of papers
laying on top of the file Cabinetp Pretty soon, you've finished the routine
task, but your time is gale and you haven't even begun what you'originally set
out to do. What's worse is that you rationalize what you've done by telling
yourself that "maintaining files is important, too." Once more, you've let
Busy Work delay action an the Important but Not Urgent tasks.

Wasted Time: Like beauty,,-waited time is in the eye of the beholder..
What is wasted time-to one person, is very important to someone else. Sur-
prisingly, perhaps, your problems with managing time probably don't lie Imre. /
Rather they lie with letting Urgent but Not Important things and Busy Work get
in thaway of and postpone things that are IMportant,but Not_ffrgent.

, What can you do tp help Stay on the track and control the use of
youi tiMe? Well, there are two simple devices which we'have found work well.

1'3
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Keep A Time Log

Keeping a time log is something that you will do Only tencsdrarily

until you undeistandexactiy what you are doing with your time. Take a min

ute or two eveiy hour or so to make a note of what you hake jone during that

time. After a few days review it and you pebbably will be amazed at what you

find. Look at the nuMber of times eadh day you have been in each area of the

center, the trips-you have made to shop for items, the nuMbei of phone calls

you have received or made and the amount of time you have Spent talking Kith

parents, visitors, staff, volunteers and What you talked about. Then analyze

these_patterns carefully. For &ample, have you been making two trips when
planning wculd have saved you odb? Have you discussed the same general'
information with a number of staff members individually? Could'Making this
an agenda item at a staff meeting-nEve saved some time? How many times did
you go back and forth through the center for something? Could someone else
have helped you with some of those things? If you find that you areihot
spending enough time on things that areImportant to you, you will want to
find ways to change that.

Set Priorities And Keep Daily Lists

Make two lists every day - one showing your appointments and other
activities specifically sdheduled, the other listing all of the things you'd
Zike to'accomplish that day. On the second list rank the items you want to
get done by their importance in meeting your real Objectives-for the center.
Try not to include just urgent matters, but put down some of your long-range
projects and iMportant but Not Urgent activities, too.

Look back at your first list of already scheduled ACtiViti.land
set aside blocks of time between'those sdheduled activities for the high
priority items not, on list'two. Be flexible, but avoid procrastination. Put
things you did not accomplish yesterday 0n-today's list. If after a few days
you can find certain tasks getting transferred from day to day, evaluate them
again and either Make them a priority.or eliminate theni. If you makesup your
lists at the end of each day, you'll begin the next day 4th a purpose,4

Test Yourself

Ahawer the following questions and you will have an idea of how
effectiv,ely you manage your time as a center director.12

,

.

bo you knOw what the most productive time of
day is for-you, so you can work on the most
important tasks during that time?

Yes No

2
E C. Bliss, Getting Things Done:. The ABC's Of Time Management (tied

York: (harles Scribner's Sons, Publisher, f976); R. Neugebauer, "Managing
Time, YOur Most PreciOus Resource," Child Care Information Exchange #6
(reb., 1979)," PP.( 1-6.

111/ 4



Do you conce' ntrate,on Objectives idstead of
procedures?

Do you judge 2our acoomplishmedt by results
,or just amount of activity?

po you set priorities according to urgency
or importance?

Do you force yourself to make minar decisions
quidkly?

Do you always set deadlines for yourself?

'D6 yOu force yourself to take time to make
future plans?

do you continually strive to establish habits
of effective time management?

When debating whether to save something, do
you follsow the maxim "When in doubt, throw
it oft"?

Do you live in the present, not worrying
about past mistakes or future problems?

Axe you really in pontrol of your time,
determining your own actions rather than
letting circumstances or other people
decide what you will do?

Do you feel pressured to work nonstop
during the day and to devote many evenings
and weekends to your work?

3

Do constantly fret because you never have
en time to do all your work? 1.

Do'you keel guilty about unfinished work
when you are "relaxj.ng"?

,

PAYING ATIENTIOR TO THE CENTER'S PUBLIC IMAGE

Yes

,MIMMIMMEIO

=11II

IND

The director is a key person in implementing a successful public

relations progrmnwith the local community.

Jr°
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/mdie is a commonly used word which refers to the way the community

"feels" about a center. The image of your center is what people believe to

be true about it and hcw well those beliefs conform to what they think it

should be like. Images of your center are formed by knowledge or lack of

knowledge of specific features of your program. You should be aware ofihow

the public about your center. The image which people have may be .

accurate orligf: different from actual conditions. What people think of
your program, personnel, management or cost may mean the difference between

success or failure.

A center's image is a complex affair and does_not Change or stay

bright by itself. Maintaining or improving a center's image can be handled

in the same way as you deal with other management problems. Review yoF
image regularly just as you review your financial statements. Locate possi-

ble trouble spots and correct them before they get out of hand.

Do not under estimate the potntial power of center staff and par-

ents. Many of your staff members and your parents are active citizens in the

community. These people have a great interest in the center and have Obvious
influences,in the community. However, many staff meMbers do not realize their

own interpitting power - nor the power of parents - in that codnunity. An
effective director cannot ignore the impact that staff-and parents can have
and will striveto strengthen these relationships which influence the center's*

image.

It is recognized that you may not want or need to put publicity
or public relations at the top of your "priorities list," but an awareness
of the many opportunities that are available can'be important for the cen-
ter's development.

With approval from your installation command section, yot'can help
to create a good denter image and make your center better known by partici-
pating in civilian community activities and by inviting the civilian com-
munity into the center.

Periodically, and certainly before inviting visitors to your center,
you should walk about your center and the grounds and try to think 'IOW i%

would look through the glasses of aparent, a child, a visitoroor akire'
inspector. Try to think how they might see the center. What do you see?
Appearance, which relays information about the center, is an important .

element in the center's image.

Listen' to the manner in which telephones arelanswered. Is the per-

son answering the phone pleasant, courteous, tactful and knOwledgeable? ,Ibe

telephone is' a most important instrument in public relations and in creating
an impression of your center to the caller.

The objectives of this section have been to create dri awarenes§ -

of your role as center director and enable you to think carefully about the

time you spend in that role. These, cotipled with the inforMation presented

in this module, should_ help you blend effectively he "people" and 'business"

aspects of managing a child care canter add so improve the.quality of care

provided.

1 6
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BEADING MORE ABOUT IT

27following suggested readings are tho wese wbiCh have used ourselves and
.ch we have found, to be the most useful on this topic. If you want to

include other resources on your booksbelf, these would be good additions:

Axelrod, P., & Buch, E. Preschoól and chiZd care adMinistration. Ann
Arbor, Michigan: School c.Z Education, The*University of Michigan, 1974.

Click, P. AdMinistration of schools for young children. New York: Delmar
Publishers, 1975.

Galinsky, E., 4 Hooks, W. The new extended family: Day care that,vorks.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1977.

Levine', J. Letters to a day care director. Day Care And Early Education,

1974, 1(3),.5-10.

Neugebauer, R. Managing time, youi most precious resource. ChiZd Care

Information Exchjange #6, February, 1979, 1-6.

Schabacker, J. Strengthening mall business management. Washington, CC:
Sm411 Business AdMinistraticn, 1971.

4%. Sciaira,
Boston,

=

ttevens, J.,
Boston:

A

4 Dorsey, A. Developing and administering a dhild care centei.

Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1979.

& King, E. Administering. early childhood education programs.

Little, Brown and Company, 1976.

J
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LNDEPSTANDING THE
LEGAt ASPECIS
OF ainn CARE

Running a business and accepting responsibility for-the

care of young Children both entail-legal responsibilities. The

two major areas of legal responsibility of a Child care center are

those surrounding the employerAmployee relationship and the gen-

eral area of protecting the health and safety of Children in care.

Military center directors are fortunate, in many
respects, since'personnel policies, health and safety inspections

and liability insurance are provided to centers operating as

instrumentalities of the United States government. However, there

. still are many areas of legal responsibility which must be

addressed in center policies and procedures.

The following section addresses some of the legal issues

involved in operating achild care center on a military installa-

tion. This is not a complete list, but it covers some major areas.

And keep in mind as you read this section that it always is easier

to identify potential problems than_to propose solutions. It is

only possible to find solutions when all the facts and circumstances

surrounding a particular situation are looked at closely.- There is

,cnly one recommendation that we can make with certainty here and

that is that it is extremely importakt for you td seek a consulta:-

tion with an attorney on your installation regarding any legal

questions you may have.
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FOLLOWING ARMED FORCES REGULATICNS
FOR CHILD CARE FACILITIES :

In the civilian sector, each state enforces wnat are called
"licensing regulations" for child care centers. These regulations set
minimum standards for the safe operation of a facility which provides group
care for Children. They cover such things as health and safety inspections,
minimum allowable floor space per dhild and maximum allowable nuMber of
children per adult supervisor. Because military child care centers are
operated on federal installations, they are not bound by state licending
regulations. Rather, each branch of the Armed Forces has or is developing
sudh standards in the.form of regulatians which insure minimum standards for
the protection of gtoups of childreE receiving care outside their homes.

The regulations governing the military child care centers vary
from one brandh of the Armed Forces to another, so it is difficult to make
any kind of summary remarks that would be useful throughout the Department
of Defense. It really is not necessary for us to say more than get a copy
of the regulations of your branch of service, read them cind adhere to them.
But we also want to touch on the legal:considerations inhec:ent in the operation
of a child care_center to alert you to these consideratIons and to encourage
you to think abdut them.

t,
4

A child care center provides a service which has been detera&ed
to be subject to official regulation; therefore, many aspects of center
operation are affected or controlled by legal regulations, including fire
safety, health, financial management, sanitation, transportation and center
employment. In order to avoid Pbtential difficulties, it-is important for
Child care center directors tb recognize the aspects of their programs which
are affected by service regulations.. The list of difficulties or things
which might - and often do - go wrong id nearly endless and includes every-
thing from a dhild falling from a slide to an employee pilfering food fram
the kitchen or money from the cash register.

,

ASSUMING RESPCNSIBILrI'y FOR CHILDREN

When children are signed into your center, you and your staff
assume a big responsibility. You are accepting someone else's "pride and
joy" and in essence, guaranteeing that the child will be returned safe and
sound. This is no small task and should not be taken lightly. Regardless
of the type of child care ptogram you offer, your first responsibility must
be to the health and safety of the children. And, many legal issues surface
regarding these matters. Tb avoid problems, make certain a lawyer and the
medical or safety authority - if appropriate - have approved all policies
which have been established in your center for potentially hazardous situ-
ations, such as:

12

reporting children's injuries to parents

seeking emergency medical Care for children
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releasing children to someone other than the pb.rents or guardians

transport.ing children

_refUsing to adMit a child, fbr whatever reason,

violating hoalth and safety regulations at the center

Don't take any risks when dealing with the health and safety of

children! Although,directors generally prefer not to think Aboat the many

things that could occur in a child care.center, it's always better to-be

Able to think throdgh sudh concerns or ask questions of an dxpert before yoiu

are under pressure to do so. To provide the very best for young dhildren,

think of the very worst that 'could happen to those receiving care in your,
center and take action now to alleviate the sitUation.

Reporting Injuries To Parents

Every center's health policies should include a list of procedures
to be followed in cases of accidents or sudden illnesses until the child can

be picked up from the center. This is extremely important since the center
will be held legally responsible for any injury if negligence can be proved.
An accident or illness report should be completed and signed by the care-
giver in charge and the center director whenever an incident occurs at the
center - bites, falls, scratches, vomiting, fever - all should be reported
however "minor" they may seem These reports should then be discussed with
the parent-or guardian, signed by them and filed at the center.

When such an accident reporting system is instituted, caregivers
may be reluctant to sign the report, feeling that there could be potential
personal liabilit resuaing fram their actions and written acknowledgment
of those actions. In fact, the likelihood.of a caregiver being held per-
sonally liable in a center whidhis an instrumentality of the U.S. Govern-
ment is nearly nonexistdnt. Instrumentalities of the U.S. Government are
covered by tort liability insurance which insures the center, in this case,
if a civil claim should be filed. Staff members of the center are protected
from personal liability suits when they have acted to the best of their
knowledge as center employees.

Fbrent Authorization For EMergency Medical Care

Legally a center must have the authorization of a parent or
guardian in order for a medical staff to provide emergency medical care to a
sick or injured dhild. Therefore, you should have an emdrgency medical
consent form for 'each Ohild in the center. Even if parents have let you
know their whereabouts, it is frequently impossible to get in touch with
them in an emergency,_ e.g., theY may be in transit or have changed their
plans. The.emergency consent form is essentially a power of attorney which'
enables center staff tb Obtain emergency medical care when required for a
child if the parents are not available.

r:
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Releasing Children From The Center

A common problem confronting directors of child care centers
involves the legal custody of otAldren. Think abodt your response to the
fbllowing situatibn.

When Susan Smith checks her daughtez1 Tammy,'into the center:she
announces: "Fred (the child's fat4er) and-I are separated and I
have legal custody of Tammy. He za an unfit father and only upsets
Tammy. *If he should call to find'out if she's here, till him

. Wc2f and if he should come to pick her up, don't let him 'have
her."

.

According to one lawyer specializing'in center liability,1 three
things Should be remembered.in thinking about,ydur response to situations such

,

as this.

4*
Your child care center is not a court of law and you are not a
judge. So, you cannot detertine which parzlit has legal custody
of a child.

=Your Child care center is not an agency designated to enforce the
law and you are nbt a police officer. Sa, it is not your business
to enforce a court custody order or any other type.of court order.

Your child care center is not in business as a counseling agency
and.you are the director - not the counselor - of the center. So,,

providing advice to parents regarding difficult and sensitive sub-.
jects suCh as this is not your'purpose.

What this simply means is that you cannot ignore-the legalities of

a custody situation. As is true of many difficulties facing the director of
a child care center, there are both practical and legal,issues involved, but,

before making any-decisicns, think about the legal implications of your

actions.

Trgnspbrting Children

There are other types of liability concerns that must be considered
if your center ever transports children in any motor vehicle - whether
privately-owned vehicles, center-owned vehicles or military vehicles. In

our center, children are never transported ih motor vehicles owned by any

staff nember, including the directors .1.axtually any alternative to this is

a wiser solution - adoulance for.medicil treatment, military police for other

emergencies, or even taxis if there is nolpther Choice. Transportating children

Aikman, "Child Care,and the Law: Custody Problems," Child Care

Information Exchange No. 1 (Spring, 1978), p. 8.
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involves a high degree of potential risk-and liability so be Sure you knout

the regulations and abide by them. If you have apy questions regarding this.

"riSky" situation, consult your legal office.

Another potential ridk to your program also involves-transportation.
If you permit - or even request or require - center staff to use their awn

'vehicles for center-related duties, sudh as to obtain films fruit a local

library, attend a Meeting in another location or shop at the commissary,
some Liability might be involved.

e

In typical child care centers, it is not unccomon for one parent to

pick up a child from another family and transport the child home. Most

likely, this is accomplished with advance notice, perhaps in-writing, from the

parent of the child. And, the center usually coTplies with the parent's

request with no difficulty. But, consider the following situation.

When Ws. Jones brings her child, Johnny, to the center in the,

morning, she informs you in writing that her friend, Ws. Smith,

will be picking Johnny up in the afternoon to take him home.

SMith does indeed pick Johnny up,, and en xoute home there is

a tragic accident. All occupants of the car are killed.

Is the center, in any way, liable? Is a hand-written note legally

sufficient to release a child, to another party? If you have any doubts about,

the legality of this situation, and particularly if your'center is among those

who do release children to other parents, with or without Nritten consent,

seek the advice of an attorney.

Refusing To Admit A Child For Whatever Reason

To preclude any lawsuits or unpleasant situations, the operating

procedures of your child care center should specify clearly who is eligible

to use the center and Vle admission requirements. If written concisely and

approved by the legal iuthority on your installatiOn, most problems can be

avoided.

However; it has been Our experience that unique situations occa-

sionally arise wbich perhaps have not been defined clearly. For example:

'What would you do if military parenta seek to place their chitcl

in your center, but the child has not received any of the

recommended immunizations because of the family's religi.ous or

_philosophical beliefe Can you refuse to adMit the child?

Do you have the right to refuse further child care to a family

who has not paid for previous care?

Can you, the director, legal4 refuse to admit a child who appears

to be sick?...who-is dirty?...who speaks no English?...who has

no shoes on?

p2ryou have the legal rig4t to reficse to accept a handicapped.child

1,12-your center if your 'staff has had no specialized training?

:b.
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If your response to all of the above questions was, 'Yes, I can
refuse to admit that child," we strongly suggest that you confer with a legal
officer. In some of the above situations, you perhaps-could refuse to accept
the child for care; same others are questionable. In every special case, it
is wise to seek a legal interpretation.

For instance, look,at the last situatiOn above which deals with the
handiCapped child. As a resillt of the passage of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, Section 504, Title V as implemented in CFR-Title 45-A-84 puOlished in
the Federal Register on May 4, 1977, it is iZZegaZ to deny achnisdion to any
child solely by reason of his or her handicap in any child care center or
preschool prpgram receiving federal financial assistance. This includes, of
course, most child care centers on military installations if-hey are housed
in a federal facility or receive other money or services paid for from federal
aollars. This law'extends to children with all types of handicaps the same
civil rights as other Americans are guaranteed by the U.S. Constitation.
Yala are not excused from caring for children because the staff lacks.spe-
cialized training; the facility is not properly designed; the equipment is
not suitable for handicapped children; or, the adult/child ratio is not
ideal for a handicapped child. If you refuse taadmit a handicapped child,
you may be running the risk of a lawsuit by the parents.

Violating Health Or Safety Regulations

Certain requirecents are trvosed on the physical environment of
child care centers to protect children from fire, from unsafe conditions and
from unsanitary buildings. The regulations which address these issues are
based on public safety and public health laws.

Advice and guidance pertaining to building and sanitation regula-
tions can be obtained from the fire department, the safety office and die
health and environment section-on your installation. In Aaaition to being
able to provide you 'with valuable informa8.on, representatives fram thege
organizations usua4ly enforce the regulations through frequent inspections
of your center.

Inspections by competent, trained, concerned "outsiders" are vital
andnecessary for the protection of the children in your center. The inspec-
tors often have clearer vision than you and may observe a pätentially danger-
ous situation which you may not see because,you are so close - emotionally
and,physically - to the center. Although inspections may seem bothersome and
confusing at times, be grateful that there are others on the installation who
share your concern for the well-being of:the children in your-care. When the
lives of children are involved, it is reassuring to know that you have sup--
port. (See Installation Resources Available To Military Child Care Programs
section of this Guidebook).
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, Avoiding Legal Liability For NegligenC4

You Should be aware that thoacenter will be held responsible for any
injury if negligence cati e proved. iibas of negligence.include but are not

limited to the follOWingt4

Improper or insufficient supervision, especially if it is less
than the adult-to-child ratio prescribed by regulation

Defective equipment

Defective building

Immdequate protectivt fencing

Unsafe ground conditiäns

?Unsafe floor conditions

Allowing a chiJ,d to remain in the center if his latk of self-control

makes him dan ous to himielf or others

.EMploying a staff Member or utilizing the regular services of a
volunteer who does not have 91 health clearance fram a physician.
(This applies to student teachers, parent assistants, substitutes
and trainees, as well as regular staff)

Failure to administer first aid when necessary

Failure to notify parents, guardians or a physician when a dhild is
seriously injured

Failure to have a plan for evacuating the building in case of fire

Failure to notify staff members of a dhild's physical, emotional
or health problems that warrant special consideration, such as .

allergies, epilepsy, hearing or visual problems, recent_illness or

family problems

Misrepresentation in.obtaining fire, health, sanitation, btAlding,
safety and other permits that are required by military regtiations

Failure to provide adequate refrigeration for food as necessary

Unsanitary conditions, especially in regard to toilets, washbasins

and food serving facilities'

Failure to vent gas 'heaters or to screen open fireplaces or ,

free-standing heaters

Failure to keep pinic hardware in good repair on doors that lead
tb the street `.

2Adapted from C. Cherry, B. Harkness, and K. Kuzma, Nursery School And

Day Care Center Management Guide (California: Fearon-Pitman Publishers, Inc.,

1978), p. 258.
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REPORTING CHILD ABUSE=AND NEGLECT

Child Abuse and negleCt are ugly WOrds which mbst.Of us would .

rather not th/nk About. However, we must think About them becaUse they are
a grim reality for many young Children. Neither a parent or any other person
may willfully injure a child. It is unlawful. Like it or not,"the staff of
a child care center is in a better position than most to observe and help a
young Child who might be undergoing abuse or neglect at home. And, Obserying
means'reforting.

Con4ress passed the Child Abuse And Negiect Prevention And Treat-
ment Act in'_1974. Since that time,,all 50 states as.well as the military
communities have developed laws pertaining to the reporting of Child abuse.
These laws vary from state to state and from bne branch of service to another/
but the laws are specific in what they require.. Check the regulation pertain-
ing to your branch ofthe Armed Forces. Generally, you will find that a
director of a Child care center is required to report suspected abuse of Chil-
dren to the appropriate agency and that the law also provides immunity fram
lawsuits to.profesdionals who report suspected cases in good faith. In prac-
tical terms, it is important to understand'that legally you haVe no choice
about reporting sdspected abuse - you are,required to do so. Failure to

, report suspected cases could result in \legal charges being brought against
you. Another noteworthy aspect of these laws is that today the trend is to
provide support and social services to the family rather than prbeecution and
punishment. The goal is the protection of the child and help for the family,
not removing the Child from the parents and putting the parents in jail.

,

Be aware, too, that parents are not the only Child abusers. Care-
givers who do not properly feed children or Change diapers are just as guilty
of neglecting &child as the parents who do not properly feed or diaper thdir
own Child. In any event the center which does its part in reporting, sudh
instances will be helping a great deal in the battle to prevent child abuse
and neglect.

Reporting child abuse and neglect is difficult, but it must be done.
Ignoring the symptoms Of child abuse does nbt make them go away. Pretending
thatiit is none of your business doeSn!t. help either. Your, business is caring

for children, and caring sometimes mearis taking risks to insure the welfare
of those children and help for their parents.

RESPECTING THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS

There are laws governing the confidentiality as well as the dis-
closure of records, not only of the parents and children receiving child care
services, but also personnel records of the staff.

The FederaZ Privady'Act of 1974 covers points such as who has access'
to records, for what purposes and under what circumstances. This act %es .

designed to require federal agencies to keep their records on individuals in

18
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a systematic fashion, to prevent the,circulation of these.records to unautho-
rized individuals or agencies, and 6, permit individuals to find out what

information about them is on file within particular agencies.

"Common sense" probably alerta any director to the possible lia-

bility involved in giving free access.of children's records to anydne who

requests them, for example, to a new children's photographic studio who

requests a list'of names for advertising purposes. But, have you considered

the finer points of this confidentiality requirement?

What would your initial reponse be to the following rather common

kinds Of telephone inquiries?

"Hello. This is XYZ l'1..nance Company calling to verify employment

for Sam Benson. How long 1.as he been an employee in your chiZd

care center and what are his hourly wages?"

"HeZZo. This is Ray Garrett, Louise's father, calling. I just

got hcme from work and my wife and Louise aren't here. I know that

my wife was to have picked Louise up from the center arlier. Has,

she picked her up yet? Did she indicate that they were going some-

fohere eZse after leaving the center?"

"HeZZo. This is getty BeZZ calling. Pm a 'friend of Cathy Collins

who works at your center. She gave me her home telephone number,

but I've misplaced it and I desperately need to get in touch with

her. Can you give me her number?"

Your initial-response tb the above inguiries,maY be to provide the

requested informAion, but.if you do so, you may be violating the confiden-

tiality of the records maintained in your center. Be cautious and alert.

Although you simply may be trying to be helpful, rememberinat your intended

helpfulness could indeed be harmful.

For example, consider ti 71.bird situation Above. You have no way

of being certain that the person calling is Who she claims tdrbe liar do you

have any way of knowing that she really is a friend of Cathy Collins, your

employee. Cathy may even have an unpublished number. If so; She does) not

want it revealed. If indeed Betty is a "long-lost friend," She:probably

wilidoe understanding of yo& responsibility to protect her friend's rights?

However, if you still feel a need to be helpful and if you have th-p time to

become involved, the legal solution to this situation would be to .inform Betty

that you-will contact Cathy and give. heraemessage.

Always keep in mind that your first responsibility is to maintain

the security of privileged information. We have found that the'best method

of handling inquiries aboat employees is to refer the person to the Civilian

Personnel Office for answers. If you have,any questions about maintaining.

.privacy of other records, it is recommended that you contact an autnority on

your installation regarding the items of personal information that you nor-

mally may release without an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or

'vidlating the Privacy Act.

6
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. On the other hana-e the Federal:Freedom of Information Act provides

access torpoords by individuals or agencies if the access is not restricted

by other statutes. Under the provisiOns of this act, parents would be per-
mitted to have access to any records,which yoh maintain on their children."
Similarly, your employees are entitled to review any of their owniiersonnel
records or files stored in the child care center or the Civilian Personnel
Office.

,-

- It is imperative tLt you-familiarize ypuself 'and your staff with
the specific Privacy and disclOsure requirements that may-apply to your cerr-
ter, disclosure under Child Abuse or freedom of informatiori statutes,
or privacy'procedures under the Privacy Act. %hen you.find out what statutes
apply to your,center, you must Shape your information and other procedures in
accordance with.the law. Failure tO adhOre to these requirements could sub-
ject the child care center to damage claims by individuals who believe their
tight to privacy or disclosure was.violated.

, ENFORCING SERVICEMEMBER' S RESFONSIBILITY FOR CHII.DRE4

One category pf law concerns the responsibilfty of parents, in gen-
eral, or the military sponsors of dependent children, in particular, for the
acts of their children on a military installation. Military menbers are
responsible for willful ahd destructive acts of their children. They may be
hel&financially liable for damage to property or liable-for injury tsc
another person. Although it is unlikely that you will'he involved in'a sit-
uation requiring enforcement of this requirement, it may oCcur. The one
instance in Which itwas useful to us involved "requiring" ktiouble family
to seek professional counseling Services: A daughter in this family, who
r.adeived regular card in our child care center, frequently displayed
anti-4social and destructivebehavior. Numerous efforts by the center Staff
failed tO cOnvince the family of the need fOr any assistance. When the child
eVentually lost all cOntrol - in our opinion - the.parents were,reminded that
thelc-welv 4esponsible fOr this child's actions. 4n0, because her actions
and behaviOrs were harmful to not only herself but to other children, the only
-choke remaihing to us was to suspend the child from the center until the
:family sought professidnal help. The family was told that the child would be
r--. 'tted to the center dnly 'upon the recommendation of ecounselbr. I

The Point is that this family would not seek assistapce until
reminded that theY were responsible and Ziable for their child s actions. -
When we eMphasized the liability involved, the family did.seek help, reluc-
tantly,_ TOday, the 'girl is a delightful,,well-adjUSted child, the_family
is happier and_the ents constantly express their gratitude,to us.
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FOLLOWING FAfR'EMPiOYMENT PRACTICES

Conditions of employmentand rights of workers are governed by
military regulations which provide uniformperscnnel policies and procedures.
These regulations include sectiont dealing with salary and wages, hours of
employmentcleave policies, performance evaluations and benefits. Ii is not

our intent to repeat regulations ih this section, but rather to inform the

new directors that such regulations exist - a copy should be in the center
directar'sliles - andZO present some of the more common situations sur-
rounding employees which tend to occur in child care settings and which have
legal implications.

Assuring Equal Opportunity In EMpleee Seleation

. -

The epployment interview and selection process is known to be the
point at which most discrimination occurs in hiring. Three major pieces of
Federal law are designed to provide all persons an equal opportunity for
'employment. The Civil Riglitts Acp of,1964, Title VII, is the-major law
designed to eliminate discrimia.tion al the basis of race, religion, color,
Sex or national origin. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act adds the
same protection to applicants age 40 to 70, while the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 extends this equal opportunity in hiring provisions to the handicapped.

It is'for reasons of assuring equal opportunity in employmeht that
conducting interviews in a legal Manner is very important. When interviewing
candidates'for a staff position, there are some questions which definitely
.are illegal to ask. One of the most useful pieces of information on this
,Subject that we've seen was from a 1977 workshop conducted by the North
Carolina State Persbnnel Officb Training Center.3 Itris quoted on the -

following page.

3Reproduced by the North Carolina State Training and Technical Assistance
Office for Head-Start, June, 1978._ Nor:th Carolina Leadership Development Pro-
gram, Greenaboro, North Carolina.'
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COMICTING TIJE .LEGAL VITERVIETI

SUBJECT

IIPME

MR= SLIMS

MILE

PZE

tociazu,
ORIGIN

STIOUID har ASK

Mother person has Worked under a differ-
ent name. Questions whiCh divulge marital
status, anceptry.

Whether person is married, single, eleOle
rated, divorced', engaged.

About family planning,. family size, chil-
dren's ages, child care plans, spouse's
employment or salary. .

Question; allowing preference for specific
age group.

About ancestry, birth place of applicant,
parents, or spouse.

CITIZENSHIP elinether a U.S. citizen.

EELMTICti

ARRESTS

OINVICITCHS

CREDIT WINGS
OR GARIISH-
MEWS

ORWIZATICNS

RECSOCN

HEIGHT
WIUGHT

PREMAat'Y

HANDICAPS

22

About education that is not related
jdopezforsance.

MAY ASK

Cuixent legal nice

tNOTHING

Freedom to travel.:

-if job requires,
meetEng'wdek.scheduldi
requirements. All
applicants for a position
must be asked the sank
questions.

Are you under 18 or
over 65.

Ability to speak,
read or write Englith
or a foreign language
if the jcib requires.

Whether visa=
immigration status
prevents person from
Lawful employment.

to Training and experience
related to jcib require-

Aboutarrests because a person is not
judged guilty by an arrest.

About convictions unless the information
beari on job performance.

Atout credit ratings since it usually
las little or no relaticin to jOb per-
formance.

About all orgapizatiOns ;he person belongs
tos oiganizations Whidh indicate race,
color, creed,'sex, marital stmt., reli-
gion or national origin. -

About religion:

Unless related to jcb requiligrents.

About medical history concerning pieg-
nancy and related 'health matters.

General questions that brir'ig out inform-
tion that is not jcib related.

.29

NOM=

About convictioni,
if all candidates are
'asked, and if the
information has bear-
ing an jcib performance
of the specific position.

NOTHING,.unless jOb
related.

About professional
organizations..

Anticipated absences
from the jdb.

About ahility to per-
fOrm the Nib require- :
ments.

,

Anticipated duration
On the job. Anticipated
absences from the jOb

' (same question must be
aaked of males and
females).

Whether a person has 'sen-
sory, mental, or physical

that relate
=linty to perfora jcib.

9
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Making EMployment-Related Decisions In Daily Operations

During the normal operation of &child care center a.variety of
, situations arise whidh require the director to make a decision Whidh, may or

may not violate employment laws. It is important to recognize the potential
legal question inherent in decisions of this sort. Consider the,following

situations.

You have scheduled an outstanding speaker to conduct a workshop
fbr parents. 'It will be held on a Wednesday evening and will
fbcus on "Discipline." You have requested that center staff
voluntarily attend. As the director, alle you permitted to make
a request of this nature?

You arrive at the center at 8;00 a.m. on the day after Christmas
to disaDver that only ten children-are receiziing care. Normal
average attendance at this time ofday is 40 children. Four of
the center staff alPeady have started to work and within a short
time other scheduled employees are td arrive fbr work. You
realize that the center will be drastically overstaffed - result-
ing in disaster to your budget. Can you call the,caregivers who
hav not yet arrived,fbr work to infbrm them that attendance is
low and they will not be needed on that day?

The center staff is given a 30-minute break fbr meals. They are
not paid fbr mealtime and often leave the center. You have
observed that when they do leave to shop or do other errands, they
frequently take longer than the 30 minutes allowed. This practice
is creating many problems'in the center. Can you, in what you
consider to be in the best interest of the center and in fairness
to other staff, prohibit staff from leaving the center?

You are interviewing applicants fbr a staff position in the cent.s.
You know that most of your best employees in the past have been
parents; therefbre, you would like to make certain that the appli-
cants have children. Are you legally permitted to ask them if
they do?

A parent - whom you know to be insecure but also influential in
the community - comes to you and insists on apeaking privately
you. During your.meeting with her, she complains vehemently abc-.
the two caregivers who were caring fbr her son wherCshe arrive,:
to pick him up. Questioned fUrther, she reveals that the care-
givers were speaking a language other than English to each othey
giggling and glancing at her while they changed her son's'diape
She believes that the caregivers were making fun of her or her
child and is very upset. TO prevent this from happening again,
you establish a center policy which states that caregivera may
speak only English in their Mnormal" day-to-day routines. "Is

this lawfUl? 1
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During a prObationary period, a caregiver has been given an unsatis-

factory evaluation. The caregiver has been notified that he wilt
be dismissed. Re nozOas one week to continue working prior to the

, effective date,of this action. This caregiver now is actively tell-
ing parente how horrible the center.a7 As a reault, can you termi-
nate him immddiately wit4put pay? a

Without considering the many "fine pointi"*Of lont laws, a/l
S. 9f the above situations generally ar0,considered unlawful. I you have any

doubt about these or other situations relating to employmeqt, it is imperative
that.you seek,advice.

EMploying,Minors

Another area.relating to legal issues involves the employment of
minors. If the recruitment of new employees and the applications for employ-
melt in your center are-handled byapersonnel office, you need not be con-.
cerned with some of these isgues such as work permits or the age at which
minors legally are peimitted to work. This screening will be done fonyou.
However, if your center does employ young people during the summer, an week-
ends or after school, there are aspects of child labor laws which may be your 2

responsibility. These may include, but are not limited,to, the following.

There may be restrictions upon the number of hours minors may be
able to work eaceday or week.

There may be restricticns upon sciiedUlingminorS to work late in
the evening' or an all-night Shift.

There may be restrictionelipon the kinds of,occupations or tasks
-that a minor can perform.

There may be restrictions an providing' for the safety and welfare

, of minors.

Under the regulations of your installation, do you know the answers-

to the.folloc.iing'questians pertaining to the employment of minors?

Your center is open from 6:00 a.m. until midnight daily. Can you

employ an 18 year old, who has completed school, to work as a
cleaning person between the hours of midnight and 6:00 a.m.?

Your center operates until 1:00 a.m. on Friday and Saturday even-
ings. One of your,caregivers is 17 years old. Can the caregiver

work as late as 1:00 a.m.?
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A caregiver in the center,is a high school senior who assists with
the school-age group after 'school from Monday through Friday. She
would like to work about five hours each day. With the,number of
children receiving care in your center from 3:00 p.m. uhta-
8:00 p.m. you know you could use her.talents. But, is,it legal?

Are there any differen6e8 between Zunch/rest,period requirements
forMinors and those for aditits?

Because of the variations in laws and policies, we cannot provide
answers for you, but if we caused you to think about these issues our purpose
has been

;-

And, if you are in doubt akbWallswers to any of these questions, it
recarrrended that you contact your installation personnel office, legal

office and regulations for information.

ASSURING ADEQUCE CENTER LIABILITY INSURANCE

Insurance generally is of little or no concern to you. Because you
and your staff are government employees, operate in a federally-owned building
and abide by federal regulations, your insurance needs are provided at no cost
to your program.

Insurance that usually is available and/or provided to you, your
employees and the center includes:

workmen's compensation

unernployment compensation

fire and theft insuange

heaZth, Zife and retirement

fidelity bonds

tort claims

One of the most Important types of insUrances for any child care
program and for any director is liability insurance.4 Liability insurance
is what protects your center from the results of accidents wtich occur in your
center. In legal terms, liability insurance is what protects the center or

4The information that follows on insurance and contracts is adapted from
W. Aikrren, Day Care LegaZ Handbook: Legal Aspects Of Organizing And Operating
Day Care Programs' (Urbana, Illiftois: EPIC/tar, 1977), pp. 67-75.

25.
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you irom financial loss when someone has been injured or property damaged as

a-result of "negligence." William F. Aikman, at attorney, has said "As a gen-

eral rule you can assume that virtually any kind of accident which occurs on

your premises is quite likely to be considred to have occurred as a result of

negligence; if the injured'party should prés the issue.' He further advises

that child care centers "are subject to the legal rules:applicable to busi-

nesses, and in our legal system, there is almost a presumption of negligende

regarding accidents which occur on business premises or as a result of busi-

ness operations."

For your own peace of mind, consult a legal officer to Obtain a

clear understanding of the insurance provisions offered to you and your cen-

ter - and be particularly cautious and questioning About liability insurance.

With increasing frequency, lawsuits for injury to children are being brought

against child care staff. Those who work with young Ohildren consequently

are finding themselves in legal difficulty, with very little understanding

of their legal responsibilities.

It seems clear that the saying, "an ounce of prevention is worth

a pound of cure," is.appropriate here. Obviously, you will try to prevent

accidents by providing proper supervision of the children, by attempting to

foresee hazardous situations and-by taking necessary precautions to avoid

accidents. But since preventive measures sometimes fail, you also thoilld pre-

vent and spare yourself the burden of heiily damage payments as a result of

a lawsuit by investing in personal liability iniurance - if you find it nec-

essary after consulting with an attorney on your installaiion who can fully

lexplain apy potential liability of yourposition to you.

UNDERSTANDING CONZRACTS

As a military child card center director, You are requirja to abide

by the military regulations which address contracts. For mapy child care cen-

ters, these are troublesane concerns; for you, the director of a Military cen-

ter, they aie clearly defined. Even so, .contracts often are confusing issues

for Child care center directors. In essence,.they are legally enforceable

agreeTente. They are, essentially, promises which can be enforced legally,

-and which you have an obligation to fulfill. If you.don't fdifill.them, you

are sUbject to possible penalties.

There are three main elements of a ContraCt:

the offer - your intent to a seller to pur4iase soinething,for a

specific price;,

26

the acceptance - the seller's indication that you will be supplied

with something at thd specific price;

the conaideraion - a fancy legal word for value or price of some-

thing.
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Threeinisccaceptions about contracts are common and result in some
people entering into valid contracts without even knowing they have.dons so.

One belief is that alcontract is a written, 'signed document. This
is not true. Oral pontracts are legal and enforceable. -

The second error is that some special formalities are required to
enter into.a contract.-lhis is not true. There are no particular
formalities required.

The third frequently held belief is that a contract4cists only if
an exchange of money is involved. This is not true. An exchange
of money is not necesgarily a consideration in a contract. Howeiler,

something of.value must be exchanged for a binding contract to
exist.

Consider the following situation, one which is common in child care
centers.

James Brown, an artistic person, is the father of a child who
receives care in your center daily. He approaches you and offers
to paint children's murals pn the walls of the chiZd care center in
exchange for a month's cost-free ca24e for his chiZd in the center..

If you agree, you have entered into a contract which is legally
Al exchange for Mt. Brown's artistic abilities, you will provide

child care for his child. The three main elements of a contract have been
met, but note that no, money, official-looking documents or particular for-
malities were involved.

As a director of a child care center, it is important that you havS
some familiarity with the nature of contracts and the military regulations
governing contracts in order to be able to run your center responsibly.

ASKINGIOR CLARIFICATICN WHEN IN DCUBT

One last thought. Like mahy professions, the law is surrounded by
a mystique of fanoy legal jargon and technicalities. Don't be threatened!
Don't-be afraid to aisk.the military lawyer or legal officer questions. Ask
for an explanation if you don't understand something that ihe attorney is
saying or doing. And, until you do understand, keep asking. If you don't
xmiderstand the technical language being used, ask the lawyer to use simple,
non-legal language. You can be sure the lawyeruculd ask you questions if
your.roles were reversed and youwere explaining theories of child 'develop-
ment to the Lawyer using the jargon of your profession.

Although same dire possibilities have been explored in this section,
being the director of a military child care center is really not a legally
hazardous occupation. This is true mainly because there is a network of
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resources on your installation available to advise and assist you. A key
element to avoiding problems is to be aware of how theyinight arise. Pre-

pared with that awareness, you can protect yourself againstinost difficulties
merely by carefully thinking 4rough your plans and their implications and
by takihg advance actions. If this section helps tckbridge that legal gap by
developing that awareness and outlining same of those actions, our purpose
will have been fulfilled.

:3
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READM MRE Aaair IT

The following suggeWteareadings are those which we have used ourselves-and
which we have found to be.therrost useful on this topic. If you want to
include other rescurces-on your bookshelf, these would be good additions.

Aikman, W. Child care and the law: Ctstody problems. Child Careolnforma-
tion Exchange #1, Spring 1978, 8. -

AikMan, W. Day cam legal handbook: Legal aspects of organizing and operat-
in;# day care programs. Urbana, Illinois: ERIC/ECE, 1977.

Click, P. Adminietration of schools for' young children. NOIrr York: Delmar
. PUblishers, 1975,

Day care personnel management. Atlanta, (eorgia: Southern Regional Eduda-
ticn Board, 1979.

Mbrgan, G. [Fegulaticns of early childhcod programs.] In r4 N. Mb:Redden
(Ed.), Early childhood developmenttprograms and services: Planning for
action. lieshington, DC: National Association for the Education of
Young Children, 1972.

Rose, C. M. Some emerging issues in legal liability of children's agencies.
New York: Child Welfare League of America, Inc., 1978.
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STAFFING YCUR CENTER
FOR 6UALITY CARE

The easiest way to attract and keep pod staff is to
. assure them a challenging ahd rewarding job with potential for
advancement, pay them well and offer them attractive working
hours. Unfortunately, the realities of child care usually
include such intangible rewards as being hugged in the moining
and helping children learn to button their coats. The job usua-

lly bringewith it low pay, little opportunity to move up, and
long or .unusual working hours.' It takes extraordinary people to

be satisfied with these conditions for years. As a result, in
child care centers staff turnover tends to be high and job 1?)er-

forma/Ace may drop off after a time.

Therefore, onenof the Most important priorities in cen-
ter management - and one which is vital to promm quality - is
the establishment of a staff recruitment, development, management
add evaluation system which can keep the quality of'the center
high without reqUiring extraordinary caregivers with an ability
to be self-sacrificing. In short, a center needs a staffing
system which can absorb staff turnover and continue to operate
a quality program.

3 7
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RECRUITING STAFF

A lot has been said and written about what qualifications are

necessary to staff the various roles in a child care center. Recannendations

seem to agree on the 51.4sii.able pefsonality traits of an,adult who works with

young children all day, but they vary a lot with respect to the amount and

kind of education or experience considered necessaru. Same of this variation

reflects the fact that a lot of things contribute to the quality of a center
including, in particular, the size of the group of children cared for in one
room, and the number of children assigned to each caregiver. In addition,

such things as the kind and amount of,admthistrative support available to the

staff when needed, general staff morale and opportunities for on-the-joh;

training and staff development affect the amount of specific knowledge or
experience which isdneead for each center position.

Staffing For Diversity

One important consideration in the 'recruitment of staff for the

group care of children is the variety of experiences and world views the

child will get through contact with the adults in the center. An important

way of broadening children's experience is by making it possible for them to

get to knaw a staff that is not all of thersame Age, gex, race and culture*

Although it requires a lot of energy to work long hours with young
children, this does not imply that only young people have that energy. It

certainly is possible to find people of,various ages who are able to work in

a center as a caregiver.or in other positions such as administrative assis-

tant, cook, housekeeper or receptionist. In partular, in the military set-

ting where many Children are prevented by geographic mobility from flaying

experience with grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins, some of the benefits

of these lost relationships can be replaced through expOsure to people of

different ages working at the center.

Another obvious lack in the lives of many childen today throughout

society is experiences with men. Although child care has not been an occupa-

tional choice of men in the past, this is Changing. A day care center located

near a college usually can work out an arrangement for men students to become

part-time . workers at least.

In a military community there is another Very rich source of vari-

ety to add.to the center through including staff from the different racial

and cultural backgrounds represented in the community. pe military

life-style of integrated housing, neighborhoods and work places is, in many

ways, an advanced social setting which is steps ahead of many civilian commu-

nities. We have seen in our own center'that children, families ard staff mem-,

bers benefit fram exposure to others of different racial, cultural and socio-

economic backgrounds. Although'child rearing philosophies may vary greatly

among people from different backgrounds, it is important for us all to be

aware that there vii,no one way to raise a Child And that adults of the future

will need to understand this diversity. In a setting where differences are

respected, children develop their own'Sense-of-self by identificAtton of,

similarities and an awareness of differences. We have found that the best
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way to teach about humap dixidrsity is by including people that represent that
diversity in everyday life.

Thinking about job requirements. The first step toward recruiting
and selecting staff is to determine the requirements of a position.. A well
written job description will provide this information: From the requirementS,
simply list all the qualifications or qualities needed to perform these tasks.
For example, if you are hiring a cook, does the applicant need to,.

#

be able to plan meals as well as prepare them? .

have an understanding of nutritional needs of children?

do any heavy liftlng?

have knowledge of commercial cooking equipment?

possess the qualities `of a competent caregiver oeteacher (warmth,
ability to communicate, nurturing)?

shop for food or purchase equipment?

enjoy being around chdldren?

ver work with child-ren7

be responsible ifor any money?

DeveZoping Job Descriptions

. Every employee should be provided with an accurate job description.
A job description is a written summary of the important facts about a particg-

-lar position. It tells (1) the .duties, (2) the responsibilities and
(3) the requirements of a particular job. Depending on the work to be done

-and the size of your child care center, job descriptions can be simple or
,involved.

It is important to realize that the succesi or failure of your cen-
ter is determined largely.by how' well your employees do their work_ and how
well that work relates to other positions in the center. If the duties and

responsibilities of eadh position are not identified clearly, poor employed
performance could result - perhaps the employee actually does not know what'
is to be done. '

A job description provides the significant facts. abOut a position
These facts giVe the director and the employee a general understanding of:

.what,the employee does

how it is to be done

why the employee doeS it
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Keep in mind that a job description includes only'the basic require-.
ments of a position 7.t.o provide an understanding of what is ekpected ot an
employee. .It is nolt designed as an evaluation tool to determine how well an
.employee performs the duties. However, it can berve as a basis for design4ng
a tool to evaluate staff performance.

. .

A, well written job description also can be used as a cuJ4e th

selecting tilp best applicant when, you have a vacant position in your center.
'4

, .

Although the Civilian Personnel Office usually,i's responsible.
for,publishing civilian job descriptions on a military installation, it is
your responsibility as the director of the child care center to provide_
them with enpugh information to publish ap accurate descriptio4, for each

jdb. The more th6rough the information you provide, the better the,pUblished
jcb description will be.

4

Some excellent examples of job descriptiCns, as well as Many other
adMinistrative tools for organizing and operating,child care' centers, oan be
found'in the handbook, Day Care: 7 Administration, publfahed by the United-

States Department of Health, Education and 'Welfare4.ACYF, Washington, OPC,'
1971: ;--; ,

Advertising The Position ,

1

-/

In most.communities tOday'an announcement of ",kj. child care poSitic0..1

in local newspapers prcduCes an avalanche of-lappricants. 'But our experiende
indicates that, number of applications'is-not related to"the quality of the

applicants. We haye found that the best qualified.applicants told to be'
, ...,

those who ,-. .....

. . V
, ,

.;
use atter staffmetbers or parents and friends of the:Center,-, ..,,

.. /
as references

sUbmit anapplication voluntarily based on the center's 'reputa--:,

tion on the installation' ., .,,

P, -
.1aave attended c.asses at a schoOl oi college with a strong

, ,/

early childhcodenphas is
4 ' 4 '

V .4 ' : '

are members of the:local early childhood professional alkani-. -',,,:,
.,, ,

zations
,.

, . ....

Ille Civilian Personnel Office ars° is responsible for officialfir

publishing lists of vacancy announcements fOrpRsitions on an,installation.
These are distributed widely' and include child.care,pdisit4ona. Sihce many

of cur best applicants in the past haye known'existin4 statf meNbers,,we
make certain that our caregivers,are aware of vacancies,. Posting vacancy,

:ren
announcem asents as scon theli are txibuted by the Civilian Personnel
Office in the staff lounge and zcn ts',bulletin-boaOS as' well as 1'

6 \announcing these vacancies in staff/patent'meetingS are ItethcdS that seeid

to work well for us. We also recanmend that announcements be'sent by '

611)14an Personnel Office,to local early'childhcod professional organizations,

, colleges CT vocational schools whichroffer programs in relevant'Relds.
4 . N.
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or ol>'thild, care centers in the area. -At tires,

'-the'Civiiian Personnel Office to a6ertise in local
4

Screening-ApOiCants For Interviews

Those of us fUncatning as center directors in the.military system
'are more fortunate than,our civilian counterparts in some respects. The

Civilian PerSonnel Office proVides-application forms to applicants,,accepts.
applications and.initially screens all applications. The screening process
is bathed on sudh things as e;cperience, references and academic background:.
Those applicants Who ire considered "best qualified" are referred to us for
the selection process. Without their assiatance, the hiring process could
involve hours of wcrk - writing vacancy announcements, submitting newspaper
ads, giving irptruct4ons for completing application forms, accepting applica-
tions, responding, to Reny t4ep1cne Calls, aS'sessing,applications and Checking

-
references. Childcare directors working in civilian cent.: c often complain

.

that theiecwrall program suffers each time they must go tnrough the'hiting
process because so much tire iS involved. On.the other hand, those whohave
attenpted to,take short-cuts in this process realize the error in doing so:
Anunsatisfactory employee hired as a result may ity the final.analysis be'

. more diaruptive to a program( and consumemore of the director's time and
energy thawanY initial thorough hiring process.

-

it may be ne6.6ssary for
newsp.apers.

4 A'
/

DESIgNING 4.)S'IWT EtECTION PPCCESS

Conducting-An Interview

'Ctnducting ,perthonal intervieW with each of those apiolicants
referred.to you is-ssèntial to select the'one who fits your needs best. _The
persorthl itervie0 is the,most iMportant step in the seleAiOn Process. The,

:O.Vilian Personnel Office will contact the best qualified applicants and q

'schedule interview appointments according to'your instructions. 'You alsO
will be provided with a written schedule of time and dates for interviewing

. in addition to the applidaticn forms- of.each candidate.
-

, As a rtile, we have found that'interviewing-at least five applicanta'
for a position^likely will yield at least one person to fill the position.
If fewer than five-are intervilomxl, it is tenpting to iiire someone who is not
particularly impressive sinply because you do not want to 1.:iaste time_waiting
for additional.interviews to be scheduled. 'Remember that although not all
persons whoslook promising in an interview will.work effectively in yourcen-
_ter, you can be hearly certain that those whoNare not iippressive will not
work well. :

*
tb%

seiecting caregivers to work-Under yOur diiection_probablys.is your-

ncet,important taskNpi child care center is only as good as its staff, and
-.Y04, as the directgr, are the key to the Selection of caregivers which,ulti-
mately is-a key.to tile,sti&ess. of your center. glen you have a congenial,
enthusiastic, well-trained staff, all else seems to go Well and the problema
that do arise are solved easily.. But, unhappy, ili-suited caregivers create
tensial,s within the total center operation that can destroy a progrim.

"
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As the director, you are.soleiy'respcnsible for interViewing and

choosing caregivers whose pOrsonalities and talents can be coMbined suodess-

fully. in actual practice, we have found that there oftdn is more insight

and objectivity if the interview is conducted by more than one person, with

the director making the final decision. In addition to the director, inter-

viewers in' our!center have included advisors to the dhild care center., the

director's supervisor,,parents and key staff members. We believe that'two -

,or at most three interviewers can conduct a joint interview successfully
if_careful planning has been done before the interview. Any more inter4

viewers seam to ovendelmthe candidate and be less productive. Or, the
interviewers can meet the candidate separately - one rightafter the other -
which does not produce-as much anxiety for the candidate and may result in
additional information being Obtained. ln this case, careful planning also-
must be done to fully assess the candidates' qualifications.

4
A thorough interview which provides an opportunity for bbth the

director and-the candidate to'share information will last from 45 to 60 min-
utes. It is iMporant to conduct the interview in a comfortable, relaxed
atmospheA-fred from interruptions, Choose a roym arrangement that allows
easy discussion among a1,1 those present. Above all, avoid the courtroom&
type atmosphere of a trial. The candidate should pot have to face a row of
interviewers or An interviewer seated coldly and very officially behind a
desk. .

The successful interviewer listens and observes more than.he or
t47.k8. But to set the candidate at ease and to start the interview pro-

cess, the interviewer Should sUMmarize the particulars of the position to be
filled. We then have found it appropriate to ask the candidate to briefly
describe previous training 4nd/or experience that he or She has had that is
relevant to the position. Although' this_information also'can be found on
the application form, it iS surprising what a candidate will relate to you
verbally compared to what is Oritten. In addition, this question is an
,easy, non-threatening one for the candiojate toanswer and starts the communi-
cation ball-rolling. After that, questions which prObe deeper into the

'candidate's personality and functioning Ability are necessary and appropriate.
Depending on the jdb-applied for, the questions may vary, but it is helpful
in making a final selection if all candidates for a position are asked the
same questions: Wve'-had suoiCess with hyrcthetical-situation questions
such as,

What .would you do, if: ..

a child bites another child?,

a parent complains because her child gets dirty?

you disagree with another caregiver's method of dipcipZining
a child?'

a child kicks you? A

,\
c.

,

There isla wealth of such situations in the
1

Military Child-Care-
Project's Staff Development Series which would be.appropriate for the inter-
view settir5. Other questions which can be helpful in _making the final'selec-
tion include:
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1.

How do you feel about parents wing-child care fbr their children?

How is your health?

How would you describe your disposition?

Why do you believe that you.would be good -f.n.thie position?

111 -737

Obviously questions sudh as these db not have only one correct'
answer. As a result, they might make the.4candidates.feel somewhat uncomfort-
able, yet they also can be valuable in providing the Candidates with a
glimpse of the real facts of life About a job in a child care center before
accepting it. Xou can help put the candidate at ease about answering ques-
tions by praising responses,that are sincere,'frank and complete. Nodding
your head occasionally and maintaining eye contact also acknowledge the
applicant's response. It prObably is best not to-disagree with the candidate
during the interview, although clarifying center policies i permissible.

'At the end of the interview, time should be allowed for the appli-
cant to ask questions. Then,the applicant should be told when the final
selection will be announced and how hp or She will be hotifieAu

Observing The Applicant In The Canter
;

.Following the interview it is 'wise to take the candidate into the
center. By doing this you are,able to briefly observe the candidate's
interactions with children and other staff.

Taking Notes On Your Thoughts ,

Because muCh of what is said in an interview is forgotten qUickly,
it is critical to record relevant infortatidn as soon as possible. Although
taking detailed notes during an interview is'not generally recommended, we
find that occasionally jotting'dowri a word or two is nOt offensive. Then,
following the interview allow yourself 10 to 15 minutes before the next
interview to write more detailed comments and impressions about the candi-
date. This also allows you time to review the application of the next
candidate to be interviewed. An interview data form is a convenient method
of recording and recalling information about each candidate. The one-page
form we use allows spaCe for recording the followimg'information:

Position to be filled
Name,of applicant
General appearance'
Attitude
Strengths of applicant.
Weaknesses-of applicant
General in-Tressions bf applicant
,Interviewer signature(s)
Date
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If a candidate it hired, this balm is placed in his or her persca-

nel file. The interviemrdata for* of those qualilied candidates interviewed

but not hired are kept together in a separate file folder for future reflbtvces

or referrals.
f

Mdlang A Careful ahoice
_

,

When all the candidates have been interviewed and information

recorded, deciding whom to hire is the final step of the selection procest.

It often is a difficult step. Occasionally one candidate clearly will stand

out above the rest, but most of the tire it requires a careful evaluation of%

each candidate's background as well as responses and images projected in the

interview. \

Think carefully about and discuss each candidate't strengths and

weaknesses. It is important to select someone who genuinely cares about

children, who is willing to learn and who can work well in your center. In

our opinion, ?:ersonality - not past training or experience - is the key

factor in selectioa. Keep in mind that it is possible to provide training

in the routine aspects of child care, but it is very difficult - if not

impossible - to change a candidate's personality or basic view of children.
And, remember also, that in the final analysis the selection of one can-
didate over another always involves speculation. It is for this reason that

all full- and part-tire employees serve a probationary period.

re DEVELOPING WRITTEN PERSONNEL POLICIES

If your center operates as a non-appropriated fund activity on a.
military installation, it probably is governed by a service-wide regulation
dealing with personnel policies and procedures. As a result, the "official"
staff records and policies regarding hiring and firing, scheduling, wages
and benefits are under the auspices of the-Civilian Personnel Office.

Our experience indicates that often the. service regulation is too
complicated for many center employees, does not contain all relevant infor-
mation peculiar to center operations and is not available for distribution
to all employeet. In addition, because the center employees work in the
child care center, they expect you - the director - to provide answers to
their questions. Most staff members go to Civilian Personnel only twice -
once to apply for a position and again when they terminate employment.

As the center director, it is your reiponsibility to have in your
possession the service regulation governing personnel policies on your
installation and to act as an intermediary between center, staff and the
Civilian Personnel Office. In order to function effectivLy in this per-
sonnel management role, it is necessary to establish-an unofficial perionnel
system within your center. If your center operates as a private association
on an installation, the personnel system which you design most likely will
become,the "official" personnel policies and procedures.
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Making Necessary Policy Decisions

In setting pp a child care ceAer, the advisors and/or center direc-
tor must make some specific decisions About,personnel management that could
rightly be called policy decisions. If the director does not set policies on
important matters affecting personnel, but rather, lets eadh situation be
handled differently as it arises, the center staff will never know where they
stand and will be unable to make important decisions about their work per-
formance. Therefore, for a common understanding between staff and administra-
tion., it is important that policy decisions affecting personnel be set down
in writing as a guide for everyone.

: NO employee Should have to guess About the working conditions and
no director shoald be unsure of what is demanded of employees. The writtdn
policies of a center Should be in the hands of every staff member and center
advisor for the development of good staff relations. Written personnel poll-.

cies will not guarantee that employment problems will not occur, but they can
prevent misunderstandings and potential conflicts.

Many directos believe that writing personnel policiesOts a waste
of time because change is occurring constantly. It has been our experience
that some items do change, but many will stay the same. It is fairy easy to
retype a few pages to meet changing conditions if, in the long run, time and
effort will be saved by having the policies clearly stated in writing. In

developing policies, it is more important that the policies be clear and fair
than elaborate.

Preparing AnE72ployee Handbook

Cur written personnel policies are included in an Employee Handbook
which is given to each new employee. When a new employee is given a copy of
the written policies, you don't have to waste time discussing all of thy
details of employment; instead you.can use that'valuable time to get to knomw.
the new staff member.

The following is an overview of the-Sections which have been useful
to us for inclusion in the Employee Handbook. As you will notice, the hand-

. book combines what could be called center policies with some other useful
information about the center which Should beiavailable to center employees.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Why does your cen6r.exist? 2"
What are the goals of the center?
Why did you write the personnel policies?
Is there any general historiCal information about the center
which would be-of interest to staff?
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

This chart may be a very simple ine drawing illustrating all posi-

tions in the operation of the center and how they relate to each

other 1- the "chain of command," in military terms. Don't forget

to include any other organizations on the installation that may

be respansible for any administrative function within the center --
:Ixtrsonnel, financial, advisory, aperationalor.regulatory.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Because each employee should be provided with a separate detailad

job description, this segment of the personnel policies should pro-

* vide more,general inforrnaticn about all positions. What are the

general qualifications and duties of each position? What axe the

responsibilities of all staff members?

DETAILS OF aPLOYMENT

Definition of employees

full time/part time/intermittent
probationary period
seniority
work schedule
"break" time

Conpensation

time and method of payment
carpensation fpr meetings

deductions
wage scales
overtime payment

Benefits

Leave time

sick leave
annual leave
holidays with pay
leave without pay
procedures for taking leave

Insurance

FICA
medical/health iniurance
retirement program
workers' cavensation
unemployment compensation

Hiring practices

Health and medical requirements or exams

4 6
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affirmative action policy

promotion policy

Evaluation of.performance
Termination/resignation polibies
Rights of staff/grievance procedures
Confidentiality of records

STAFF TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Pre-service requirements
Inservice training
Professional responsibilities/cOnference and wqrkshop attendance
COoperative arrangements with educational institutions

SPECIFIC CENTER POLICIES

Enrollment policies
Health and safety matters
Program policies
Classroom/physical eavironment procedures
Behaviormanagement policies
Purchasirig policies

Emergency procedures
GUests/Volunteerg/students procedures

AEEPING PERSONNEL IMCOMS

Good personnel records are.vital to the successful management of any
center, but the larger the staff, the more important these recordl becalf.

Maintaining accurate and timely records will save you time that can be spent
on improving staff relations. Setting up a system of maintaining staff
records shmplymeans keeping a file folder on each employee. The files,

which natu;ally must be confidential and kept under lock and key, can be-set
up initialry in less than a day. Then when new employees are hired, a new
folder is added to the file, and when employees resign or are terminated,
their file folders arerreVel to an "inactive" file.

The records kept in each file folder should include all the infor-
mation that you acquire about each of your employees. Items which we have

found useful to keep include the following:

Application fbrm. The application for employment - including name,

address, social security number, emergency contact, education and relevant
experience - is the beginning of an individual!s staff records. Any attach-

memts to the application form - references, credentials, transcripts - also
shoup be kept in the file. If the Civilian Personnel Office must retain
the original application for employment, it is advisable to obtain a copy
or at the very least, take notes from the original appliPation for center
records.

41
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In addition, a written record of the personal interview of the
applicant is useful to keep. The interview data form described earlier pro-
vides this information.

Health forms. Reports on the employee's health status thould be
kept in the file folder. Initially this would include the physical examina-
tion and food handler's card required for hiring. Physicians' reports after
illness, yearly examination reports, reports of on-the-job injuries, and any
other records of the employee's health would be filed in the folder. Per-
sons who should be contacted in case'of an emergency, including the name of
the employee's phySician, should be on file.

EMployment record. This can be a,simple one-page form which
includes the position, starting date,-wage, change in employment status,
dates and type of leave granted, professional development during employment,
termination date, and reason fcr leaving. The job description also.should
be included or attached to this record.

Evaluations and conferences. Records of alrevaluations of an
employee's performance, including evaluations of probationary employees
should be kept in the file folder. Evaluation records over a period of
time will provide a complete record of job performance and also may point to
areas in which staff membert could be helped through arlaitional training.

A few factual statements covering the purpose and outcome of any
private conference with a staff member should be included in the personnel
folder.

Other pertinent information. Items in this category might be
correspondence relating to the employee, letters of commendation, special
awards or achievements, requests for references after an employee has left
the center, or letters of recommendations written for the employee. Payroll
information usually is not kept in the personnel folders, but it is treated
as part of the financial records. (See Financial Planning For Military
Child Care Centers).
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READING MORE ABOUT' rr

The following suggested readingi are those-utich we have used ourselves and
.which we have found to be the most useful on this topic. If you want to

include other resources on your bookshelf, these would be good additions:

Bruce, M. Human relations in small business. Washington, DC: Small Busi-

ness Administration, 1969.

Cherry, C., Harkness, B., & Kuzma, K. Nursery school and day care center

management guide. California: Fearon-Pitman Publishers, Inc., 1978.

Click, P. AdMinistration of schools for young children. New York: Delmar

Publishers,- 1975.

lk
Day care personnel management. Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regional Educa-

tion Board, 1979.

Herbert-Jackson, O'Brien, M., porterfield, J., & Pisley, T. The infant cen.

ter: A complete guide to organizing and managing infant day care. Bal-

timore, Maryland: University Park Press, 1977:

Hewes, D., & Hartman, B. Early childhood education: A workbook for admini-

strators. California: R & E Associates, 1974.

Host, S., & Heller, P. (Bois.) AdMinistration. Day Care Bulletin No. 7 (MID

73-20), Office of Child Deve1opmen41, 171. DHEK PUBLICATION No. 73-20.

yashington, DC.

fv14:11C 1"

MattS, R. How to write a job description. ToSithangton,'DC: Small Business

'Administration, 1965.

Mitchell, G. L., & Chmela, H. I am! I can! Connecticut: Greylock Pub-

lishers, 1977.

Neugebauer, R. Staff selection: ChooSing the one from the many. Child Care

,
Information Exchange #2, 4mmer 1978, 3-11.
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PLANNING FOR

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
AND EVALUATION

.The largest single investment you will makein your

child care center, and the most crucial one in terms of what,

happens to Children and their families, is your staff. Improv-

ing staff skills and their ability to.functiontas a team through

staff development makes a very real difference in the quality of

care you provide.

Most often-training is thought of as a method for
teaching some specific pieces of knowledge to those' wno have had

little or no background in child care. It is importantto recogr

ii

a

.

ze that training should not blimited onlyto those who have

ittle educational preparation. It should be viewed as a contin-

ous, on-going procats for all staff at the center. Staff devel- ,

opment opportunities - learning opportunities - are provided not

'''Thonly in special training programs, but in the day-to-day working

of a center, through supervision on-the-job and through cOntinu-

ously examining the effectiveness of all parts of the program.
The format and content for staff development programs will vary
from center to center,*depending on the ,needs of the group and

the scope and resources of the centerAnd surrounding community.
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UNDERSTANDING THS DEVEWPMENr OF CAREGIVititS

-As in teaching young children, so too in"planning a staff develop-.
ment program, it is necessary to understand the developmental needs of the
caregivers who are learning to work with groups of children. Lillian Katz,
an early childhood educator, suggests that teachers or caregivers go through
,four developmental stages, and that each stage makes certaintypes of train-
ing or developmental experiences most useful to them.1

Survival Stage One

The new caregiver in a roam of young Children usually feels a'bit
insecure and is occupied with day-torday survivarand learning the routines
of the center. 'In addition, new caregivers can be rather self-conscious about
their image in the eyeS of the more experienced staff.

During this period the caregiver'prObably can benefit most,from
things that will help himVhei understand the tenter,and fram on-site support
and advice. Providing eadh new caregiver'with a "model" - someone, in the
center who can-encourage, reassure, guide and provide insights into the
dhilaren's behavior - prbbably is the most effective way to assure a good
beginning. Orientation or prerservice training in center goals and policies,
how the daily schedule is arranged and specific roam procedures can make a
new caregiver feel more at-home during this "survival" period.

Consolidation - Stage TWo

After several months:the new caregiver begins to gain confidence
that she/he will, in fact, survive! Then comes4 the period of "consolidation"
when attention tends to turn to broader probleds than the da?-to-day manage-
ment of routines and activities. During this time, caregivers frequently
become interested in increasing their "bag-of-tricks" - finding new ideas and
new ways to do things. At this stage, they also will want to 1cn covi hoW to

handle individual "problem" children well and to more ekfectively manage
the atmosphere for the group.

At this stage, it is important, Ctill, to have the experienCed'
"model" available on-site to answer questions and help plan strategies.
Further, it is important that caregivers have the opportunity to exchange
ideas and feelings with other caregivers at the same level of experience,
Group meetings, team building Assions and open discussions among staff
are important at this time.

Renewal - Stage Three

After several years of working'in group care with children of about
the same age, the caregiver or teacher may becomebored doing the usual things

IL. G. Katz., "Developmental StagesOf Preschool Teachers," EZementary
School journal, VOl. 23, Nb. 1 (1972), pp. 50-54.
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Over and over. Some stimulation and new challenges are needed to' maintain
enthusiasm atthis point.

It has beep found that attending local, regional or national con-
ferences and workshops is stimulating and rewarding at this stage of develop-

ment. Membership in a professional association of people with similar inter-

ests also seermlreamingful. At this stage caregivers tend to do some
self-examination and are aware of their strengths and WeaknesSes. The indi-

vidual at tth.s stage should be encourageorto build on special interests,and
_ talents, perhaps in creative dramatics with children, teaching music to
1.children or science actiities.

,.

Maturity Stage Four

The mature caregiver or teacher views him/herseff as a -o8irmitted

professional who understands the need for,00ntinual professional growth and
the acquisition of new ideas 'and skifls that will improve the learning set-
tings for young children. -The mature caregiver has evolved a personal philos-
ophy of education or develdpmental learning and is aware of the real impor-

tance of early learning. ,

this stage, ti4e caregiver usually serves well as a "model" for

, _others with less experienc ,., The oontributions to the learning setting of

ihe mature caregiver ard innumerable. If the mature caregiVer has not had
experience in cross-cultural- Settings, this would be a valuable time for_

ow such exposure in.providing a greater understanding of the various cAild rear-

ing practices-that exist world-wide. Usually, the mature caregiver makes a

good supervisor, teacher trainer or perhaps, center administrator.

ORIENTING THE NEW CAREGIVER

Orientation Or Pre-Service Training

New staff members, whether experienced or nk _., need an orientation

and training period to introduce them to your particular program. Some cen-

ters set aside up to a week for this ore-service training. A great deal of

tire and effort is required to.train each new caregiver, but it is vital.
When all caregivers know their jobs, yours is easier.

EMpioyee handbook. It is helpful to have written guidelines or an

employee handbook for the orientation. As discussed previously, these spell

out the policies of the center in detail and should be read carefully by the

new employee before starting to work. On the very first day of work, it is

wise to take the time to discuss some of the information contained in the
employee handbook and to provide oppOrtunities for the new caregiver to ask
questions about the'information presented in it.

New employee checklist. A new employee checklist, such as the one
on the followinwage, is another useful tool for orienting new caregivers.

It is essentially an aid for you to make sure that you have not forgotten any
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NOTE: Orient:aim should be calgiLeted on the first day of employment. Check
esch item and (mamma eadayee (23 ask quostions.

1. The Job

( ) Emplain work of child care center.

( ) Explain ç1ny'ssitia n in the center and to whom s/he is,to
report foe supervision, widows, help and information.

t ) Review job dmariptim and explain employee's duties.
C ) Explain work standards, how work will be done, and how heehis

pats:am= mill be evaluated.
( ) Tell employes where directives cramming her/his job are filed

dand where supplies are mut.
( ) Tell aadoyee about storage di,pmenessal possession's.

2. Rules and inailaticnt

,( ) Inform thrall:Wyse of her/his working hours and staff schedules
and the policy on tardiness and absences.

( ) Explein how to make amlication for sick and annual Leave and
report unempected emergincies.

( ) Explaimpay period, time cards, and when employee can expect

hie/hiar'first check.
Enplain how and when to report onr-the-jOb injuries and/or
jar:Mated illnesses.

( ) DO= employee of authorised lunch and rest periods.
( ) Tell the employee how to answer%the phone and record calls in the

center.

( ) Tell the employee immikal phone call and visitor policy'.
( ) Remind employee of safety regulations, accident reporting and air

raid and fire alarms.

( ) Give full information about mammary securitymmeires and/csr
job related illnesses.

( ) Counsel on proper job behavior, ircluding appearance, and j
standards of conduct.

3. General

( ), Imams ths employes of training available for better job per-

" foam= and advancement.

( ) Tall the employee about the suggestion program and the supervisor's
interest in receiving suggestions.

( ) Explain homnoployees are sales:mid bar prammion in th center.

4. Intro:bre emploYne to co-workers.

ORMITSCATICII BY EMOTE&
4. This checklist has been mewed far us to assist you to start your now

positdam Froperly. Your signature is raptimed below as an indicatim you

,receive4 orientation.

(am) (Employee s S ture)

e,

.6

important information. But, it also serves as a reminder to caregivers thdt
the iteas contained on it were discussed with them.

At ourcenter, it takes about one hour on the first day of work to
cover all items on the checklist. We have each new caregiver sign and
the checklist and a apply of it is placed,in the employee's personnel fi
the center.

. *

Introductory tour. Although tiire-ccnsurning and costly, it is
important to introduce the new caregiver to the total functioning of the
center including, of course, an intioduction to the rest of the caregiving
team and to the children. We do this by providing 4 brief introductory tour
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t the entire center during whicV the different sections of the facility are

pointed out, including the stafOlounge, kitchen, laundy and supply area.

Then the,caregiver visj,ts and obserwi for about 30 minute# in each section

of the center. The r6utines and daily schedules of each secticn.are,described

briefly by an experienced caregiver'. Time also isea Bir questicns as

well as for 93D° interacticn with children.

,
Meeting with director. F011owing this full first day's activity,

the new caregiver meets with the director to discuss arequestions and to

review the da.Vta. activities.%

' We have found that the introductory discussion of the epployee
(Zdbook and the new emplOyee dhecklist, followed by a tour of the center
dbservations in each section of our large facility, and ending with a.

meeting iaith the director di:institutes a very full first day. 'Dien though

joverwhelming in scrreAspects to the new caregiver who may not work in all
sectioni of the center, this_drientation gives the employee an .Overview - an
understanding and:appreciation - of what the center really is and does. It

is our belief that this initial overview helps the newreuplcyee become a
productive member of a &operative team: And it is this team tnat can make

or break a dhild care center. ,

aperienced.p.aregivers as models. Depending upon the individual
needs of the caregivers,and the ,positions they are to fill in the center,
the pre-service trainingcan last a few days -.for an on-call employee, to a
few weeks -- for a lead caregiver. In any case, during this initial "survival"

period, it is most important that those caregivers continue to work alongside
a good model and not be giVen total responsibility for a group of dhildren

until you have Observed their work and are assured that they can handle that

responsibility. During this time it is important,thatyou, the directior,

are available to new caregivers. ,

1 .

Other supportiVe-staff development materi als. The time available

fox, such orientaticn4training, and further in-serviceotraining, will vary
from center to center. The difficulties in training:a large nutber of
intermittent caregivers with litited formal training'or=ence in dhild
care, complicated by high tu'rnover rate, have been the for the

development of the series of Staff DevelOpment Modulgs written by the ilili-
tary Child Care Project. In particular,immilitary'child date centertWhere
many caregivers are military wives who movelfrequently and where intermittent

_caretkeersofien are used to supplementkey staff, the question of staff
development-Iooms large. In addition, most military dhild care.centers,
open six Or seVWdays awed( forre thaneight hours a day and opera
throughout thyear. Therefore, it is costly, complex and not at all
conveniedt conduct 4roup orientation or training programs.

.The staff development Materials prepared by the Military Child.
Caxe Project were desigpRd with the need for individualized, self:paced
learning in mind. That'is, the series were,aeveloped as modules, eadh one

relating to a specific theme or age group, whidh can be revieweeby the,
caregivers at their own pace whenever there is time for them to do so. The

modules present brief texts explaining:iMportant concepts in dhild care and

Ohild development, which arefollowed by prOblemrsolving situations likely
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to occur in a child care center. Each of several possible ways tb handle .

. the situations is discussed following eaCh situation. Director's Manual

acccupanies the modules which.presents ideas and suggestions for using,these
materials most effectively in the'orientation and on-going staff develOpment
program at a center. -

Following the first day's orientation, the hew caregiyert at our
center work through.the three-part Staff Development'Module,.The "Caringl:
Role In A Child Care.Center. If is designed to provide caregivers with a

'basic understaiding &their responsibilities to children, to parents and to

/
co-workeks.

PROV3DING ON-GOING TRAINING

In-Servicg Training '

A primary Objective of in-serVice training is enrichment - pro-
moting quality ahd upgrading skills to improve work performance. , It should
be used to strengthen weaknesses in the center program, reinforde the cen-
ter's strengths and increase the caregiver'sunderstanding of child care and
children-

In-service training mist take into account tb various levels of
develoyment - survival, consolidation, renewal'and mat ity- of individual
employeesr as well at address program-wide concerns. The following questions

.may klelp you focus on the developmental level of your Caregiving staff as
well as the needs of your,center progrant

. -

Is the staff composed of many people with formal training ih
child care or many with_lpnitAtd.training?

Is the staff relativelrexperienced or inexperienceie*
Is the staff primarily full- and part-time employees, or are
there many intermittenton-call caregivers?
Is the staff large or &all?
What are thelweaknesses in the center program, ahd how can
training strengthen them?

' What are theyrogram strengths, arid haw can training reinfOrce
them?

What adaptions are,needa0 in the center program to address.unmet
community needs for child.care, and how b-an training help?

Unfortunately you are tile only one who knows the answers to'these
questions. 'It is you who-must identify the needs of your own situation..
And these needs cloviously,have a defihite impact_on not only:the time required
to plan and implement any in-seivice training program, but the method and
content of such a progtam as well. So, estentially-you rriust be the one who
designs a program specifically to meet Your idehtified needs. Naone else
can do ii for you. And the particular program il'ou develop will depend-upon
the amount of time/you choose to allot for training, the range of qualifications
aria experience of your stafeand the amount of monei you op afford to.spend
for training.
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, If your staff of caregiverr has little formal training and/er

eNcerienee, you or a well-qualified psistant will need tota±ry4out the

program. It is clear that the ncre2prOfeSsionallrtra.ifled and ineXperi-

eneed the staff at your center, the mote complicated the process of training

and costly that training mightdbe. Based on our experiences it also is-

evident that few, if apy, military child cdre centert can afford the luxury

of full-blown tkaining programs. But there are same concepts and techniques,
for staff training that.do not require a fat budget and yet assist you in

making a difference.

Include Theory And Practical,Application

'The irrservice training.program you design should include two comr

ponents: theoretical subject matter and practical application. Theory pro-

Vides the bisis for understanding children and their developuent, while
practical epplication enables the caregivers to put these ideas into practice
and to use materials creatively with children. Unless caregivers understand
thodUghly haw children develep, knowledge of particular actiVities Will be
useless because they won't knowiAben or why to use tnem. On the-other hand,
caregivers are not able to fully integrate a new dhild development theory'
until they have the opportunity to experience or.apply it with a group of -''

children.

.

It is wise to-keep in mind thaE these two components are interre- e

lated and impossible to separate in reality, but for training.idurpcses you
may choose td separate them. In a recent book2, the authors suggested that
onerwarter of the time set.aside for in-service training be devoted to
theory and three-fburths of the time,to practical application.

Include On-Going Supervision

It generally is agreed that,,directoks shbuld organize time to
include at least three besieger= of in-service training: supervision,
staff meetings and more forMal-teining,approaches, such as workshops,
seminars and written materiels.

Based on oui own experiences, as well.as on discussions with other
military directors, we have found that supervision of staff is rated as the
most important of the three teehniqyes. Although rated as the most important,
many directors frankly ,admit that it elso,is.the one to which they devote
the least amount of time. Because supervision is possibl-y the most critical-
in terms of the success or failure of a center program, it is discussed at

t length in another module in this Guidebook - Program Development In Wlitart
child Care Settings.

2E. Evans, B. Shub, & Weinstein, Day Care: How To'Plan, Develop, .

And Operate A Day Care4Center °Boston: Beaeonpress, 1971.
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Diclude Staff ftetingd

The single and perhaps the most consistent technique for staff
development in child care centers is probably the staff meeting. It is
obvious to anyone who has.worked in this field for very long that child care
staff meet and communicate on an informal basis nearly every hour of every
woiking day. They meet over lundh, during breaks or in the parking lot -
whenever and whereVer two or mcre caregivers are gathered and choose to
discuss child care. These meetings clearly are unscheduled and require no
preparation, but they do enable caregivers and administrative staff to
communicate quickly. And that's the main purpose of.any staff meeting -
communication.

While more formalized meetings are an important part of the learh-
ing opportunities in any Child care center, it is important not to under-
emphasize, the value of these casual meetings. All caregivers who are working
together also are learning together. The numerous informal exchanges of
ideas, feelings, thoughts, questions and suggestions that occur in the
pfocess of working each day are a valuable form of in-service training.

Although information indeed is exchanged on this casual, one-to-one
basis, many issues and proiblems are communicated most effectively and effi-
ciently in a more structured, sdheduled staff 'meeting with as many caregivers
as possible in attendance. If these meetings are conducted in an atmosphere
where camunication is open and cooperation is encouraged, thoughts and
feelings can be exchanged _to clarify prdblems and issues. When caregivers
have been involved in meaningful discussions About the program, have been
able to express opinions and have had some say in the decisicn-making proceis,
they have a greater sense of being part of a team. Thraigh working together
at staff meetings,the real strength of a,center can be developed.

Simply stated, staff meetings serve fodr main purposes:
Ng.

to ihform - designating a definite time and place for oarminicat-
ing and sharing relevant information.

to clarify - helping to make clear pertinent issues and policies

to make decisions - formulating plans and offering suggestions
to improve the child care center.

to. unify -,bringing the staff together as one unit in terms of
function and purpose.

. It is the director's responsibiljty to plan and conduCt staff meet-.
ings. The careful preparation and distribution-of a clear, concise agenda
ensures that the necessary,business gets done in a timely manner. Although the
director has the final voice in the'iteMs listed on the agenda, suggestions
for agenda items should be drawn from the whole staff. A blank sheet of paper
entitled, "Agenda Items For Next Staff Meeting," on the director's bulletin
board has worked well for us. On it, staff members can jot down'items which
they want to discuss; these are used as one basis'for designing the agenda.
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ln preparing the final agenda, it is important to select only those suggested
agenda items that are of concern to the majority of staff meMbersattending
the meeting. -Otherwise, staff members become bored and restless. Suggested
items that are releVant to a few caregivers should be discussed in a special
meeting involving only those concerned with the issue.

The items on the agenda .ihould:

be listed in order of importance.-

identify who is leading.the discussion about each item.

include an estimate of the time needed to cover the item.

This serves to remind staff members of their respcnsibility during the meet-
ing and helps aVOid overly long discussions or rambling presenters.

The director sets the stage by making adequate preparation to
ensure a productive-meeting and by beginning and ending the meeting on
Avoid long, drawn-out meetings. Such meetingb destroy staff morale bece
they waste time. An hour or an hour-and-a-half is usually enough time to
,cover everything you have in mind. A thoughtfufly organized agenda which is
followed closely is your best defense against meetings dragging on and an.
If, however, meetings are scheduled to last over an hoUr, a short break
midway is recommended to refresh staff. Just as children need variety and a
balance of activities, so do caregivers to maintain interest and to enhance
the qualityof their contributions.

The director usually presides over the meeting and facilitates
moving the group through the agenda. Facilitative leadership enables the
group to dPal with important business matters rather than falling into

, fruitless "rap-sessions."

It is essential that one person in attendance takes notes of the
issues discussed. These minutes should be posted and distributed folldwing
the meeting. They also will serve as a review, as well as a reminder of any
necessary follow-up reports, at the next staff meeting.

Periodically, it is wise to have those in attendance evaluate the
value of staff meetings - either orally or in writing. If staff mothers
feel free to express their opinions verbally while the group is present, not
only is immediate feedback provided but some of the whispered complaints
that tight be voiced following the meeting can be prevented. However,
additional information might be available if a written evaluation is used,
especially if sqme caregivers are unamfortable or reluctant to voice their
opinions.-

,Although staff meetings should be scheduled as needed, their
actual number and regularity willvary"from center to center depending on
the amount of business typically.discussed. It is better to'have weekly or
bi-weekly meetings than one monthly four-hour meeting. It also is important
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to sit angular time and day for staff meetings and stick to it. For
example, the staff meets the first apd third Wednesday of eigh month at 1300,
hourti with no exceptions. Staff ambers usually prefer oleTcire meetings,
but some centers prefer to,hold their meetings in the evening because that
is the only time the entire staff can attend. In some military centers,

-open both, days and evenings for six or seven days each week, it is virtually
impossible-to have a total staff meeting. In this case, two separate meetings
focusing on the same agenda may be required. Another solution to this
problem is to require key staff members to attend all staff meetings and to
work out a rotation plan for others to attend meetings as often as possible.

Include Afore-Formal Training

There are many formats for more.formal apProaches to training
which may involve consultants or child development professionals from local
colleges or schobls, or simply you and your staff. WAtten materials,
lectures, discussion groups, demonstrations, seminars, yorkshopsi role-
playingi skits and audiovisual materials can all be usd as a part of the
in-service program.

-

Sometimes vocational schools, colleges or universities are willing
to offer credit courses on a part-time basikor at a free or reduced cost to
staff. Local farly childhood educational meetingi and conferences of various
child care drginizations ',often can be used to supplement in-center training
at a reasonable cost.

Visits to other child care centers in your area can be refreshing
and interesting and can be part of40e.total training prcgram After such
out-of-the-center meetings or visits, caregivers often bring badk additional
program techniques, new and different ideas for structuring the physical
setting and a fresh dnthusiasm for solving prbblems or improving,your program.

'In recent years the availability of commercially prepared training
packages for Child care and early Childhood program has increased dramat-ically. However, this increlse says nothing of the quality or-applicability
of these materials to-training staff tow& effectively in military Childcare centers. It was this perceived void in the availability of staff
development materials applicable to military centers that prompted the
development of two,series of training ncdules by the Military Child CareProject:

Staff Development Series
Child Environment Series

Creating Environments FOr Infants
Creating Environments For Pretoddlers
Creating Environments For TOddiers
Creating Environments For Preschoolers
Creating Vnvironments For Sdhool-Age
Child Care

The "Caring" Role In A Child Care Center
Caring Fbr Infants
Caring Fbr Pretoddlers
Caringr For Tbddlers
Caring For Preschoolers
Caring For School-Age Children
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These modules stress the importance of-ensuring the conceptual

unity of ideas which are presented to staff while alsoaddressing both

theory and practical applications. They recognize the-problem of scheduling

large group staff development sessions and offer innovative techniques for
getting infortraticn to individual caregivers. The design of the modules

helps an understanding_of young children and some creative

approaches to care.

Decide If It's Mandatory Or Optional '

It is'the direcior who must decide whether in-seivice training
Sessions should be mandatory or optional. If attendance is required, the
staff must be paid their normal hourly wages which is costly. In addition,

you should realize that some caregivers simply may be present in body but
not in mind, which is even more oostly. On the other hand, if attendance is
voluntary, those who attend may resent not only the time spent but also
those who do not attend. YOU will have to assess carefully both the commitment
and reaction of the staff and the center budget before making a decision.
Whatever your decisi, it should be.clear that the training offered must be
worthwhile.

Occasional voluntary training sessions held ih the evening have
been most successful,for us when some form of.recogni.tion has been available
from people who are flot members of the staff. A combined parent/staff work-
shop offers the possibility of.verbal reoognition by parents. For instance,
in a discussion, about the ages and stages of early Childhood, it is not
uncommon to hear a parent say.something like this: "Well, Mery helps many
of our two year olds learn toileting skills in the center. %hat's your $
opinion, Mary?" Needless to say, beinligiven this,kind of recognitidn in
front of a grou6 boosts anyone's morale. A second tkpe of recognitiai that
has increased voluntary evening participaticn for us has'been a certificate
of attendance and/or credits earned. %hen training Sessions are conducted
in cooperation with an accredited educational institution, these credits can
be applied toward the requirements for Obtaining a crddential or degree from
that institution.

Schedule Training Carefully /
Finding a suitable time when all staff are available or can be

scheduled for trainingpften presents A problem. If your center operateS
both day and evening for six or seven days a week, there are always children
to Supervise. Even if your-center is not open every evening or all weekend,
_caregivers may be too tired for active_paitiCipation if training sessions
are sdheduled then.je Additionally, ätaff members usually don't welcome too
many evening or weekend meetings regardless'of how informative or interest-
ing they are.

04* way to solveNthis pibblem ito include a specific training
segment in each regularly sdheduled staff itheting. Many child care centers
schedule these meetings &ring nap time because napping dhildren can be
watched by just a few caregivers T:ihile the others meet. This is a workable
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plan as long as the meeting is held in the child care center and the care-
givers, therefore, are nea: to help in case they are needed.

Another solution ii'to xepeat a training'session twice in ane day.
By repeating the session, half of the staff could attend in the morning,
while the other half could attend in the afternoon.

Obviously, these training sessions Should be scheduled on thoSe
days of the month when fewer children are usually in attendance. FOr example,
if your records indicate that MOnday tends to be the slowest day of each
week, then, by gll means schedule meetings and training sessions on Monday.
For most military child care centers, it would be very foolish to schedule
such a meeting on payday because attendande usually is higher on that day
and caregivers are needed to supervise children.

Career Development

Career development refers to the concept that programs should pre-
pare staff for positions of increasing responsibility and pay. It can be
supported both through direct actions of supervisors and through the general
policies of the child care program.

Programs which can afford to should provide.releasecime for care-
givers to take off-the-job courses and workshops and to work toward creden-
tials or degrees in a related field. At our center several staff have
worked on their jobs in the center under the guidonce of a trainer from a
local vocational school and have received the Child Tevelopment Associate
ayo credential For information about this nationally recognized program
which is competency-bas6d and does not require a college degree., write the
Child Development Associate Consortium, Suite 500, Southern Building, 805.
Fifteenth Street, MIT, Washington, DC 20005.

A center practice which has been found to reduce turnover is that
of offering all staff a chanoe,for promotion and advancement among different
jobs at the center. This in-house career developmeht plan can be supported
by workingyinformilly with individual staff an knowledge or-techniques they
lack and by letting them know when upper level jobs are open.

EVALIATING ,SrAFF

Another center practice that helps reduce turnover a system of
regular evaluations of staff performance clearly related to salary actions,
whenever possible. Not all evaluations must be related to a salary review,
however. It has been found effective for maintaining staff morale for cen-
terdirectors orrassistant directors to meet with individual staff every
three to six months to review how th$y are doing amdl4hat assistance they
may need to improve what they do.
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The basis for performance reviews should be the job descriptions

Which include what the center expects of them, plus the daily observations of

the caregiver in the center. As a rule of thudb each staff member should be

evaluated at least twice a year. The first evaluation/performance review

sbould be completed at the end of the prcloationary period. Other performance

reviews should occur at six-month intervals following the initial review.

,

Caregiver SW-Appraisal

Many centers have caregivers reflect,carefully on theirown job

performance, satisfaction and career plans as a part of the overall evalga-

tion process. We think that this is an important part of the team-building

and morale-building process in a center. A self-appreisal ovelf-evaluation
aould include questions mph as,

What dotyou like most about your work?
What don't you like about your work?
What have been highlights of your job so far?
In what way can the type of assignments you are performing be more
satisfying?
Are there other duties or responsibilities you would like to
include as part of your job?
If you had the opportunity to perform a different job in the pro-
grmm,'What wculd it be?
What changes could be made that would enable you to'do your job

more effectively?
Aie there new things you'd like to learn-about during in-service

training?
In ihat ways have you demonstrated growth and development over the

'past review pericdre.a., attending workshops, reading books,

training sessions?
List specific areas (goals/objectives) fordrrioroverrent that will

promote growth'and development on your job. ---------

:Supervisor/Director Assessment Of Staff

Li
The seoond part ofthe evaluation process usually involves the

use of a standard form designed for all workers in a particular job category.

The forms usually coMbine job description requirenents for whidh employees

are respcnsible with some other assessment items based on supervisor/director,

observation of de caregivers' interactions with the children and staff at

the center. We use an evaluation form that was developed by the Uhiversity

of WisCoosin7Milwaukee Day Care Center.3 It includes the kinds of questions

frequently asked in a performance evalation. ,(See page 58).

For evaluating performance of lead caregivers, headteachers or

section supervisors, the form on page 59 is used in conjunction with the

caregiver performance evaluation form.

3
L. Evans, & J. Larus, Staff Training Manual (Milwaukee: University,

of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Day Care Center, 1977).
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CAREGIVER PERFORM= VALUATION E'C1R4
-

ZANE: CATE:

Z'
2
i510...

i

.61
ti.

.0.4.

il

I

il

02

i4 '

RELIABLE:

- is punctual

- shows responsible attitude toraird scheduled wark hours

- attends regularly scheduled staff meetings

,

MARE OF TOTAL RD34 OPERATICN

- is active and observant

.

- prevents problem situations

- deals with problem situations quickly

- able to dieOrizainite be:meson appropriate and inaopropriate behavior

- initiates group wtivities

7 wmdcs will with =cups of children
.

- enoouragee braqinative and constructive use of materials and equip.

- shares reeponsibility for roan rreimenance

- relays inform:tire to staff, heed teacher 4 parents, verbal or written

CHILDREN: '_

- is &ore of and rencosive b0 chilaren's individual:
emotional needs'and development
ohysical needs and develocment
Intellectual nee:lewd-development .

social needs and develorment
.

cultural needs and develop:um

Cormaaiiiii-tor-children's lamuags develogrant by talking with them

-relates ba-and respeCts childrebil-fteeckat as individuals

- develops child's pasitive self-concept

- verbalizes sentitively and azorcorratelv (voice aualibv) .f.

- displays TAermth and physical affection

=TIMES:

- shows enthusiast: toward job '

- sense of hapor

- ommunicates with other staff and heed acher

- works coaperatbrely as a =ter of a

- conveys pasitive attitude about the Center and children
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Director Self-Appraise.

In addition to evaluating staff, a wise director will periodically
reflect on a self-evaluaticn. Before you can further the development and
growth of those yau serve, you must first know and understand yoUtself. An
honest self-appraisal can provide some insight into your role as the direc-
tor. It will assist you in determining whether your goals and the goals of
the center are being met and how effective you are in meeting the needs of
the.center. In addition, it can provide a solid basis for future planning.
Using your past performance as a basis for a thorough self-evaluation seems
to be the most effective way to evaluate yourself. The questions on the
following form can be used for such an appraisal of your performance. Be

completely honest in rating yourself an each question.

60

DIRECIOR' S SELF-EVALLATIal CUESTICMIRE

In the columns after each statement is a TRUE, ??, onea FALSE. If

the statement as it is worded is true o4 it applies to your past performance
as a director, make a check mark under the TRUE; if you believe it does not
apply or is not true of your past performance, check under FALSE. If you're

0, not sure or really don't know if the statement applies to your past per:-

farmence, check under the ??. Read each statement carefully and answer

frankly.

I HAVE:

- written a philosophy for the canter in conjuncr.
tion with interested and concerned citizens of

the installation.

- develapeduith caregivers Is/sort-tam and long-term
goels in relation to the center's-philowpdy.

- walked with the staff to develop a progiam bar
children whicft masts their basic and develcp-
mental'needs as 'well as the goals,and objectives
of the center.

- established all necessary policies and proce-
duxes for smooth cperation of center.

- determined that all program camonents conform
with all applicable regulaticns and laws.

- established and operated within annual and
law-range workable budgets.

- maintained adequate ream:twin a safe,
'and.accessible manner.

- maintained a healthy and safe, attractive and
inviting physical environment suitable for the
center's program.

- established working relationships with all
appropriate installaticn agencies and services.

- implemented a successful...public relations program.
woo*

65
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- encouraged the professional and personal growth

of staff Members

develpped an effective caregiving beim and a comr
munication network among stiff members and
volunteers through training, personnel policies,
meetings, conferences and convetsations.

- continued my own professional development and

expanded my knowledge of dhild developer&
and center mlidnistrative methods.

- corxhIcted'cn-going evaluation of the staff

members and all appects of the banter's program.

- furthered active parent involveeent by planning

and implementing programs responsive to the

parents' interests and needs.

- planned and implemented supportive services to

better serve the children and their families.

- organized my duties and responsibilities for
maximum efficiency.

- nide a consistent effort to apply the Golden
Pule in all my dealings with others.

Now, count the author of check marks you have pliced in each 'column.

The more check corks you have placed in the TRUE column, the more effective

you Entbably, the needs of your center. Those check mks in

the EagE or ?? probably indicate weaknesses in your past performance

and need to mei of your time and attention. TO assure that you find

'time to address theme weaknesses, it ii recanneudel that you design-a schedule

for 'elf-development.' On sudh a sdhedule, you list each weakness, your plan

for corrective avadh-and a planned date to accomplish the action. Milks

this schedule for malf-deveLmpent,a part of your Important and Urgent tuki
to be acomplished - don't delay.

DISCUSSING PERFORMANCE wrrm STAFF

All evaluations should be discussed verbally and in private with

each staff member. Always stress the person's positive points as much as

possible. Get the employee to think through his/her weak or problem areas

and get his/her reaction. Give the employee a chance to expreas an opinion

vabout what you are saying. Don't just criticize; rather, offer help in
overcoming weaknesses and in obtaining additional resources which can
improve areas of weak jOb performance.

In using this supportive approach, there are many practjal tech-
niques which the supervisor, can use to help the carrrunicaticn be maximally

useful. Dr. Martin Feinberg developed the following helpful list of tech-
niques for presenting criticisms/tb employees.4

411How To Criticize An Employee," Business Adnagement, VOL 26 (July,

1964), p. 36.

6
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Be involved - Criticize in an envircmment where yo# are paying'
direct attenticin. 'Make your employee realize that at this monient,
he is the most important thing on your nind. Tell him that you
have sate negative things to say about 14s performance, but you
also have sore thap are positive.

Say the negative first - The positive should be last because it
is part of healing.

Talk about the immediate -.\If you tell.him what it will be like
once his troubles arp solved, he starts to daydream about how
great things are going to be and forgets-how he is going to become
great.

Take one at a time - If you concentrate on one phase of criticism,
he knows what is bothering you.

Never say "always" - This distorts the degree of the person's
fault and helps him to erect a defense against what is really,a
minor point.

Criticize in the morning, early in the week - By criticizing at
the beginning of the week, early iz the day, you give yourself a
chance to relate, to build a s constructive, improving'
relationship.

Steer clear of humor - It Will be interpreted as sarcasm.

Beispecific - In your criticism

Heal with praise - Try to close the interview, with a word on
a/positive subject; do not exaggerate because it will reflect on
jUdgment.

Probation Period Evaluation

gne final note about employee assessment relative to the conoep"
of probatiOn. Pirobation is a specified period of time, usually from ttmee
months to a year depending on job classification, during which new)nrikers
try out the job to see if the type of work and employee oonditioni are
suited to their needs, and employers try out new caregivers-6 see whether
they are suitable under actual working conditions. Probation is useful to
both parties, since either yer or employee can terminate the employ-
ment agreement without hard eelings or..a-viark on the employee's record.

This makes the initial evaluatidn of newly employed workers partic-
ularly significant. Generally, if a director chooses to terminate the
employment agregmeOt during the probationary period, she/he may do so without
cause, that_11, without stating the specific reasons why. After that period,
the emploier must site specific and reasonible justification for terminating

7\aiztoloyee who had aemcnstrated satisiactory.work during the probationary
od.
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, It certainly istrue that some people are not iuited for employment

in child care programs, even some people wild choose seriously to work in the

field. Characteristics of personality or philosophical expectations of a

new employee simply maynot matohup with the reality of itite, full-day

contact with young children. Nhen this occurs, qenter direcs balm a pro-

fessional Obligation to guide Such employees a from:dhild care 'work arid

recommend fields of employment that would mote suitable.

MAINTAINING STAFF MORALE:7.

ln child care the qUality of the,program depends to a large extent

vior.and haftaness cif the etaff, Most child care programs don't

.
e n1eiiteñt or a lot of materials; and most,child development in
ld 6ar e results floptconiacts between children and staff and children and

other children. Thie'means that the center director should plan carefaly

how staff renters. are. used efficiently.. This is discussed more fully in the

module in this GUideboOk an.Program Development.

;Waking jobs Reasonable And iindekitandable

Tri general there*e soMe basic steps whichmehaye found nec-
essaxy to-assure efficiency of staff use and'good morale:

. .
.

Assure that-eich staff member has a well-defined job with enou4h
'time to do it:

SOhedule staff working hours, if possible, so that they have an
occasional hour a day free to themselves.

1.p

.Heve support or,back-up staff available to fill in for abseht
caregivers toassure that no one must absorb this extra burden.

De ioy staff in a way that is ccnvenient for

ven the group- sizes; type -of space and staff

center. .

iver supervison
es in the

Wbrie.hard for_good ccurnunications in Which the'director, sectiOn
eupervieors and.all staff knaft';diat is'new and what is expected. .

Supervise staff in a.way that assures all center'policies and
procedures are'carried out Lan day to'day and that there are
enou,Oh materials and support staff to assure strooth,peraticn.

Provide staff development And staff training regularly, evaluating
staff performance and when possible relate this evaluation to
salary action& and yromilons.

6 8
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C.

Preventing-"Burn-Out"

Child-care is'a demanding job, one which offers a minimum of
tangible.reWards. Burn-out or loss of positive energy, flexibility and
texscnal creativity on the'job probably 1Paris to the 3Q-50 percent turnover
per year among most child care center staffs. The'signs of burn=out are
fairly easy to spot - repeated lateness, increased absenteeism due to ill-
ness-and,a feeling of "no-energy" in the center. At the same time, there
maybe Fiore staff'complaints about children's behavior, the parents, the
center'dixector.and working conditions.% _In general, gostip among staff
incrsases, petty arguments arise, staff teetings are filled with discussions
about job details, and no 9ne seems as flexible or willing to accommodate
pcpnvenience as previously. If-this process continues, some staff members
may-bedode so negativethat they either resign or are asked to Leave.
Others.that stay'may be jUst .oling through the motions of providing care and
become rather,abusive towards the children. Nhere did all the enthusiasm
go? What can you do? The followinTsuggestions for avoiding burn-Out were
made by a social worker at a California Children's center.5

Pay attention to Cente climate and recognize when the firSt
signs of "burn-out" behaioi, appear. Make all staff aware of the
symptoms and 9f theirresponsibility to help deal with them.

Provide regular open forums fbr caregivers to air their concerns. -
Develop meeiing agendas which focus on problemrsolving and encour-

44 -age staff to raise issues for solutionq. _Such open and honest
feelings from everyone should be: done in an atmosphere where no
one need fear tfle consequences.

e
;Involve all staff in decision-making about their own workenviron-
ment. Committees including staff whieh deal with program goals,
budgets and staff training plans can increase the-staff's feeling
that they have a personal stake in the program's success.

- .

az,ve attent' to working conditions. If there is no money for
increased sal 'es, use recognitiori and special awards frequently.
Compensatory off, praise in a newsletter or personal commenda-
tion, can all make rking rewarding, .

Change routines and rhythms regularly. Avoid getting stuck in a
setting which becomes inflexible and dull Give somq long week-
ends, shorter'hutinore frequerit vacatacns or arrange individual
schedule shifts whici meet caregivert' pertonal needs.

\5S. Seidermaa, "Combatting Staff Burn-Out," Day Care And Early Education,Vo1.5, -4 (Summer, 1918), PP. 6-9.
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,O
Create an ttmosphere-that allows some ftal aZon6k with the serious

responstibilitiee. "Allow.sorre horseplay now and then and encourage

staff to be creative by. bringingin and displaying their, crafts,
arts or other interests. .

Dev eZop'some flexible job reiPonsibilities. Many employers are
*seeing the benefit of Creating new ways to increase diverpity and
,options in jobs.' Jdkisharidg betweefi two people, pOtating leader-
ship or flexible,work-schedules are some ways to.add this diVatity.

.

Offerstaff meters smebreak'from the oontinUous direct contact
mith Children by scheduling some tine for paperwork; housekeeping,
-inventory chores or other needed tasks.

.

Offer them opportunities to renew their'energies., 'Permitting,
attendance.at a workshop now and then,%oemcouraging takirig classes
or scheduling a social activity for staff such as a party, a
picnic or apctiuck to get staff together in-a relaxed setting can
revive intlrest and ehergy in the center.

Create opportunities for staff to feeZ successfuZ and to demon-
etrate the value of what they do. 1Was.staff responsible and
aocountablefor the results of what they do and recognize their
successes.;

.

Create an atmosphere of true and mutuaZ respect. Help staff .

members feel free to express bat they feel they need to do-their
jo6s well. FOr example, if axecrke needs a few extra hours of
sleep cne day, do they have to call in "sick" or can they tell the
truth? I

_

One ntresting exersisetsthatwe have used with great succeis in
our center staff meetings is the #04kowing.6 The Objective is to get each
staff.member to rank the factors on the list below in order of importance as
they,see them affectingtrieir own morale.

-

'FACTORS IMPORTANT TO EMPLOYEE MORALE

° Pankall'items in order of-impOrtance by p ing a 1 by the factor most
.

important to your =rale, a 2 by the next st important, and so on through
- the list.'

Whges

Superviiion

Security,

Social aspects of job
,

61M. Bruce, Human ReZatioila In SmaZZ Business (T4adhington, DC: Small

Business Administration, 1969),p. 10
1
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. Calve:fly and management

Benefits

Communication

Appreciation

Hours

Interest

Opportunity for advancement

Wbrking conditions

Intrinsic aspects of job assignment

iass

When they have about 15 or 20 rniutes tO do this, they each discuss their
. ranking and their perceptions about the motiyation in their jobs. This pro-
vides a lot of open discussion and can help the supervisor/director gain
insight into the viewpoints of staff.

Several studies done at a major university showed that the item4
tend to be ranked in this order:

1. Security 8. Supervision
2. Interest 9. Social aspects of jdb
3. Cpportunity for advancement 10. Wbrking conditions
4. Appreciation U. Communication
5. Company and management 12. Hours
6. Intrintic aspects of job 13. Ease

assignments 14. Benefits
7. Wages

Nbte that wages ranked half-waydown the list! So, while your staff'
may complain in'terms of money, be aware that something else may be wrong.
High salaries alone are rarely enough to ensure high moraleand outstanding
work..

-

What we have discovered front exercises.such as these and from our
observations agree with many,mahagement.Spe4alists today: People basibally
motivate themselves to enjoy 'and 02:a godd job. The taak,of the boss orcen-7.--
ter director is to create.a cl1Mate fen. joib-satisfaction. There really.is no
reason why pepple.ahoyldn't be As comfortable doing #heir.johp as-they_are
when they are nOrEsItAii4,: If'th4rake udhaithere 4enerally is iamethih4
wrong at the menageenent levl. Pezhaps-the numibgr.one fault six:Li:situa-
tions is that don'tjget'oi.ii of,their.offiosi-and listen tin what:
employees-haveto Say. . iiitge444A4rbeing alert to,problems is a big part
oflhe,ari of SumrviSion.' Utoe-#1stonfalls just unideOr**a the
rank-order-litt. It Wanimportant *tor ityriaintaiiiing-Staff nzrale '

serv±siór ijsuallysets'better reSults:
P4tegiver WhQ _IS' treated aS ;an indi.vidual and. feels wanted a needed usuail

,will,* a. better jcb "w4y t9.:get ,t601,iyoik,_pp t;tiq, i.91? is to rgcOgni2,0



that huians really are human And that people can't be expected to perform

like robots. Supervision plays such a major role in the success of a child

'care program that we have chosen to discuss it in detail in the separate

Program Development module.

S.



READM MDRE Amur IT

The following suggested readings are those whichpRe have used ourselves and
which we have found to be the most useful on this topic. If you want to
include other resources on your bookshelf, these wbuldibe good additions:

Bruce, M. Human relations in small business. Washington, DC: "Small Busi-
ness Administration, 1969.

Carmichael, V., Clark, M., & Leonhard, B. AdMinistration of schools fbr
young children. California: Viola S. Carmichael, 1972.

Evans, E., Shub, B., & Weinstein, M. Day care: How to plan, develop, and
operate a day care center,. Boston: Beacon Press, 1971.

Neugebauer, R. Mbtivating your staff. Child Care Infbrmation Exchange #7,
April 1979, 23-28.

O'Brien, M., Porterfield,
center - A practical
Baltimore, Maryland:

J., Herbert-Jackson, E., & Risley, T. The toddler
guide to day care fbr one- and two-year-olds. f
University Park Press, 1979.

(Eds.). Staff training. Day Care BUlletin No.
of Child Development, 1971. U.S. Department of
Welfare. Washington, DC.

Parker, R.', & Dittmann, L.
5 (OM 73-23), Office
Health, Education and

Provence, S., Naylor, A., & Patterson, J. The challenge of day care. Con-
necticut: Yale University Press, 1977.

Seiderman, S. Combatting staff burn-out. Day Care And Edrly Education, 1978,
5(4), 6-9.
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PLANNING FOR
EFFECTIVE FACILITY

, AND EQUIPE:NT MANAGEMENT

Relatively few directors of military child carecenters
have the exciting opportunity to help plan and design the child

care ce er on their_installation nor to watch it be constructed

from th ground-up. Most find themselves in the position of making

the mos of what they have inherited, while some are given the
opportunity to create centers in vacant buildings designed for other

purposes.
_

Ideally, a child care center sh8uld be housed in a new
building designed by a*alified professional team of building and
landscape architects_and child development professionals to meet
the, needs of children in group care. It is beyond the scope of
thiS module to discuss the design and consiruction of a new child
care center, sowe have chosen instead to discuss some good methods
for managing and making the most of your existing facility - old
or new. However, you should nct rule out the possibility of-search-
ing for a different building- or initiating new construction of a
center if your current,center is a very poor environment for young
Children.

In 1978, the Department of the Army contracted with a
design team at therUniversity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee to prepare
recommendations for the planning and design of child care centers
on Army installations. TWo major docuMents especially tailored
to design and renovation issues in military centers have been
produced by this Children's Environments Project. These documents
reflect the best and most' current thinking on creating child
environments and should be reviewed by directors who are consider-
ing making changes in existing centers or proposing a new center.
The documents are entitled Recommendations For Child Care Centers

and Recommendations For Child Play Areas (see Reading More About

It on page 91). These documents are available fnam the Center for

Architecture and Urban Planning Research at the University of"

Wisconsin-Milwaukee and would be good companions for this Admini-

strative Guidbook on aAdirector's bookshelf.

4. 7 4
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DESIGNING INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SPACE SEAT WORKS FOR YOU

The quality of a space depends on how it is organized and what
is put into it. The Way that you design your space will control such impor-
tant factors asi

the adequacy of supervision for the children 86,th indoors and out

the number and types of activities which can be provided

the convenient accessibility of various areas to children and
staff

the safety of the children and the center traffic patterns

the kinds-of behaviors you encourage in both staff and children

Perhaps the most,inadequate feature of most child care centers
is'an outdoor play yard that provides developmental challenges in a setting
which is natural and interesting for young children. The importance of
outdoor play in a child's overall development cannot be overemphasized.
Therefore, the design and development of those parts of your center which
are devoted to outdoor play space are an important contribution to the
potential for quality care. Trieyrmist be considered as,important as the
development of the spacs.

The only difference between indoor and outdoor play space is that
one has a 'roof over it or, in the case of sheltered outdoor areas, the
indoor areas can be more easily temperature controlled. Both, however, need
to provide opportunities for the physical, intellectual and social/emotional
needs of children.

Indoors, one of the most studied aspects of center design is whether
what is called open etructure child care center plans or cloeed etructure plans
are preferable 4.n terms of the child and caregiver behavior which each encour-
ages. Presoottl studied both types of structure and found the following.

In open etructure centers without separate "roams," children
exhibited more autonomous, active, "initiating" behavior such
as choosing things or asking for help. However, caregiver
input in child activities seemed diluted and less focused.

In closed etructure centers with fully separated roams for
groups-of children, they tended to meet adult expectations well,
bqt were legs autonomous and more hesitant to make their awn
choices. Adults rarely he4.d or hugqed children and there
tended to be fewer messy materials and few rugs, pillows or
swings which would permit children to lounge comfortably.'

1E. Prescott, E:Jones, S. Kritchevsky, C. Milich, & E. Haselhoef,
Aeeeeement of Child-Rearing Environmente: An Ecological Approach (Pasadena,
California: Pacific Oaks College, 1975), pp. 16-23.
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A type of space divisj.on which allows the best of both philosophies

has been used in several'quality centers visited by the design team with the,

Children's gnvironments Project and was recommended strongly by this team in

the design guides prepared for the Department of the Army.2 This plan is

called a modified open space plan. It consists of a mixture of several open

areas with smaller enclosed spaces. The open spaces can be sUbdivided for

smaller group use. The smaller areas can be opened to provide larger group ,

areas by simply moving dividers or other partial barriers. This philosophy

gives children some private corners or "get-away" spaces that often are
Absent from the group care of children. Partially enclosed units provide

"protection" for three or four children and "cavelike" private spaces for
lime or two chirren.

The modified open space concept permits children to see a variety
of play possibilities open to them, but provides them with enough closure
for the child to feel protected fnom distraction. The space created has the

following qualities:

provides for a range of activity spaces, sizes and shapes, includ-
ing some for one to two children, for groups of four or five
engaged in an activity and for gatherings of 14 to 16

uses changes in floor levels, niches, activity pockets, fixed
and movable shelves, cabinets and partitions - both full and
half height - to define semi-open and semi-closed spaces

uses sound-absorbent materials on floors and ceilings to lessen
sound radiation

has furniture, fixtures and low-height partitions so arranged
that exits are clearly visible and unobstructed for safety

In sumery, the modified open space plan has the potential for'
excellent and convenient organization. Research has shown that-when_child

care center space is well organized, it will have the following major
characteristics.3

It will have sufficient empty space - not less than one-third or
more than one-half of the play space - which can be used in a
variety of ways.

There will be a broad, easily visible path through the play area
so that a chiZd can see easily how to get from one area of
interest to another without interfering with other children's
'activities.

ZG. T. Moore, C. G. Lane, A. B. Hill, U. Cohen, & T. McG4nty, Recommenda-
tions For Child Care Centers (Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Center for Architecture and Urban Plvning Research, 19 9)., Section'905.

S. Kritchevsky, E. Prescott, & L. Walling, Planning Environments For
Young Children - Physical Space (Washington, DC: National Association for

the Education of Young Children, 1969), pp. 15-25.
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Low dividers or other partial barriers assure ease of supervision
by caregivers who cari see what is going on in the room without
having to walk through the room.

Storage units are placed efficiently so that both.chiZdren and
caregivers have convenient access to needed materials.

When space is well organized, places where child activity is likely
to be unproductive or full of conflict can be eliminated, and the caregivers
can tailor the availdble space to the dhanging interests and needs of the
children. Perhaps the most important advantage of well-organized space is
that the caregivers will have more time to Observe and work with smallIgroups
and individuals rather than providing directed activities and managing Child
interactions which reSult from poorly organized or inadequate spade.

The placement of equipment will determine how dhildren and care-
givers move fram one place to another. For example, a major piece of
equipment, like a slide, Should be placed so that a dhild who has just
finished sliding can see other interesting things to do in addition to going
back up the slide. Also, equipment should be placed so that traffic flow does
not interfere with activities that require concentration. A book corner is
more likely to be used, for example, if it is out of,the way of children play-
ing noisily on a clitber og tuMbling mat. Block play is likely to maintain
attention for a longer time if it is placed in an area away from interruption
or major pathways.

Traffic patterns also should be planned with safety in mind. An
area near swings should not be in a major pathway to another popular activity.
If so, children using the pathway may get kicked. Sand play areas probably
are best placed away from tricycle, wheeled-toy patios or other areas where
it could be thrown on passing children.

The following is a Ohedklist of important considerations in plan-
ning or evaluating Your Child care center's use of space. This list has
been compiled from checklists in the,Child Environment modules for care-
givers prepared by the Military Child Care Project.4 The "quality" features
are those recommended by most recent litegAture in the field and by the
design corisiderations suggested in the Re6ommendations For Child Care Cen-
ters5 volume prepared for the Department of the Army.

Scavo, S. piewald, & E. Diffendal, Child Environment Series - Infant,
Thietoddler, Toddler, Preschool, School-Age (Washington, DC: Department of-
the Arml),, 1979-80).

5
G. T. MOore, et al, op. cit.
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COMNIZIM OMR SPACE EFFECTIVIIX - A =XL=

Use the checklist below to help you look at and think about your
center's play areas. Think about ways to provide areas and oppor-
tunities for play which your center may not have.

ORGANYZATION or PLAY YARD

barrier-free environment bar handicapped Children

easy access to outdCors fron all indoor play areas

variery of play spaces linked to each other, offering a wide Choice,
of play areas

opporttnitias for children to see and play with children of different
ages

some play areas attractive to older or more skilled children and some
attractive to younger or less Skilled children

buahes, ahelters, porches or other barriers to protect play areas
fron-winter winds ankextreme-sumner suns

play ft:mm=1s spaced and located to avoid crowding and accidents
active play areas near each other and away from quiet play areas

low bushes, hills or other barriers W. partly enclose play spaces

clear visibility intoall areas of the play yard

convenient storage for outdoor equipment

play spaces bar a variety of group sizes

boxes, tents or tunnels for one child to "get away"
tires, 1110;$ or bushes creating small areas far ona to three children
open spaces bar active or group play

opportunities bar caregivers and children to change this size of arsas
by moving dividers, boards or tires

easy access to bathrooms

outdoar water source and drinkingdisanuiLls

.child-prcof fences and gates

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS

paved play areas bar trike paths, wide pathways and hard-surfaced areas
bar balls and games

open grassy or soft-surface play areas for tumbling, running or sitting

large play areas for-climbers, Logs, !pools, slides, platforms, swings
or othar play units

play areas with "loose parts," Such as boxes, tires, boards and blocks
or other movable play structured ,

natural envircrenent areas with native plants, trees, rocks, insects

special interest areas such as garden plots, fehced animal areas,
outdoor weter and sand play

well-group activity areas bar books, music, arts and crafts

play areas at different levels - gattorms, tunnels, Lagerocks,
things to get in and under, behind and on top of

4
ORGARIZATION OF zw000R SPACE

barrier-free eavimacent for handicapped Children

space for grart:Usrperants and children risa; main entry

cukby/space bar diaper be4 a place to hang coats

a variety of linked activity spaces offering a choice of active or
--quiet play

open space tar large groups of !mon 8 to 16 children
small activity spaces bar two to bour children, plus a caregiver
"get away° or private spaces bar one child

a variety of lemmas - ramir, Low steps, lofts - creating indoor interest
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clear pettsssrs to exits and between different areas,

all areas are tOaced to prevent'crowding and accidents

child-height storage and open Shelves near play arsas

ouv.of-resch storage tar supilies, materials,

hard and soft floor coverings in different play areas

crib/napping area and adequate storage

diaparing/toilering area near main activity areas

eating area near kitchen

pleasant siok-bay which is easily 1?.pervised

child-sized, "learning bathrooms"

small group eating clusters

afbar-schcol droa=in place 'swabs foam rest of center,,

infant/toddler specs dssignid far thair special needs

INDOOR ACTIVITY ARIAS

areas in plain view of standing children

low play, units far cliabing and sliding

__carpeted area for groups/active play/play units

a variety of toys on open, child-height shelves

nooks and crannies far toy "collections"

anin-qrctsp resouros-rich activity areas

pretend play area nature collections

puzzles and small toys arts and crafts

book area musical instrunonts

blocks Sand table

ecords and tapes water play

different areas clearly marked by

shelves
floar levels at different heights

ceiling heights

cooking
carpantry

Play dotbgh

magnet* and
wiance dis

"plays

IOW dividwo
colors
flax coverings

ORGANIZATION OF ma FOR ADIZTS

director's office visibla and accessible to parents and main activity

areas

appropriate areas far'parent meetings and participation

locked storage for personal belongings of staff

place tor rose to hang coats

staff area away foam the sights and sounds of children

WINOMM.
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wink's to outside ,

adjustable heat/air conditioning
a:at:ruble chaize
sofa or lounge
table and work anai
sink, hot plate, refrigerator
restroom rsgularly smocked with soap,

convenient, closed indoor storage space

oaavenient, closed outdoor storagaspace

convenient, wa4st-high working surfaces

comfortable chair far holding Child

awry acceas to cleaning supplies

food service convenient to kitchen or cart or trays used to reduce

steps and simplifYttutines

caregiver supplies

Pacer =tear
child care resource books

magazines
snacks, beveragas, available

taleptrne
towels and toilet paper

e
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MAKING THE CEN1ER LIVABLE FOR CHILDELN AND ADULTS

Children are very sensitive to their environments: Therefore, if
it is your responsibility to create a center in which children will spend
hours each day, use your imagination to its fullest to create a building
atmosphere that is as non-institutional, safe and cheerful as possible. The
following excellent.suggestions have helped us to perk-up our facility.
They were included in two recent books, Creative Homes And Centers6 and
Recommendations For Child Care Centers.7

The Entrance .

The entrance of a center is a very important area, since children

and parents will be parting company, and this can be made easier when the
center entry has a warm and reassuking atmosphere: Use of "homey" elements
such as a path to a shelteted front porch, carpeting, warm colcrs,.low light
level and sights of "familiai' pebple" like the director or children at play
will help. A partial glass or all-glass door with attractive decals lets in
natural light and permits the children to see their friends playing inside.
Once inside, a glass door makes them feel less shut in.

The Walls

Be creative in the use of walls.'Ait Child eye level, paint murals
of all kinds, like nursery thyme Characters, an urban or%rural scene and
animals A fort or pleyhouse back drop make interesting sUbjects for wall
murals. If you are advised not to paint murals, be sure the walls are
painted with a Cheerful color. A darker color on the lower walls will
disguise the dirt, while a lighter qolor on the upper walls will make your
-space seem larger. You also might c 'adder fabric-a as wall coverings.
VinyL-burlap or grass-cloth are len =lasting and can give the room a
special feeling. Indian bedspreads Or tie-dyed and batiked sheets can be
hung from dowels to Make partialdividers or cen be tacked tb the ceiling to
forma canopy. In one center, batiked sheets dyed light blue with a moon
and stars were hung from dowels to forM dividers in a neppingcarea. The
effect was restful and oozy. Walls also can bec,used fen' storage and for .

, displey. Bulletin or cork boatds, either bolted to the wall or suipended ipy
geropes frOm the ceiling, are good' spots for diaplaying the dhildren's art or
making other special diapleys. Pegboards can provide a good storage space
for scissors, musical instruments, dress-up clothes, or art smocks. An
easel attached to the wall can save four square feet of floor area. Open-
Shelves or_cabinets along the wallIwith7spaces for-children to put awey toys'
saves floor space. In many centers there is' not enough ahelf space. Effi-
cient use of shelf space aan be encouraged by inclUding \-rarious types cf

: 6V. Anixter, and A. Kuhn, "Creating Interior Spaces'For Child.Care" in
Creative Homes And Centers, Vol. III in the series Child Care: A COmpre-

:hensive GUide edited by S. Auerbach,' with J. A. Rivaldo (New:York: 'Human
Sciences Presa, 1978), pp. 164-170.

7
G. T. Moore, et al, op. cit., Section 1003.
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shelving, e.g., inclined to display books; slotted for sorting puzzles;
stepped for ease in finding dolls or small toys that might go unused jumbled
in a toy boxy-and drawers for blankets or paper or less frequently used
items. Adult eye-levdi wall cabinets out of readh of the children can
contain the equipment and materials that are breakable or used in special
projects such as audiovisual equipuent, science materials, records or craft
supplies. A clothesline tacked to the,wall for hanging children's paintings
to dry is convenient and adds color to the roam.

The Windows

Windows are important features in a center. Tbey provide natural
light and allow children to see the world outside. For this reason you will
want to pay attention to both the inside and outside environment that4il-
dren see through windows. Inside, you will find that sunny window sills are
good places for potted plants or for a window box. They alsa-are excellent
spots for transparent objects such as prisms, colored cellophane or plastic
stained glass. Shelves.built below windows make good drying space for art
projects. Large wooden Aorage chests with cushioned tops placed below .

windows make window seats, reading corners, or just quiet, get-away spots.
Some terrariums or caged pets probably would benefit froesa sunny spot,
also. .

You may or may not be in a position tO do anything about the,view
from your center'swindows. If you are on the ground floor and have a fobt
or two of soil beneath your viindaa,. you might coneider 4 stilaIl rock garden
in front of a very low diVider to shut out a vies./ of an asphalt parking lot,
for example. -If there are interesting, busy scenes outside,-this will add
interest for the dhildren. .

'In covering the windows,,drapes and curtains can be opened or'
Closed by harid or with a simple pulley which the childten can understand and
use: dUrtains or drapes also can soften thd^look of the roam and make it
mord "hooey." Shades, shutters or blinds are more fragile and complicated.
If the sun pours through the windows, making the room hot, you will want a
window covering that reflects the heat but lets the breeze come in. Also,
in nap rooms or roome used for showing films, a window covering which 'blocks
out the lighi is desirable. If you have a problemwith drafts you will want
heavy.insulating curtaiils. You will need screens for the windows in climates
where-insects are a problem. Windows also may need to be firmly screened or
safeguarded with other devices to protect children from falls.. HOwever,
screens should be detachable in caseoof fire.

The Ceilings

Ceilings can havd'some'practical and decorative uses as well. A-
light covered ceiling gives height to the room and reflects light well..
Some centers painttheir ceilings with murals of the sun and the clouds,
rockets, .hot air balloons, flying carpets, airplanes or birds. Draped
plant's can be hung.from permanent screw eyee or hooks on the ceiling. It

broomitick or long dowel suspended by ropes can-support a tent made of
sheets that can't collapse.* '7
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The Floors

The floors of a child care center are pexhapg the most important

sOysiCal aspect. Children run, jump, rett, sit, play and fall on the floor.,

, EverythinCimaginable is spilled on center floors, including gluei cookies;

juice andCpints. Furniture and toys are'pushed across them and-blocks fall

. on them. Versatility is the most important thing to consider when choosing

center flooring.

ugs, td:ciourse, are.the most comfortable floor covering on which

,to lie and'fall, and they also Absorb the most,noise. Unfortunately, they

also absorb dirt and spills ahd are notes easy toitan as tiie or lino..

leum. Good quality incbor-outdaor carpeting with Vy Boam backing and
stain repellents, .hasever, is 'Very versatile and can seryete center well.
Smaller area rugs aie good for quiet, small-group activitied. Plastic drcV-
cloths beneath easels or water play areas, for example, Make clean-up easier.
Opnsider cushions, guilts, foam rubber covered with colorful fabric, large,
movable wooden shapes cdVered with carpot Or mattressea with colorful ticking
as alternatives to rugs in different areas of the rooms. Gymnastics and
roughhousing or smell group story-telling and finger plays couId,be accommo-
dated comfortably in small areas covered with these soft materials.

Linoleum and wood,floors"make.good surfaces for ball bouncing,
wheeled toys and dancing., They also are softer, warmer and less tiring to
Walk on than ecement floor, for instance. One good way to create different
activity areas is through the,use of colored,tape or Chalk lines on the
floor. This is a particUlarly effective way, to set aside different activity
areas in a large multi7purpose room, for exam0e. A large circle, a four-
scluare area, a line of nuMberS put on the floor with tepe or Chalk can
break-up and Change use patterns at very,rittle expense. Also, a floor
painted a bright color in an otherwise dark or dreary room can make a,big
difference. s

r-N
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Center layout ercourages small group clustsrim in ssai-arclosed spaces.

.lbsceUter environment is-bmight and chesry, including the faint on
, the weals.

Poets4 decorations aod pictures are large, ccaorful, siiple and at
child's ere la*.

Cxter sound levels S. contrails:103y the dile of sourd-a6amdoent"
, materials in dividors, ceilings, walls and floors; IOW ceilings; small

groups. t

Lighting is directed at'oertain activitiss or areas ind =trolled to
chino, moods.

Childrianare enommomged to experineni with boys and me thswin more
then one.way as long as the activity is doing no hull to anyone.

,Childten =move and-change thingsiitile thry.piri.

The center feels "hmslikeN with curtains, plants and areas for C:amp-
fort and getting say.

Play units cun be used in e than cne way.

SOFTNESS*FEATURES8

rocker
stuffed chair

7-- lami swing
been bag chair
large carpet or rug
floor I:Zion"
gnus
aloft:mar sand area

REALTH AND UrrrY FEMNC.5

soft animals
soft swing seats
finger paints

clAY or PUY dou3h
ntrl

water addsd to
*law*

dirt for digging

adsquat. natdial amd artificial light

shaissto protect childrsn's eyes against glare

log ;Lae levelto reducs stress

carafcmtable r,321 tag:mature, .

irb__yadeqcetsrrttilltion and absence of drafts, especially on floor

lodoed storage fortoxic materials

oovered elactricil outlets

abesmoe of poisonous plantiii; in inioor'and outdoor play areas

floors, *la and furniture that canna cleaned easiiy

smooth finishes.with no rough, abrasive surfaces Ok parts that sliver

child-sized toileting and hard-washing facilities'

ccntra=temparature *scalable

drinkinluirbar conyChiantly accesisitls.to Fhildren at all timss

shatteiLproof glass

(:\

resilisnt-oubioor and indoor play.surfaces in areas near equipmsnt
--liters children are likely to fall

fences or natural bmreWrs high enough bd safeguard children and
child-prcof

slip-proof rugs cn floors

411

. 8These soft items are takenifram Flizabeth Prescott's Assessment of

Child-Rearing Envionments: An'EcO icql Approach. California: Pacific.

. Oaks College, 1975. :
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CHAMING YCLIR CENTER LAY=

, If you and your staff are in the process of evaluating.or redesigfi-

ing your indoor or outdoor play areas, 'consider the following plahnin4 'check-

list.8'

Take inventory of your existing space, equipment and Mater1:48.

Decide upon the numbers and types of activity pockets pr
est areas that you want based on .

program goals

age and heeds of the children,

square feet available. ,

equipment'and materials,

creating developmentally appropriate and varied choices.

a sketch or a drawing to scale,on grapirpaiger ofone or
more possible arrangements of the indoor play aras_and/or
he outdoor play yard.

Consider the location of built-in,fixtUres, storage and,
furnishings .

,

Design interest areas including large activity s,LACes, spaces'.

for small groups and private spaces for each age or develoP- .

mental level in the Center.

Establishrpnumber of dhildren/area limits:

Define clear pathways and place activiix areas and.equipment
. such that children can see choices, of things to do next.

'Locate similar kinds of activities togeti - quiet near quiet,

active near active. -

Creaie differentievels uSing lofts; create different s#ed
. enclosures Using partial barriers.

Make careful long-Aand short-range plans for making or purchasing
necessary equipment or materials to carry'out the plan.

Rearrange space accor:ding'to short-range plans.

Work with staff..to develop a -child observation plan tq record
children's responses tp the new arrangement and a staff super-
vision plan to rgcOrd problems/benefita.oe supervising. the new
arrangement;

-

Discuss problems and solutions with staff and make.rearrangements
as n'ecessary and possible.

9This checklist W6s ad4ted .frOm S. D. Campbell, "Designing and'Evalua-
. ting,Space For Group Progra4 For Young Children" in Day Carg: Facilities

And Equipment (Canada: Natj,nal Day Care Information Centre', Social Service

PrpgrAns Erma, .i*alth athf Welfare), 61). 7-8.
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f b of ';the .iest"ofevit..4 we pave seep and:Used in-,53.2f_41±.1d
penter far assessing 'the.de*r.eiiii-lionntient 'are_ Me pcy ctir`g. tiyiirozur1v4. .`"`
±nv,ep,:to*,10 and .its carPFIni.ed.pi*e,. The Day- Carle eirt?,2;2idnthozt. Scaie .14
These iisexpensive arid caspiehms_ ive.iloservat4an #iitiPIT'er):s- are. aPPXic*le

- 'center ettngs for the care of dhildren frac( infancy .thmigh five years
..

.age. They are self:.7asseskient tools with ossY-Understand ini,truct.4.0Ths .

ar4, haVe beetdesigned- to help di*ct.00 And ,:.;aregiVers "take Stocaf"
'0*Arircritient;thes4:Orc.:Aride':.r.:

,

, "-We itrazigrr *ecatit;and' that 'you read the., series of Chvld Evvi.roninOrtt.
,tfock4eg4 4eveloped,by the titlitary Child Care PrOject which arldresses the
process of Creating. Center enviranlre.nts_.that are.sat:isfying ta both c.are-
givers ahd chlre 'frail Infatcy through scboal-age. Also, we_reccgrrerykN.,.
that yOu read -Roorinendations For Ch7ld. Care Ce.nters.1.3 dr,d Recorincidatio-rta;.

F7,.ay Arszsl4, hae been', written specifica.i."4 for persona
resPonii151& far the designof n1itrchild ar4 centers.-

"
SELEPTIN EQUIPMENT ANb. miktERIALS itik. THE agruER

,

- .4. ;
Equipping a child ,oare center. takes money, but it alsp, takes

,inagination and re.sourcifulnes. Sam essentials'Inist be Purchased, but
Much- Of the equ.ipxent Oafi be made Or found in second,harid shops,' militarif
surplus StOres qr -in.ssam*e's attid. 4.-fatt, t124 trOA-valuable mateia-174'.
are Often the l&-st .0:cpens-ive,...,p.s.they are the raw piaterials: tha* can be
'Used for manY purp5Se. San, bOardt,.`,water,..00rrwated, oeriOnsL 4nd tires ,

can betuaed Jare 6hild'a4ne;livith other 'toys, by a .grpvp 'of., childrand _in
many different wayS:.,-..

:

-
10T. and L. Crosa, io4ovisions In Dc* qare (piapEa:
North Carolina: Frank)/*ter, GrahaM 0744. peielopmerit Ceftter °aver-.

sity 'of .North
.

.
lLr Harnis,:and7R: Clifford; .The Qz' Ce ,Enviromelt .Raeff-ng'-.5qdle :

(Chapel Hill, Norh Car-Olinda: Fiark Porter' Graham Child Deve.I.opprilt...Center,
University'of-North Carolina, 1978) .

e"
12M. Scavo.,:-S,:itiltwaid, DiffendaL

modiro, :et al,
.2

-1-4U. Cohen,' A: B. Iiiil, C.::Gc:lart,e, 'si (". T. Moore! 'Re6ormend4tions. *For
, Chi id1Pla.y elre'as (NilwaUkee: University of Wiscankn-Nilwaukee,' Center For,... . ..Architecture abod'*arlt!tannirvg,fimgaxti..; 0:7'9)

:.
. ,

it
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fori.ixircina.iiini:-any piece of- eqUitcrent for your center ask yam-
: .

.

.
-

4t

.1W-it.clu'rable.

.1,13sife?

'AIII
7

s . , - : . ' a

-,:.§ele.Tek*qUipMent,Fbilex0iiity And Iicirning Opportuniges
, ...., , , .

. , .. -.17ne aUthOrs.df a, thi-ee-year -,s!Cudy.of child_care Centers classified
. , , . ,

the Con1nt.Vorplay,units"w4ch could.);LCiaixf.i.n centers'into three major

:grollps aocording,to the izaviagy cd aoti ,s they invite children to explore

or,ih texmeot their potential ft.= lianit;ulaticn or alteration in some way bq c......

the children.15 Zney classify Center components into'simple units, such as
swings Or tricycles *kb have one.cbvious usevcoMplex units which involve
twc.different.taay.inaterials, sudh as a sandbox with digging equipment,
water table:with pouring-cups or. a :clir,ri?ingidate with a tarp thrown over it;

'And super,units which add everilmoreAtterials, such aswater play in a sand-

.,
boX with Small boats.,-The.compUx and super units usually allow for more
creatiiierlanipulation by children and,Permit use by more children (*onetime.

..Y' '' A k ,

.*Id,general theMOreibVabl&and .ciersatile the equipaent s, the
. .

-longer it wi4.1 remain.interesting and Stimulating to Children. In partior
outdoiorequiPment alWays Seems to be in Short supply. Barrels,

- lar h011ow blocks-orbomet, saWhorses, boards and tires offer many more,
Is-arning opportunities than,one large,piece of stationary equipment such as

. .

swine set and they-cost less:to prck,ide.

, Another aspel4Jbf flexibility is the range of developmental levels
for.whi4ch thi.piece qgequipment i. arcpriate . Play equipment should pro-
vide a ahallerige to'a.ChlId's developin apacities alcng with same experiences
itatioih-be iaatered Acmajor piece of eqint should accommodate as many
_Ad the deVeloppOntal levels in the center Population as is possible. For
example, it is,preferable-eb.select equipment a little too small for same
'af:the .hildreia rather-than too large, because the short body parts of small
Childi*n limit their use of Iarge equipment entirely, While large Children
c*useriok climbers, for example, in -a variety of ways.

Se.letiniEluipment Fbr Durability

care equipment can be made of metal, plastic or wood. It
is tê equipment designer's job to select from these materials those which
he or she can use to the best advantage at the lowest possible cost. The
matekial'ind manugacturing process that is chosen depends on the size of
the market. For example, it-is very expensive to tool plastic items, so

...plastic equipment often is available whicikappeals to a wider coommimsrmar-
-ket than just child care centers, although some larger equipment of plastic

available to centers.

S. Eritchevsky, E. Prescott, & L. Milling, op:t., pp, 10-12.
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Indoor equipment generally falls into the categories of furniture,

play equipment and toys. This equipment most frequently is made of wood,

although plastic also is available.

Metal and woodworking equipment is more versatile and can produce
fewer items inexpensively. Heavy metal and large 14004 equipment items fre-
quently are found in pexmanent outdoor equipment. HOwever, an important
consideration is the relative durability and maintenance iequirements of the
equipment purchased. Although wood equipment tends to proVide a warner-
feeling, it has to be sanded and varnished every year to keep it smooth, and
such equipment must be kept under cover at night. This equipment must-be
made of hard wood that is stronger and less apt'to splinter if it is to be
cost effective. Mainteh'ihce of galvanized metal equipment is minimal,
although areas of wear such as chains and hinges Should be checked once.a
month and pivot parts should be greased or oiled to reduce friction and
noise.

Selecting Equipment And Furniture WitiPSafety In Mind

Each item being considered for purchase or construction must be
given consideration individually to determine whether or not it is safe.
There are at least two aspects to the consideration of safety. Thejfirst As
the potential hazard of some aspect of the equipment itself, e.g., is it
designed with sharp edges or protruding pards; is it easily tipped or does
it splinter? The second major area is'the question of safety from a develop-
mental readiness point of view. There are very few things with which a
child could not have an accident of some sort. The sensitivity of the
director, the developmental capacities of the children and the supervisory
attention possible by the:staff Should help in selecting equipment that
presents challenges but has limited risks. '

A concern for safety on any large equipMent - inside or outside -
is a must. Far too many serious injuries resulting in yermanent impairment
and even death occur each year on large equipment :that was either unsafe in
its construction, inproperly installed or inadequately supervised.

Selecting Safe And Appropriate Toys

lby safety is as important'as safety in furniture and eauipmFnt.
For infants to children two years of age, avoid toys which are smas11 enough
to be swallowed or lodged in the throat dr which have parts which can be
removed and swallowed. Do not buy flammable items, toys with toxic paint or
finish and stuffed aIzrals with glass,or button eyes. Smooth-surfaced
stuffed animals, large, ft balls, large blocks with rounded corners and
sturdy pustr-pull toys ar, st. FOr two to three ydar Olds avoid toys with
sharp edges, removable parts 'toxic paint and flammable materials. Marbles,
beads and coins also are dangeroui. Sturdy cars and trucks, wooden animals
which are free from splinters and large pegboards are good choices. Whdn
children reach three to five years ofage, you still want to watch for 'sharp
edges, flammable materials and toxic sUbstances which might be an ingredient
in finger paints, crayons and other art supplies. Electrical toys are not
appropriate for this age either. Wboden trains,'building blocks, dolls(
blackboards, paints and the like are excellent if thabasic safety features
are followed. For 6 to 12 year olds, approved electrical toys with,adeuate.
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adat supervision dan be allowed. terials and well constructed

sports equipment are fine. sets and carpenter benches with

light-weight taols for younger children are suitable. None of these items

should ever be used without adult supervision. Avoid shooting toys like

rifles and dart games. Electrical toys which do not bear the UL ldbel are
'unsafe.

For many useful safety suggestions on children's play equipment,
write to the U.S. Product Safety Commission, 5401 Wesbard Avenue, Wahington,
DC 20207.

Installing And Supervising Equipment Safely

Correctly planning and installing equipment is essential if acci-
dentS are to be curtailed. Never put equipment like swings, slides, and
climbers overard sur?aces. They Should be at least six feet from Obstruc-
tions such as fences or walls. Be sure the trike path and other foot traffic
patterns are away from swings and similar, large=Moving Objects. Check
regularly to be sure nuts and bolts are'tight and are not rusty. 1,:place--'

any which need replacing. All rusted or roughened surfaces showing iigns of
wear should be sanded smooth and refinished. Check for chain and rope wear.
Watch fpr wobbly:wheels, loose handZebars, and cracking metal or wood.

The use of any piece ofequipment only will be as safe as you andr
your staff make'it. Even when things are selected carefully, installed and
maintained, pryper supervision and use of equipment is essential. Be sure
there are plenty of adults on hand to supervise eadh area. They must not
only know the rules of safe play on eadh piece of equipment, but must under-
stand the necessity of enforcing those rules to the letter. All it takes is
one exception to the rule and that mistake could result in the loss of a
life.

Teach children how to use large equipment safely. Allow no rough
play around the playground - no shoving, pushingspr fighting. Children need
to learn:to sit in the center ofthe swing seat, to slide down the slide and
climb up'the ladritar and to follow the direction of the trike pall. They
should understand that to6 many children on a piece of equipment at one time
is unsafe. Only one child,an a swing seat, one sliding down'at one time or
,two on a seesaw are rules which must be obeyed.

Planning:Ahead For Equipment Purchase

BUying equipment is only one expense in your center's budget. After
the staff has been paid and flood and consumable supplies have been purchased,
you may have §omething left for that "special" purchase. Since equipment is
not inexpensive, be a smart consumer and plan ahead for the really,essential
and most.versatile types of equipuent and materialst

6.
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GENERAL SAFETY FEATURES

smooin finieh - no Shapp points or slivers

no small, loose parts

no Isa&based paints

does not tip easily

lighnnight, sturdy swing seats

good vality wheels securely attedhed and fres'imoving

no exposed bolts or screws or protrWing pasts

no cpen-ended books, like S hooks

no cawing parts that could cAeh or pinch fingers

legs of large equirrent securely andhored in thi ground with no slack
in cables or dhains

edges that are rounded and smooth

OALITY AND DURABILITY FEATVRES

Metal nay Equipment

welded metal joints rether\thanbolt-an&cut asseMbly

larinintenance galbanisel'finish rather than paint

all metal edges foldsdaysr or curved to pram* cuts

thick materials used in oonstruction to assure duribility

braces'and supports to improve structurally weak alms

mooden Flay Equipment

womiem equipment with metal aooessories mounted securely with galvanised
fasteners

smooth finish, no sharp points or slivers

edges roundsdand smooth

ample and birch used for strength, dent and crack resistmmt

straight grein, absence of knotholes

birdh veneer plywood used for dent resistance and hardness

preeswoml core plywhods used only for light shelving

pegboard and masonits painted to improve

.no simple overlapping wooden joints which wsçvP and givoin to stress

waterproof, durable, protective covering

A

as polyurethane on surfaces

eri

16Adapted frcm D. Johnston, "The Bale Of Inicor And Outdoor Equipsent In
Preschools" in Day Care: Faci,litiee And Equipment (Canada: National Day Care
Information Centre, Social Service Program Branch, Health And %gators) , rep. 8-9. .

ir-
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Cne of the most helpful lists of purchasing guidelines we have seen
and used to set priorities for equipment purchase and to assure getting the
most useful items at the best price was developed by the owner/director of a'
center in Michigan.17 It is quoted below!

Gather catalogues and other sources of materials.

Review sources and.record cal possible purchases on 3 x 5 cards,
one card per posdible purchase.

Evaluate potential purchases for their safety. Items to consider
are matérial =tent for carbustion level, toxicity, breakability,
pointed or protruding parts, detachable parts, general construc-
tion and ability to be cleaned.

Sort cards into various categories to determine fexibility of
materials fran cne category to another, balance 4f materials im
different program areaS such as sensory, art, cognitively oriented,
etc.

Compare similar items from various manufacturers in catal
and local retail or discount establishments. Evaluate safety

, features, quality, convenience and cost, and note observations
on the baCkSof cards.

Select the most important materials fram "3:' above, given the con-
straints of money, program, staff desires, e

Indixate choices by marking the appropriate x 5 cards with an
obvious mark, such as a red line across the top of the card, to
help in further sortinck

Retain unmarked 3 x 5 cards far fiiture purchasing considerations.

Transfer information on 3 x 5 cards to order sheets and then
to inventory cards when received.

Cross reference purchase order numbers, accounting system records,
inventory cards and receipt envelopes for eas'y referencing.

If'you are just furnishing or equipping your center for the f
time, there are many good sources of information for what to include in
basic supply closet and the kinds and numbers of play items and furnishin
adequate far certain numbers of children. One of the most useful sourceR,
is the inexpensive booklet, Selecting Educational Equipment And kterials,
published by the Association for Childhood International, 3615 Wisconsin
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016,.in 1976.

17J:.M1111, "Purchasing Guidelines," in P. G. Axelrod and E. P. Such,
Prschooh. And ild Care AdMinistration (an Arbor, Michigan: School of 1

Education, The'University of Michigan, 1974), p. D-15.
.
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MAINTAINING THE CENTER

Any environment that is used by a lot of children is subject to

.wearr and tear. Upkeep and maintenance of a child care center is a continuing

management responsibility of the center director. It takes time and careful
record-keeping to accopplish preventive maintenance - that is maintenance

that is performed on a regular basis to extend the life and reduce or elimi-

nate major damage'or emergency breakdowns of equipment or a facility:

While a center may have a numb& of people involved in mainte-
nance, the center director usually has the jdb,of checking the equipment and

building to see that they are, in fact, in good shape. The director also

may have to tighten a few bolts on tricycles, replace a nail or screw, apply
a little oil, unplug a sink or do a little painting in the course of the
day. At least it is the director's responsibility for these jobs, and, if
there is a capable custodian, so much the better. A good rule of thumb for
4 center qirector to follow is "Always keep your eyes and ears open and
never get too busy to apply a drop of oil to that little squeak or a screw
driver to a loose screw."

Setting Aside Time

Center directors have a difficult problem trying to find the best
time to repair and clean the center. When yotir center is open five or six
days a week and, like some, during the evenings, very little painting, minor
remodeling or heavy cleaning can be worked in. If the child care areas also
are used for napping and meals, there are no breaks in the day for staff to
spend in extra tasks. The same is true for play yard space. When children
use the play yard daily, it is difficult to find time to reseed grassy areas
or resurface and reorganize play spaces.

It also is difficult to find time for extra cleaning tasks in a
center. When do storage closets get inventoried and cleaned? When does
chipioed,wooden furniture get sanded and refinished?

At odi center we have found that therere certain times of the
day, days of the week or weeks of the month'whephild attendance is lower
than average. For example, we know ftom recordS,Ihat have been kept that
during the Mondalethrcugh Thursday evening operation there usually will be
fewer children receiving care than oeFtiday 9r Saturday evenings. TAe. also
.know that fewer children tend to be in the cen from approximately the
20th to the 27th of each month. Therefbre, take advantage of tiese times
to perform the necessary chores. If attendan e is low, it is relatively
,siMple to move a,srall'group of children toAanother section of tHe center.

Scheduling

Long range maintenance requires planning. A long range schedule
shOuld be prepared fox-tasks such as painting outside and inside, resurfacing,
floors, recarpeting, taintenance of the heating system or repairing equipment.
%ben these preveqtive maintenancetasks are anticipated, it will be pcssible
to budget for th6 expenserather than find yourself facing a large energency
repair outlay Of mcney.-
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WO have found it both helpful and cost-effective to design a

calendar for preventive maintenance. Otherwise, these measures are for-

gotten too easily and siMply don't get done.

Three factors must be considered to facilitate a successful pre-
ventive maintenaape program.

Be aware of what you have.

Inspect periodically what you have.

Make necessary repairs or replacements early.

Because child care centers'on military installations operate in
government owned buildings, a facilities engineering agency on your installa-
tion is respgnsible for maintenance of your facility. So there are some
preventive measures that are not actually the director's responsibility.
These measures probably include such things as

maintaining the heating/cooling systeM
maintaining and repairing roofs
inspecting and maintaining wiring

ing asphalt and concrete
lawns
g fire extinguishers

It is wise to inquire about their schedule for preventive mainte-
nance measures and to .4nclude these.measures on the center's preventive
maintenance calendar. By doing so, you can anticipate when service repre-
sentatives may be in the center. In addition, if you are aware of their
schedule, and for some reason they don't arrive, you can make an inquiry
about it. It is better by far to ask in August if the heating system is
cperaticnal than to wait until" the first cold winter morning and learn that
the center has no heet.,

Your center's preventive maintenance calendar can be set up accord-
ing to the months of the year. Because each center has individual needs, we
only can generalize here, but the following schedule may give you some ideas
for designing your own calendar. As you will note, we chose to design our
calendar: according to the various areas or sections of the facility. This
seemed most convenient for us. However, one also might design a preventive
,naintenance calendar according_to types of equipment, e.g., chairs, tables,
beds/crib4, divideri, windows/screent, etc.
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ANUARY

Infant Section

Store and buy "cn-sale"
holiday decorations

MAY

chcol -Age Section

;SEPTEMBER

Offices

Collect checklist forms
for repairs/replacemerits

from staff

FEBRUARY

Pretoddler Section

Check summer meintenance
supplies

JUNE

Preschool Section

Collect checklist forme
for repairs/replacements
from staff

OCTOBER

Entry/Reception Area,
Isolation Roan, and Halls

12C
Play Yards

Collect checklist fanne
for repairs/replacements
from staff

JULY,

Staff Lounge

--APRIL

Tbddler Section

COmmercially clean and
sanitize all carpeting

AUGUST

Kitchen and Laundry

Check winter maintenance

mx:clies

NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Library and MUlti-Purpose Nap Roam; Supply Storage;

Activity Room Cbatodial Closet

Collect checklist forms
for repairs/replacements
from staff

Obviously, this does not mean that eadh area of the building is

checked only ance a year. Theparegivers working.in eadh section must moni-

tor the condition of the sectian constantly and report apy irregularities

.when they are nOted. They are responsible for removing hazardous equipment

in need of repair and/or not using equipaent until all irregularities have

been corrected. In addition, they complete and submit a one-page checklist

every three nonths indicating repairs_and replacements needed in their sec-

tions. (This form can be found an page3-77 of FinanciaZ PZanning For Mili-
tary ChiZd Care Centers.)

However, tiè preventive maintenance calendli does insure that eadh
section of the center is Checked thoroughly at least once a year. The
annual preventiVe maintenance measures include inspecting, cleaning and
repairing the-area or'section and everything in it - franwails, windows,
floors and doors to furniture, fixtures, tpys and equipment. Through the
use of a preventive maintenance calendar and pre-planning, you.are able to
project and apportion the use of both money and time. In addition, by
dividing the center into pieces or,sections, the necessary preventive
measures do not seem so averWhelming.

Keeping Records %.1

As the sample inventory forms and discussion included in Financial
Planning For Military Child Care Centers in this Admin.iStrative Guidebook
suggest, Adequate records provide the basis for the type of preventive
upkeep which is the most cost effective.
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Staffing Maintenance Activities

.#
A second prdblem faced by center directors in lanaging center upkeep

is who will do the work? How much should caregivers be required to do? What

arethe responsibilities of a center custodian?

The first step in maintaining an orderly environment is making your

staff aware of its importance. Many caregivers think that it'is a waste of

time and unnecessary to keep a child's play environment orderly. As the

director, you may want to demcnstrate the effect that different environments

have upon the children in the center. For example, you can dhow caregivers

that in a-messy rocalwith toys strewn about, children do not play construc-

tively. Children do, on the other hand, become inv,olved in play again when

toys are cleaned up and clear play space is available.18

Next you will have to decide what needs 4oing and who should do

what. If caregivers are to be expected to clean, this should be included in

their job descriptions. They should know from the beginning what types of

center clean-up responsibilities they will have.

You can allow the children to be involved in clean-up if you show

them hat/ to use athroom and dustpan and sponge, how to make warm, soapy

water and where to find paper towels and rags. Children should not be made

to feel like visitors in what is actually their home-away-from-home. ,If they

are not permitted to help with clean-up, they cannot be expected to understand

what is involved and to learn to treat their surroundings with respect.

You will need to establish a schedule for cleaning so that all of
the necessaryNtasks can be accomplished regularly. In some cases, caregivers
may rotate respons4bility, for example, for cleaning-up after meals or
snacks. Some jobs, such as cleaning dhelves or inventorying supplies, could
be done by scheduling caregivers to work an extra hour once a month when
there are no children in the center. FOr the big jobs - such as scrubbing
floors, bathroom maintenance and washing walls - you probably will involve

cbstodial service. Depending on the size of your center, usually twO to
four times a week is adequate for this type of maintenance. Since this

wcrk is ione at night when the center is closed, you must pay attention to
the thoroughness of the work yourself. The service persons should have a
list of the tasks which should be completed so there is no question:of
responsibilities.

For a major effort, you also might want to have a general "clean

up party" enlisting the aid of parents and units*on your installation as well

as the staff ana older Children. The center should not be in operation during

such an effort. Because hard work creates hungry people, it can be fun to
cal:thine a clean-up party with a potludk dinner or a barbecue. Many necessary
tasks can be accatplished through such an effort, but it does require careful

18p. Click; Administration Of Schools For Young Children Mew York:
Delmar Publishars, p. 80.
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planning and organizaticn 'to be successful - especially if a large group of
people is involved. HoweVer, the results will be well worth the effort.

Anticipating EYnergencies

A list of resources sUch as the plumber, fire'department, military
7 o1i departrent or repairservices and their-phone numbers sbould be kept

availablet by the phime in case of emergency.

In addition, the director shoUld befamiliar with the on-off con-
trol locations and basic operation of all the center's major systems,
including the fire alarm system, water dr gas supply, electrical box.
Coping with emergencies will be nuch easier wen you are prepared.

All operating manuals and warranties shouLd be filed for emergency
repairs as well as...for Later reference. The file cn each piece of equipment
should include the date and place of purchase, nare and phone nurber of
repair shop, dates of cleaning or repairs and specifications of repairs
made.

90
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16MM MORE MOUT IT

The following suggested readings are those tahich we have used ourselves and

whichwe have found to be the most useful on this topic. If you want to

include other resources an your hcokslielf, these would be good additions:

Auerbach, S. (Ed.) with Rivaldo, J. Creative.homis and centers. New Y

Human Sciences Press, 1978. 7

Butler, A. Early childhood education: Planning and adMinistering programs.

NO4 York: D. Van Nostrand Publishing Company, 1974.

Cherry, C., Harkness, /0; & Kuzma, K. Nursery school and day care center

management guide. California: Fearcn-Pitnan Publishers, Inc., 1978.

Cohen, M. D. (Ekt.). SeZecting educational equipment and materials fbr

school and home. Washingtm, EC: Association for Childhood Education

Anternaticcal, 1976.

Cohen, U., Hill, A. B., Lane, C. G., & Nbore, G. T. Recommendations fbr

child play areas. Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,

Center for Architecture and Urban-PlanningFesearch, 1979.
.r

Day care: Facilities and equipment. National Day Care Information Centre,

Social Service Programs Branch, Health and Welfare Canada, Qttawa,

Ontario.

EVans, E., Shub, B., & Weinstein, M. Day care: How to pZan, develop, and'

operate a day care center. Boston: Beacon Press, 1971.

Ham, T., 6 Cross, L. Environmental provisions in daycare. Chapel Hill,

North Carolina: Frank Porter Grit= Child Development Center, Univer-

sity-of North Carolina, 1977.

Kritchevsky, S., Priicott, E., & Walling, L. PZanning environments for young

children,- Physicarspace. Washington, DC:, National Association for

the Education of Young!Xtildren,'1969.

Mbore, G. T., Lane, C. G., Hill, A,. Cchen, U., & McGinty, T. Recommenda-

tiona fbr child care centers. Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, Center for Architacture and Urban Planning Research, 1979.

Prescott, Et, Jones, E., Eriichevsky, S., Minch, C., & Haselhoef, E.

Assesament of child-rearing environments: An ecological approach..

Pasadena,-California: Pacific Oaks College, 1975.

Scavo, M., Riewald, S., & Diffendal, E. Child environment series - Infant,

Pretoddler, Toddler, Preschoo4, Sahool-age. Washingicn,.DC: U.S.

Departnentof the Army, 1979-80.
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DEVELOPING ADMISSION
. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Choosing to trust a young child to someone else's

care can be, a difficult and emotion-filled decision. Few

parents who find themselves in need of chila care outside-of

the home have any specific gyidelines to help thzsm judge the
appilopriateness of a'particular center for their child's

needs. A very important partsof child care center management
is the responsibility for developing admission policies and

taihing a smooth prpcess which ensures that both the cen-
te 'and the child's-family know_enough about each other to
assure the best care for the child.

(

Or
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CONSIDERING THE NEEDS OF CENTER USERS

The range of child care possibilities available to parents varies
from community to community.. Whatever the reality of the situation, it cer-
tainly is most important that both the parents or guardians and.the child
care professionals do all,that is poesible to assure that each chila receives
the best care possible. It is for this reason that a'centeee enrollmentior
admission procedures should be well-thought out and discussed with parents
who are considering using-the center.

Child care really serves'two different clientele - it offers a
convenience or service to parents whip may work or have other commitments out-
siae the home or who need respite from their child-rearing responsibilities
for emotional or other reasons. It offers new experiences and a caring
environment away from home for children. When considering the development
of a center's policies, both of these clientele ehould be considered, and
informatial shared during the admissions process should cover both of their
interests. Fbr example, for the parents to understand whether or how the
center can meet their own needs, the following kinds of information must be

/available to them:

center fees, payment schedules and penalties for Zate pick-up

center hours, days per week,'evenings, overnight

types of care offere4 time, part time, drop-f.n

ages of c4ildren served

meal and snack arrangements

opportunities or reguirements for pm,ents to participate

center policies on bringing sick children for care,,disciplining
children 4

Further,-in order for parents to assess how.well the center can
meet their dhildren's neegis, they would need information sildh as:

the ceriter's.objectives and phitosop*y

the "feel" of the center gained from a tour

the kinds of staff hired and staff training 'provided

center poliies on napping and eating

supportive services offered by the,center

'ability to accommodate'certain health problem, administer
medicine or provide epecial duties
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As the director, you will want,to know the parents' or guardians'

, needs and their objectives for the child, as well as the child's-ability or
readiness to participate in the kind of situatiori offered by-the center.

The decision about whether or not to enroll.the'child at the cen-
ter may not be made an the first visit. Oppoktunities should be made avail-,'

able for the parent and *the clld to talk with you and visit the center
until tkv feel comfortable with the situation.

ASSURING FAIR AEMIICN POLICIES

Eligibility for the use of the dhild care tenter on a military
installation usually is open to the dependents of active and retired ser-
vicemembers and, sometimes, to the dependents or civilian personnel working
cri the installation if center space is adequate. Admission is on a first-
come, first-served basis unless the center'has some rationale for special
admissian categories. For example, if a centet has limited spabe, a sibling
of a child already in the center may be given prioritraver another applicant
so that the needs of the families of enrolled dhildren can be given priority.
Whenever a child is reflaed admission for any reason Oa center staff should
be sure.that the reason is legal. Decisions not to admit a thild which
could be justified would include the age of the child - too old or tpo yaung;
hours of care that do not fit the parent or guardian's needs; or the inability
of the family or anautside agency to pay fees.

A note is important here About admission polities ielated to dhil-
dren with special needs. The history of dhild cara and sdhooling for dhildren
with handicapping conditions has, for the most part, been specialized care
or neglect which has,resulted in isolating dhilaren with special needs from
the mainstream of satiety and thildhood. Recently, hOwever, there hagbeen
a:movement to incorporate these Children as math as possible into the normal
experiences offered to other children.

However, neitherAthe desirability of including children with spe-
cial needs nor thid recent movement necessarily prepares a center to do a
good job. Those centers which have ipcorporated Children with special needs
successfully, have done so primarily by adopting a.center-wide philosophy
'that each dhild and staff metber is an individual and,needs the freedom to be.
One successful center that enrolls up to 25 percent of its capacity with

, children with special needs has found thatparaprofessional staff members,
with no special training other than an understanding of what is required by
an individual dhild, are more comfortable with the mixture of handicapped and
normal thildren than the paraprofessionals who bring with them more fears about
caring for childrenWho are different. The experiences we have had caring for

handicapped children also confirms this. Like this center, we also have found
that, in general, things thatvaork with an ordinary thild work with a dhild
with special needs, only.you have to think about them a little more. Chil-

dren,'of course, .ai-e curious about differences and, once understood, they
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learn quickly to help the handicapped child with things tha. t need help and
to play together on the basis of interests, not physical or emotional traits.

e

&Dmaw REcuiREmans FoR ADMISSICO

,

Health-Related AdMission Requirements

Every center must have health-related admission requirements or
policies which dictate what information must be provided and by wham before
a child is admitted. Minimally, you must have a statement of consent author-
izing the center to secure emergency medical treatment for the child if the
parent or guardiazkcannot be reached. Frequently this emergency treatpent
consent form is combined on the same form with basic health information, '

including dates and types of immunizations which.the child has received. Cen-
ters often use the back and front of a 5 x 7 card which includes, in addition
to the information discussed above:

names of parents, addresses and phone numbers

name-and home numbers of child's phy8iciaiiç or hospital

other.person who could be notified in parent's absence

child's date of birth -

allergies, medical problems or'special needs

These forms should be developed in cooperation with your installa-
tion medical and legal authorities. A spice must be provided for the parent's
signature and tbe date. If medical records at the hospital on your-installa-
tion are stored by socialsecurity number, a space also must be provided on
the form for the number. A Privacy Act statement is required on forms such
as these. Fbr example:

PRIVACrACT OF 1974: AuthorityTitle 10 USC 3012. This informa-
tion is needed to provide assistance to you and your dependent.
Disclosure is voluntary. Failure to complete farm-will preclude
assistance.

When completed bythe parents, Vie forms can be filed in th child
care center, readily accessible for retrieval 'by auth6rized personnel only
when required. ,Frequent upciating of the forms is necessary for infants who
receive inmunizations regularly during the first 18 mcnths of life. In addi-

tion, the forms for all Children should be updated or renewed at least once
a year.

Health history or physician's statement. A health form which pro-
vides information regarding illnesses and diseases the child may have or have
had, special needs and the child's general health habits can be most valuable.
Some centers find it useful to obtain and file a statement of health signed
by the child' phisician who assesses each child's ability to participate in
center activities and makes notations of any special health needs.
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Other personal information. Same centers, particularly those which

serve the same children on a regular basis, will keep on file some information

on the Child's background, habits and Skill levels. Information of this sort
available to caregivers can assure greater continuity in the way that a child
is treated at have and at the center.

FlOr example, at our center, the following form is kept in the

infant and pretoddler sections.gor caregivers' use. Basic information on the

eating and sleeping habits and other notable behaviors can be yery helpful to
caregivers.

anaD's rAme 3irttAate

our child care center, we want to make your child as comfortable hnd as
happy-as possible. Please help us by telling us about your child.

ENTTNG HAUTS:
-

Does your child use: a bottle cup breastied

Is s/he on: regular milk formula If so, what kind

Hbw often does your child take: a bottle milk ;uice

Is s/he allergic to any juice or food Can s/he hold a bottle

Coes s/he self-feed

eat table fccds

4

with help eat solid foods

What time does s/he usually eat: breakfast

dinner

^ lunr_h

snacks

Should your child be awakened for feeding yes no

SLEEP

Does your child take a nap What Is the,general sdhedule

Is your child a heavy sleeper easily awakened

Is your child accustomed to being held or rooked.to sleep

OTHER:

Is your child allergic to disposable diapers

Does s/he get loupe bowels often for reasons such as teething, etc.

Does s/he turn over pull up crawl stand welk

Does s/he climb out of cribs

Is there a favorite toy or blanket necessary for sleep?

Is there anything else we should know to make your child's'stay as pleasant

as possible?

Your signatUre

Thank you!

Tcday's Date
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Some centers request, but do not insist that, parents prepare an even
more extensive'background/perscnal information form on all enrolled children.
Some of the kinds of questions whichnay be included on such a form include:1

CHILDREN'S BE1L4V4OR PATTERNS AND HABITS

Wfiat is your child's favorite toy? book? pet2 person?

Does your child have any particular mannerisms or habits such as
nail biting, thIrdalmicicing, needs a special blanket in order to
sleep? Please describe..

Does your child have any particular fears, suah as of dogs, of
sirens?

Does he or she hEre'nightmares? Please describe.

Does your Child use any special words or expressions, such as "wee
wee" for Urine, which may not be understood by a caregiver? Please
describe.

In general, how does your child react to anxiety or stressful
situations? Does Wor she cry, withdraw, have tantrums?

Has your child had any previous child care or play-group experiences?

Does your child relate easilY to other children? Does she/he seek
friendships easily or prefer to be alone?

Has your child had the experience of being cared for by adults other
than members of your family? Please describe.

What is your accustomed way to reassure and reward'your child? -

What is your accustomeemcde of showing disapproOal of your child's
"behavior?

What is your'philoecpby of""discipline"?

Does your child s00,6 English? -Any other language?.

Do you consider your Child talkative, quiet or average?

TO.the best of.your knowledge does your childhave any language
problems or learning disabilities?

'

1Adapted frod E. Evans, B. ShUb, and M. WOinstein, Day Care: How To Plan,
Develop, And pperate A Day Care.Center (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), pp. .

308-311.
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Does your child have any-emotional disturbances or physical
,handicaps? Please describe;

FAMILY BACKGROUND -

Father's occupation

4uther'sOccupation

What is the language predominantly spoken in the home?
Please list the names, relationship and ages of all brothers,
sisters and other members of your child's usual household.

Have there been any major changes reCantlyin the family structure,
sUch as divorce or death? -

Have there been any,difficulties or qrises in your family-that may
have affected the emotional well-being of your child, such as acci-
dents, medical problems, temporary separations?

A

Howiculd you describe your child's role in the family? ,Is the-
child the "good little sister," the "troublemaker," the "One who
gets spoiled"?

SELF-CARE AND RELATED INFORMATION FOR CHILDREN WITH HANDICAPPING
CONDITIONS

-Can your child aress him/herself?

How much and what type of help is needed?

Does your child use any special apgiances? (wheelchair, braces,
hearing aids; etc.)

Does your child need help with toileting?

Describe toileting schedule or any special equipment or procedures
for toileting.

Are there any special words associated with toiletingi

Can your child wash his/her hands? EXplain procedure.

Does your child have any skin allergies or allergies to food?

Does*she/he require or prefer a special diet?

If an 'adolescent female, does your child menstruate? Does she'need
help? 4
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Haw mobile is your child?

ow much supervision is required?

Does your child have speech?

Does he/she understand langua46?

Are there any time limitations wherr.sheyhe participates in activi.-

ties?'

Whatever information you require orxecommend keeping at the center,
you should bear in mind that the relationship between the center and a child's
home is a very important one. Each caregiver should understand the center's
philosophy of child care and center policies, and should be aware of the
important inforrnaticn about each child for whom care is provided. On the'

other hand, each parent should be made a4are,of the center's philosophy and
why information about-the child's bacground and health can help the center
do a better job. ,

SOLVING POLICY-RELATED PROBLEMS

1

An important and sometimes difficult aspect of the centet direc-

tor's responsibility is handling parent requests for e4oeptions to center
policies or discussing the possibility of withdrawing or not admitting a child
whose best interests may not be seryed by your center. Admission and opera-

tional policies are developed to assure.that the center's philosophy of child

care and the requirements for safe and financially solvent operations are met.

At times, one set of policies may not_meet the varied needs and values of the

individual families and children using the center. is in situations such

.as these that the center director must act as interpreter of center policies

and must work out the best solution possible with parents.

In The "Caring" Role TnA Child Care Center,,the first staff devel-

opment module produced by the Military Chijd Care Project, an entire section

of the module was devoted to ReZating TO Parents. The purpose of this section

was to.give caregivers an opportunity to think through some of the kinds df

situations which may need to be referred to the director for final decision.
Consider the following kinds of situations which have occurred in our center
and which ustialA, require the center director and parents to work out the

solutions together. First, think about how you would handle the situation,
then take a look at our viewpoint- The point that is importanthexe is that
you must be prepared to defend or explain your center's policies and to use

good judgment in handling situations involving parents and their children.
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Situation A - The mother of Sarah, a'physically small,,very

intelligent five year old, pequests an appointment with you.

During your meeting you learn that the mother would like Sarah to

receive occasional drop-in,care during the day-time hours in your

center, but that Sarah has a physical handicap which makes

control of toileting impossible fbr her._ Therefbre, she must

wear diapers. Although you think it's important to include

handicapped children, you are concerned that the five-year-old

section has no facilities fbr diapering and worried about the

possible negative reactions of the other children. What can'you

do?

Our Viewpoint On Siituation A. For any handicapping condition, it,

is Important that you learn everything possible about the barticular handicap.

Talk to the mother fully about what you can expect and the possible

reaction. In some cases, it is wise for you'and the parent to Observe the

child interacting with other children in the center. It also is helpful tio

discuss any special needs, with the cbild's pediatrician. In this situation,

we had two practical options: we.could accept Sarah, assigning.her to

receive care in the two-year-old section, where diaper-changing facilities

were available; or, we.could have Sarah stay with her peersand make an

extra effort to provide the care she required to make our program more

meaningful to her. We Chose the latter. Even though she was a physically

small child, i,t would have been.unfortunate to place.Sarah with two year

olds simply because it would have been more coriyenient for the.staff.

Sarah was an intelligent five year old and needed to be with her peers.

With just a little exiia effort, we were able to Chedk Sarah's diaper

regularly and take her to a nearby seetion of the center for Chan#ng

diapers This process was managed easily during the day-time7operation of

the center by using the "helping hands" of volunteers when any were,present,

the (cook, or administrative staff for the brief period of time that was

required. Because her diapers were Chedked frequently and inconipicuously

and because Sarah received only occasional care,in the center, the other

children never were aware of her special need.

Situation B - Johnny, a 16-morith-old child, occasionaZly has

bitten another child in the chiZd care center. At.the time the

biting first started, you met With hiS caregiver to discuss

methods'of dealing 40; his-biting. (lvethbds are (re-commended in

.the staffdevelopment'modules Caring For Pretoddlers-and Caring

For Tbddlers). At ,the same time you discussed your concerns -

about the biting incidents with Johnny's parents. Rcently,

however, Jqhnny has bitten an increasing number of children daily

and the bites are more severe, even breaking'through the skin of

.om child. The other children and thei"r parents are upset. What

can you do?

1 0 5
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Our Viewpoint.On Situation B. Although biting often is a passing
phase, it cannot be ignored especially if it is causing real physical harm to
other dhildren. If it persists and becomes a real problem, as it has in this
situation; our solution with a child this age has been to dUspenol_the dhild
as soon as possible fram receiving care in the center for a week-or two. It
has-been ourv,eocPerience that removing a child of this age from "the scene of
his crime" - so to speak - for a period of time_will help him to quit biting.
When he returns to the center, he most likely will have forgotten about, or
outgrown, biting. likNever, if the child is biting at home, as well as in the
centek, special help or more,time may be needed. If the parents haVe been
alerted to the possibility that the dhild might have to be removed from the
center if the biting persists, they generally can make other arrangements if
necessary. Note that it is very important to alert the parents in advance.
Give them two or,three days to make other'child care arrangements. When they
realize this action is in the best interest of not only their child but also
of other children, they usually are cooperative. If they are not, it may be
necessary to remind them that on a military installation parents are respon-
sible for the actions of their children.

Situation C Captain Garrett, the father of Steven, age 8, and
Bobby, 2 years of age, insista thati the two boys must remain
together when they receive occasional care in the center. It is
the policy of your center to group children according to their
age.or developmental level. ii&wever, in past aituationa you also
have permitted siblings to remain'together; but, usually the older
child stays in the young child's section. Captain Garrett indi-
cates that Steven is bored when he must stay..with all two-year-old
children and he demands that Bobby, his gjo year old, be allowed
tO receive care with the school-age children. What can you do?

Our Viewpoint On Situation C. Each situation of thia nature, indeed
all exceptiops to policies, must be evaluated on an individual basis. If
the two year old is a physically large 'child and is accustomed to playing
with his, older brother and other older dhildren, it might be worthwhile
Observilig BObby with schcol-age dhildren. Meeting the needs of families
and-maintaining good relations with parents are important parts of your posi-
tion. But, do reserve the right to move the dhild to his peer group if you
deem it to be in his best interest. If, however, the two year'old is small
in stature and has been quite protected throughout his life, you may have
to insist that your stated policies remain in effect. EXplain the reasons
for the polick: a two year ola easily could be hurt with a group of
sdhool-age dhildren; the toys and equipment for the older children are not
interesting for a very young dhild; there are no diaper-changing facilities
in the schcol-age section; or, it is unfair to both children when they ar
.forced to receive care that is not apptupriate to their individual rieeds. In
addition, you might recommend that the father allow the boys the independence
of receiving care in different sections of the center - assure him thdt you
will observe both children and make certain their needs arebeing met.
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Situation D - MY,. and 'lb's. Jackson are neb arrizials on'your

dmstallatioh and visit the child care center to discuss the pro:.

gran. You inform them of the admission requirements'which,include

childhood immunizatibns. They request fhat the immuni-zation

requirement be waived fbr their fbur year old because it is.in

conflict with their religiovs belief's. What should .you do?

6

Our Viewpoint On Situation D. I is recommended that,this request

be cleared through the medical and legal officials on your installation. tt

generally has been our policy to'accept the child after discussing fully the

implications of the situation: if all other children in the center are

inuunized, it is their childidho is facinga potentially dangerOus exposure

to disease. Ala, for the child's protection, we'-do reserve ihe right to

refuse care for the child during any outbreak of any diseasexeaching epi-

demic proportion.

I.

Situation E - Missy is a very active four year old who has

trouble sharing toys. When she doesn't get her own way, her

first Ivaction i to hit, kick, push or punch other children.

Consequently, Missy often is removq.from the rest of the chil-

dren and made to sit in a "time-out4 chair for a while, Her Q.:.

parents have been infbrmed of these actions by her caivgivers.

Because Missy's behavior seems to bencreasingly dggressive and

disrupt.Lve, you request a conference with her parents. After yoit

discuss your concerns with them, they infbrm you that the center-'s

policy fbr handZing this situation-is too lenient and Oitl never,

work with their child. They indicate that the only way'she wil4

obey the rules is with good, old-fashioned spankings which she

receives frequenf-4 at home. They close by saying that you have

their permission to spank her an'y time she "needs it." What can,

you do or say?

Our Viewpoint On Situation E. Inform the parents,that center poiil.

cies prohibit physical punishment and thatyou will not?pank Missy. This is

an ideal opportunity for providing some personal and obyiously necessary

parent education. Although you can empathize with-the overghelming.:demands

made on parents and the difficulties they encounter in raising children in

today's world, it is important that you take time to explain,the reasons for

the center's policy. Frequenteand severe ,punishment teaches the child hos

tility and aggression, anger and resentment. Sough parents or caregivers

generally create miniatures of themselves,- the dhild will learn to hit in,

the same way that.she has been hit. ln other words, it presents the child

with a mcdel of how to act when one feeli frustrated and angry. Or, the

reverse may result. A child may become completely subdued and submissive,

timid and scared.
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The following conversation which incorporates these ideas may
illustrate what we rean:

"Mr. and 'Ibis. Doe, .1" understand that raising.childr'en.today is
diffiCult. It seems Zike there aren't'enoudh hours'in the day
to do everything.that needs to be done.' BUI dawunt you to
know that our poRicies pvhibit physicca punishment,'including
spankit - so S can't spank your child: We'beiieve that spanking
presents a-chitd with a model'of how 'to act when'one feels frus-

, trated or angry.',I'n other words, a child will Zearn to hit in .

.the same zpay she has been hit. Or; perhaios, a child will bedome,...

timid and scared, rather thoin,aggressive, as a resuZt of fre-

:.
quent.spankings: We have learned:that children who have these
feelihgs,grow into adults who are either hostile and.angry or .

subdued and submissive. I also believe that you genuinely ares
interested in your child growing into a healthy, happy aduli.
If you'weren't, uou wouldn'i even be interested in trying to
teach her abbut.obeying ruZes."

4

AY".

,If the parents seem receptive near the end of the conversatibnvt..

you might suggest other resogrces - social workers,"bccks, Classes - which,
the parents right want to investigate. Mention also that you will continue

. ,

to work with them to learn the causes of Missy's disruptive behavior. How*.

ever, x4lind them that if Missy should beccme totally disruptive, you might ,

have to refuse care until the child receives special help. -

Situation F'- About mid-morning on a Monday, a caregiver from
the four-year-old section informs you that she'suspects one of
the children ilarher group has been abused. She relates that the
child seemed sad and withdrawn. In talking'with him, she.learned
that he had been a "bad""boY and his daddy, had whipped him. She

.
also discovered welt marks on his back which looked Zike he had

. been beaten severety with a beZt. What shoutd you do?

M1

Our Viewpoint,014 Situation P.' Before a suspected child abuse
situation ever arises, you should inquire about.the recc,nnended proCedures
for handling it. Contact the agency or individual on your installation that
has been designated to deal with child.dbusd or neglect. This might be a
child .protection team, a medical officer', a juvenile.officer of the military
4

.police, or a social worker. They Should give you detai1ed instructioni on
haw to handle such situations. Because the ipocedures may vary from one
installation.to,another, we cannot make specific recommendations here.,'How--
ever, it is advisable for you to taik with the child, and/or Observe any marka
on the Child yourself following a report by a caregiver. Keep in mind that
an overly-protective caregiver sometimes can jump to false conclusions.
Then, if'you believe the child may have been abused, you must report it, fol-
lowing the established procedures, of your installation.
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Although there.is no one right method or set answer for dealing with

these kinds of situations, our responses to each may reveal same of the consi-

derations that we go throul4h'in attempting to meet the needs of the faMilies

and children we serve. It must be stressed that each "situatia: Of this natur6

must be dealt with on an individual basis and in 1in with your installation's

policies-and regulations.

It:also is important to be aware of the feelings parents may be

having when they do come to talk to you. They may be feeling angry, tesent-

ful, frustrated, rushed, fearful, apprehensive, tired or helpless. In

order for any true caMmunication to take place between the two of yal, it

often is necessary for these feelings to surface before the parents actually

can discuss any sensitive situation. Keep in mind that you indeed may be

discussing something which no one else ever talks to them about. Establish-

ing and maintaining eye contact are important partsiof this proaess. So are

your gestures and facial expressions. Think aboUt who you would prefer to

talk to: a friendly-looking person with a smile and a relaxed posture or

a stern-looking, arms-crosSed-in-front-of-dhest, frowning person? Obviously,

Ne all send certain 'Imessages" to others without even saying a word. Be aware

of the,nonverbal messages you send!

In entering discussions of this natUre, you always muat assume tha't

the parents do care about their child. You can't be supportive of the

child if you:are not supportive of the parents, also. Recognize`that all par-

ents have needs that must be met before they can meet their child's needs..

So, if you're going to ask parents to met theilaZid's needs, youpust be

willing to attempt to help the parents resolve. of their,own needs.

What is important to remem* is thatproviding'dhild care involves

values at every point. Haw children are dressed, how they eat, what they

eat; how they; are disciplined, whether they Should be immunized, whether it

is better todgraup children with other children of the same age or develop-

mental level or better to let children.of various,ages learn from each other -

all are questions which are handled4n many different ways bY parents around

the mokld and within the United States. It is perhaps mast important to be.

aware of your awn values which are incorporated in your(center policies,

and be prepared to explain them to families who may not Share them. It also

is important to be Able to justify why your center policies support certain

values and be sure that these values do reflect the comMunity which your cen-

ter serves as much as possible.

at.
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READING. !WE ABour IT

The following suggested are those which we hgve"used ourselves and .
which we have fOund to be useful on this topic. If you want to,

( include,other resource* 'al bookshelf, these wculd be good additions:

A guide far teacher recording in day care agencies. New York: Child Wel=
fare League of America, Inc.,:1977.

Austin-Association for the Education Of Young, Children. IdeaS.for learning
environmeftts. Wshington,-DC: National Association for the Education'
of Young Children, 1973.

Cherry, C.,-Earkness, B., & EUzma, K. Nursery school and day care cdter
-management,guide. CAlifornia. Fearon-Pitman Publishers, Inc., 1978...

Evans, E., Stub., B, & M. Day care: Row to plan, dsvelp,,and
operate a day'cate center. Boston: Beacon Press, 1971.

Granato, S., & Krone, E. (Eds.). SerDing children with special needs. . Day
'Care Bulletin N. 8 (0 0010 73-1063). U.S. Department of Health, Education
and'Welfare. Washington, DC.
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ASSURING THE HEALTH AND SAFETY
OF CHILDREN 114 CARE

Centers whidh are health and safety conscious are
facilities to whiCh parents will feel secure to bring their

children for dhild care. Children, too, will feel more at ease.

When Children and their parents are reassured by sound health and
safety management, your center is more likely to develop a reputa-
tion as a facility that provides, quality child care.
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EsTABLIsaNG Impoxrwr amm-kEzATED POLICIES

In order to protect the health of all children and caregivers in a
child care !Inter and be able to respond effectively in 4mes of medical
emergency, every center should have a formal set of health-related policies
whiCh coVbr such tangs as procedures for staff to follow in times of medical
emergency or Sudden illness; policies covering whether or not children who .

have colds or minor illnesses can be admitted to the center and when sudh
children can return to the center after an illness; a policy about admini-
stering medicationto children;, procedures for staff to follow in reporting
accidents, illness or suspected child abuse and caregiver health care require-
ments. Medical consultaticn Should be obtained when developing center health
policies. Your installation medical and legal authorities will be glad to
cooperate in developing these policies and,procedures.

, Medical Authorization And Physician's Statement

A parent or guardian consent form, authorizing the center to
secure emergency medical care for a Child if the parent cannot be readhed,
should be on file for every child in care. In addition, a requirement for
admission for many centers is a physician's statement of some sort which
includes at least ichild's innunization record and notation of special
medical problems, if any.

Daily Health Check

Policies regarding the admission of a child who is brOught from
home already ill or injured Should be established. Not all parents are
always as careful as they Should be about Observing your rules, so you and
ilour staff will have to be on the alert for such things as a'cough, a stuffy
nose, or a'limp. Same centers have available a nurse or health official
who can check the children as they come in. While hiring a nurse full time
would be ideal, especially in a center that provides drop-in care, the budget
may not be Able to accommodate sudh an expense. Nevertheless, some sort of
health check should be made by someone on the staff whenever a child comes
to the center.

AdMinistering Medications
6

Under no circumstances should you give medicaticn of any kind to a
Child unless you have approval of the medical authority on your installation
and a staff rerber who is trained and qualified to do so. If the redical
authority gives approval for the administration of medicaticn, they also '

will give specific guidelines to follcw which might include requiremnts
such as:

The medication must be in the original containe`and labeled°
with the child's name.

A note cn letterhead from the doctor authorizing the.administra-
ticn of the medication and detailing hcw it should'be done.

A power-of-attorney from the,parent giving instructions and
authorization.
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Procedures For Handling Medical anergencies

In addition to assuring that a medical authorization is on file,

every center shoul4 develop procedures_to be followed in case of sudden

illness or accidents. For extepple, when a child appears to be sick or seems

to be running a temperature, the parent should be called and asked to take

the child home.

Mbst child care centeis cannot provide adequate care for the child

who is ill. An.isolation room Should be available in the center for the
temporary care of such,children until they are discharged from the center.

Do not tell the child that his or her parents or guardians will be coming

until 'after the parents actually have been contacted. While waiting, keep

the child as cOmfortdble as you can. .Do not react negatively to the child

About the accident or illness. Simply be reassuring and supportive.

Readmission -Policies

No child should be allowed badk in to the center until written

clearance has been given by a physician. This would apply as much to serious

accidents as it would to illnesses., Parents cannot be the only indiViduals

who determine if it's safe for'the child to return to your center.

Procedures.For Reporting Accidents OP Illnesses

A procedure for reporting accidents or illnesses should be developed

as a part of the chiid'health policies. 'An accident or illness report should

be completed by the caregiver in Charge whenever an incident occurs at the

center - bites, falls, scratches, vomiting, fever all.should be reported

however "minor" they may seem. 4

he information needed on such a report would include the date,

name of the child, roam, descriptioni.of the injury or illness, how it

happened or was Observed, place and time, action taken and by wham: When a

dhild is hurt by another child, do not list the name of the child responsible

on-the form. The caregiver in charge at the time Should *sign the report,

along with the director of the center. A copy of the report should'be

retained by the center and discussed with the parent or guardian who bicks

up the sick or injured child. It is a good idea to have the parent or

guardian sign the form, simply to adknowledge that She/he has been notified

of the incident. Any accident or illness which you do riot know how to handle,

,or which you feel requires immediate attention, should be reported to the pro-

\ per authorities at once.

Maintaining Records That ReveaZ Center Health Patterns

The director who keeps close tradk of daily attendance of both staff

.and chitldren can better anticipate the needs of the center and can spot pat-

terns which may require attention. One valuable use of siich records, when

the reason for Absences are recorded, is the Ability to spot center health

patterns. Ith daily records, patterns of spreading infections can be

detected. When illnesses are reaching high proportions, the health nurse or

same other health care professional may need to be called for consultation.
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Procedures For Reporting Child Abuse Or Neglect

During the process of daily Observation of children you and your
staff will be confionted with the matter of Child Abuse. There are many

reasons why Child Abuse occurs, but it is too complicated of an itsue to
discuss in length here. What does need discussing, however, are the kinds-
of Abuse that do occur and what the child care center's role isin helping
to prevent and report suspected cases. There are basically four categories
of Child abuse - physical/non-accidental injury, sexual molestation,
'emotional or verbal abuse resulting in mental injury, and neglect.

Physical Abus4 is the easiest kind to identify and prove because
of the visible signs which are there to tell the tale even long after the
actual Abuse has taken place. Examples of physical abuse may be severe
spankings or pulling a child sharply by the arm. Sexual abuse is using a
dhild?for sexual gratification. It could be anything from exhibitionism to
rape. Emotional Abuse is extreme adult behavior that place:es unreasonable
demands on the child. Constant teasing or lack of love are examples of
mental Abuse. Neglect is the failure of an adult to provide for the basics
in life sudh as food, clothing and medigal care.

It is a fact that the center is Obligated to report all suspected
caset of Child Abuse. This means that the caregivers, who are in more
direct contact with children each day than even the directbr, also are
responsible t2 report their suspicions to the director. The director then
would make the official report to the proper authorities.

For the purpose of reporting cases of Abl)se, caregivers and
directors alike should know how to identify possible Abused children. Chil-
dren who are Shy, withdrawn or very quiet may beyrictirrs of Abuse. Very
nervous, aggressive or destructive Children may be acting out pain that has
been inflicted upon them. An injury that has no 'explanation such as a burn
or a black eye, xepeated bruises and marks on the same Child over a peripd
of time, or a child who complains About being hit at home are all possible
cases of dhild Abuse. The Child who is always hungry, who wears soiled,
smelly cldthes or whose hair is tangled and-unCombed could be a victim of
neglect. Sometimes the Child who is not properly dressed for the weather
could be suffering from neglect. Anything that is indicative of less-than-
proper care for a child Should be investigated. Certainly, when parents
Show little concern for their child's problems, they are not'Able to ade-
quately explain an injury, they cannot be found or they bring a tgird
party into the picture, you can be confident that all is not as it Should
.be for that child.

Some good references on the issues of Child Abuse and neglect
are The Battered Child, Helping The Battered dhild And His Family, Wedned-
day's Children: A Study Of Child Neglect And Abuse, People Are Not For
Hitting, and A Self-InstructiOnal Text For Head Start Personnel: Child
Abuse And Neglect.
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Staff Health Policies

It must be recognied that the state of health of the caregivers

and other personnel working in the center should be as closely monitored as

the children's health. Adults who are running a fever, have a runny noe or

who are injured have no place in direct contact with children. Physical

exams and tests are a must. Their medical history and present health status

should be known. Persons who can be contacted in case of an emergency or

the name and phone number of a physician also should be available.

Realize, too, that you and your staff will need time to eat, rest

or take a break during the day. Have enough staff on hand.so caregivers can

-eat without interruption and attend to other personal needs. A separate staff

lounge is needed as a "get &way" spot.

ENCOURAGING HEALTH EDU5ATION

Train Stpcff To -spot Health Problems

Child care centers around the world have observed and detected

h'ealth care problems in many children. Without detection, many problems would

go untreated. Such things as malnutrition, learning disabilities and even
under-immanization have been identified and consequently treated as a result

of,children entering 9hild care centers for the first time. FOr this reason,

the center must not take its role casually when it comes to the overall health

care for each child in the child care program.. It should be center policy

to make caregivers aware of the major signs of developmental difficulties or

potential medical problems. Screenimichildren for possible health problems

is an -important part of the child care program.

Ohe of, the,best methods to use in idehtifying health problema is

through the direct observation of a child not only on a one-to-one basis
but within a group of other children of the same age. Observe children for

signs of hearing, speech or visual difficulties. Watch for children who show

signs of physical underdevelopment. Note those children.who constantly have
trouble in grouPs of others their own age- Be aware of those Children whose
feelings are very easily hurt or angered by others. A director an0 staff who

are keen observers are Able to add significantly to the health information

available on a child. Some centers so far as to use Observation forms,
requesting that caregivers routinely make daily observations of each child
cared for regularly in the center. In this way a systematic program can be
established whereby a child not only receives treatment for health problems
that may arise, but the progress,a Child is making over a period of time also
is noted through periodic observations.

Include First Aid Training For Staff' ,

A goOd health program should include first aid training for staff

and teaching good health and sanitation habits to children. If regulations

do not require that at least one person - if not all full time staff members -
has first aid training, consider making it a rule of your own. If necessary,

1
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take it,upon yourself to.study first aid and provide training right in the

center at staff meetings. There are those who would argue that an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure. NO one would suggest that a center

should not do all it can to prevent accidents in.the first place. But,

realistically, no matter how careful we are, accidents are bound to odcur
from time to time even in the best centers.

Firstaidds just what the-term iMPlies. It is basic treatment

given until professional help can be obtained. Any attempts to do more are

not only foolish but dangerous as well. While there has been an improvement
in the overall death rate among children, accidents still account for the
greatest nutber of deaths that do-occur. Children can fall from very safe
equipment and break an armor a leg, suffer head or chest injuries and
receive cuts, bruises, nosebleeds or sprains. They may burn themselves
during a cooking project, choke on a piece of food at lunchtime or poke
objects in each other's eyes, noses or ears. Children are known to suffer
from heart faijure, sunstroke and heat exhaustion. They can get frost
bitten, stung by an insect, bitten by an animal or another child or eat a
poison weed. Consider whether or not you would know what to do in each,of
these instances and then ask yourself if you feel there is a need for first
aid training in your center.

There are many sources through which one can obtain first aid
training and/or information. The American Red Cross offers excellent,
inexpensive or free courses on first aid training and is more than willing ,

to come to,your center at your conveniexcde and give instruction. There are
some good publications available on first aid treatment. One.such book
titled A Sigh Of Relief, by Martin I. Green, contains good illustrations
along with written instructions for proper.first aid in a wide range of
situations. Through first aid training you and your staff will learn how to
give ar#ficial respiration and which of the various methods are appropriate
to an infant,.a young child-and-an adult. There are also certain types of
injuries in which some types of artificial respiration are less helpful than
others1 Depending upon the chemical or substance a child may have swallowed,
it may or may not be safe to induce vomiting. There is, indeed, much to be
learned in,the area of first aid treatment.

Involve Children With Good Safety And Sanitation Habits

Teaching good sanitation and safety habits to children will help
prevent some illnesses and injuries that often are a,xesult of carelessness
and lack of cleanliness. Children should be encouraged to wash their hands
and face before and after eating and to bruSh their teeth when old enough to
do so. They should be taught to keep water in the sinks, fluSh toilets,
and, when older, to clean around the sinks when finished. Children can
learn to cover their mouths and noses for coughs and sneezes. They can
learn to desposit trash in'the waste containers and help keep the center
neat and clean. They should learn to pick up toys, return equipment to
storage areas and-follOw rules when using equipment.

It is important to teadh the whys along with the hows. When chil-
dren understand why it is important to wash their hands, brush their teeth or
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fo3low rules, they are more eager to do these things.. Children are further
encouraged.to learn good health and safety habits when child-sized furniture,
bathroom fixtures and eating utensils_are_available fpr them to use. Since

they are just rearning these routines, the schedule must allow extra time for'
the completion of a meal or cleaning up.

Make Center Sanitation.A High Prib'rity

The center can further foster good sanitary habits by keeping the
bathrcode neat and clean. They should )v cleaned with a good antiseptic

daily. Any time a 'child hat an accident in the bathroom or !Lmisses" the

toilet, the area Should be cleaned at once. Any and all materials used on
the body or in the bathroom should be disposeh of or put out of reach until
it can be Properly laundered. Each child receiving daily care should have his

or her own toothbrush. TOQthirushes should be stored separately so they can
dry. 'Never store them in one group container or containers which do not -

have air holes. Names on toothbrushes,help to identify one from another as

does color coding. Keep the number of children j_ri the bathroom within safe

limits.

There should be At least three feet of space between cots. Children

shOuld sleep head to foot for feWer distractions. Blankets, cots, sheets and

any items used for resting must be marked and under no circuthstances should

one child use another's. If and when they Are changed from one child to
another, they must be sprayed with a disinfectant or, if a washable item, pro,

.perly laundered.

Tables, dishes and eating utensils/should be sanitized properly.
-Food sanitation practices should be followed closely. Anyzhing the center

can do to help children learn about the,importance of cleanliness will

redu'ce health problems in your center and at home as well. Involve parents

in your health education program. Let them know yourIgoals and encourage

them to further support the program when the child is away from the center.

Take Advantage Of Available Pliofeeeional Help

The social welfare department or staff psycholociists on your instal-

lation are there to assist yoU and your staff with'children who are in need

of speciai health care. Do not hesitate to avail yourself of their services.

They can make health care and planning much,easier and more effective when

they are included in your program. Many national organizations are pleased .

to be of service ihrough their branch offices'upon request. For instance,

=tact the Epilepsy Foundation of America or the Asthma and Allergy Founda-

tion of America for informaticn and help'with children.who have theie

special health problems. Parents, too, will appreciate the added effort the

center goes to and will be reassured by it. A good direbtor knows that

quality child care is a professioh that demands the input of professionals

from all areas. Such resource persons also may be needed when Smou encounter

children with special probleMs. At s6me time or another you will most likely

have children in the center-who have epilepsy or severe hearing or visual

handicaps, who are confinect-to wheelchairs or who live daily with a host of

other special problems from childhood asthma to a terminal illness.
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DEVELOPING POLICIES TO ENSURE CHILD SAFETY-

There are many aspects of ahild care programs whidh could involve

a potential safety risk for Children in care. ',It is critical that a center

have policies which anticipate and prevent as many safety hazards as possible

and which permit staff to respond effectively in case of a disaster, tuch as

a fire, which threatens the safety of the dhildren. Safety issues which

need,to be considered in policy-making include who shall be permitted to
pidk up a child from the center; what to do in case, of fire, power failures
or natural disasters; how to ensure that the facility and equipment are kept

in safe order; or if the center provides any transportation, haw to assure
transportation safety for staff and-Children.

.Releasing Children From The Center

One of the first safety policy considerations should be the
development of a Child pick-up policy - a policy which clearly defines wha'
is and who is not allowed to take a dhild from the center. Under no circumr
stances should you allaw anyone other than the parents or guardian to take,a
Child from the center unless you have/legal clearance. This can be a risky
business when drop-in care is offered because it is difficult to get to know
the faces and/or voices of people who bring a cAild to the center infrequently.
Mast centers adopt a procedure of sign-in and sign-tiout, which is helpful.

Be aware that you can be given all kinds of logical reasons why
parents cannot be there ta get their own child, but in this day of dhild
custody disputes and political kidnapping, your policies for removing
children from the center should be firm. Certainly no Child should ever be
accompanied home by other young dhildren or permitted to leave the center
alone: Make sure that families clearly understand the pidk-up poliqy and
that they adhere to it withbut exception.

Procedures lor Preventing And Responding TOeEMergencies

. Fires, power failures and,natural disasters such as floods, hurri-
canes, earthquakes, tornados, blizzards and many others do occur often
enough that you and your staff need to be prepared.- Expect the unexpected.
Same emergencies will'require the evacuation of the building, others will
not. Check with those authorities on your installation who can instruct you
in the correct waY to handle each potential disaster that could occur. They

. can help you establish procedures and design evacuation plans in the event-
'something should go wrong. Evacuation plans must be posted in eadhicom
Not only do you need to know what steps need to be takenl but you and'your
staff should practice during working hours frequently enough so that every-
one will know what to do without any loss of time should the real thing
happen. You can take certain precautions such as listening t weather
alerts ip your area should conditions be riqht for a blizzard or a hurricane.
Do not allow children outside to play an extremely hot,,humid days when
overexertion or heat-exhaustion could occur. Wind-chill factors are verY
dangerous if not observed closely, too. Ute your common sente and be alert
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to situations that could pose a threat to the safety of the adults and

dhildren who depend on your-good judgment.

Since we cannot give-safety and prevention tips for all possible

disasters that could occur, wd'have Ohosen that, of fire for discussion here.

Consider the following,facts whiChmake fire a topic of real concern:

The U.S. has the poorest fire safety record of any ct the so-called

developed nations. Public buildings and homes generally are built

for c6mfort and .nOt for safety.

In almost any fire those persons inside have no more than three min-

utes in which to evacuate or reach safety outside. In that amount

of time smoke can make staying in a building very uncomfortable

and subsequent evacuation, very hard because of stinging eyes, noses

and throats.

Fire fighting and rescue,squads are trained,to save the greatest

number of lives possiSle in the,time aVallable for rescue. This.

means that those persons who ard able to walk an their own will

be evacuated first. In the dhildcare center this would be adults,

school-age and preschool children:1_If time permits, those who are

learning to walk - like toddlers and pretoddiers - would follow.

And, if time has not run out, those who cannot walk - the handi-

capped and.infants - would be the last to leave.

Think about the implications of these facts and yoU will be ccri=

vinced that fire prevention and safety shoulci be a real priority cohcern.

It seems clear that if children who are just beginning to walk or doW.t walk

at all are to escape, the initial responsibility must lie with y'our staff.
s, 4

Buildings can be designed and built with materials and equipment

that can make fires very unlikely or at least easy to bring under cOntrol.

However, in many military communities the child care center may very well be

housed in an older building which was built long before fire retardanbmate-
4rials were perfected and certainly at a time when no one ever dreamed the

building might someday be used as a child care center. So when working w4h

older buildings, equipment sudh as fire alarms, extinguishers and sprinkler

systems are a must. It may take a good deal of money to install proper

fire doors and even evacuation routes, but sudh considerations must be given

top monetary billing. There should be resource persons who can best advise

you on what needs to be done to the building to make it as safe asjoossible.

Child care centers Should have regular fire safety inspections to

make sure all possible fire hazards are eliminated. Make sure exit doors

arid locks work. Clear all evacuation hallways and stairwells. Keep a fire

evacuation plan posted by the door in each room. Be sure fire alarms,

lights and sprinklers are in operating condition. Remove combustible mate-

rials - trash, rags, flammable liquids - from the building. Check electrical

outlets for overloading and appliance cords for cracks or other signs of

wear. The heating, ventilating and cooling systems must be in good condition
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and free of lint, dust and dirt. Quiz the Staff tO be sure,they know fire
safety rules and that they know how to use 4.1 extinguiSher. With assistance
from the fire department, have each staff member practice using a fire extin-:-
guisher. It is one thing to know how to use an exanguis,her, but quite
another, to actually do it. Incidentally, how long has it been since you
used one?

*It goes without slling thate"practice makes perfect" - even in fire
_drills: consult4piththe fire department When planning your evacuation pro-
gram. Have them help during fire drills. They can point out weaknesses in
your center."Hold meetings withyour employees and discuss fire safety prob,
lems. Have drills during inconvenient hours such as meal ar nap time. A
fire does not care What time of day or night it is or whether Ohildren are
sleeping. Have a method of accounting for all children once outside and a
procedure for keeping them together. Have a search plan for locatinsmissing
children. When smoke is present note that children often hide in closets,
under furniture or rugs, behind °boors or in any crawl space they can find.
Have a good fire education pfogram which involves the Ohildren as well as the
adults in the center. Remember, whether it is a drill or the real thing,
children are affected by how the adults around them respond. When you and
your staff are calm and confident, children are reassured.

Procedures For Ensuring That Facility And Equipment Are
Maintained

The entire center needs to be checked continudusly, not just by
installation authoritieS who are assigned this duty, but by the center staff,
too, to make sure thing6 are 'maintained in safe condition. Conscientious
caregivers should be encouraged to report any actions or things which are a
threat tothe health and safety of those who work and play there daily. A
suggeStion box in which staff and parehts can deposit commentg anonymously is
very uéful. These matters can be discussed at staff meetings and/or
handled at once, if appropriate.

When problems are brought to your attention, either franfreetings,
the suggestion box or your own observation, correct them immediately. If
a piece of equipment is in need of repair, have it fixed or remove it from
the scene until it can be fixed. Equipment whidh is in an unsafe condition,
is a prime candidate for accidents. Develop a safety checklist and follow
it closely!

Check the people. See if children are unattended, roaming in areas
where they are not allowed or engaged in dangerous play. Count the number
of adults to children present to determine if the adult/child ratio is ade-
quate. Note if children are hurting one another or if they are properly
clothed.'

Check the surfaces. Be sure the floors are not slippery from wax,
sand or water and that they are not cluttered ar dirty. NOte if the play-
ground is covered with ice and whether or not there are hard surfaces under
climbing or swinging equipment. Keep hallways free of clutter and doorways
free of Obstructions. Repair or replace broken or worn equipment. Consider



whether the equipment and.materials actually are appropriate to the agelof

children using them. Watah for'nails, screws, sharp edges and points. Make

sure no lead-based paint has'been used in the center.

Check the heat and water. All heaters, fireplaces, radiators and

other heating.units must be covered. Control knobs should be °tit of reach

of even the most enterprising youngster. Take the temperature of the water

coming through the faucets in the toileting, washing and drinking areas to be

sure it is not too hot or too cold. Water play of any kind dhould be well

supervised. Fill in potholes in the playground that could hold rain or gelt-

ing snow.-

4 Check the toileting and eating facilities. Note cleanliness of the

general area and odors which are present. Have adeguate garbage Or trash

disposal units. The cook's appearance should be clean and tidy. katch'for

signs Of insects or rodents. Observe the placement of cleaning-agents and

other dangerous items - whether they are left lying around or in closed, locked

cupboards.

Check the lighting. All areas should be well lit. Electrical

codes must be strictly adhered to and electrical outlets either placed 48

inched from the floor, covered or equipped with a safety device. Perhaps

a combination of all three would be best. Emergency lighting, in the event

of a power failure, should be available. You probably can add many items to

this checklist. Make up your own or use a good one fram the resources listed

at the end of this section. The best way to know if your center is safe for

staff and children alike is to routinely get out the checklist and go over it

thoroughly. In addition, keep a watchful eye and an attentive ear to what

goes on each day in the child care center.

Transportation Sdfety Policies

An area of safety that should be of concern to the center istrans-

portation To what extent the center will be involved in the actual transport

of children - either on foot or in vehicles - will depend upon the policies

and program adopted by that center. Should your center find itself in a posi-

tion of transporting children away from the center, be sure the vehicles meet

safety requirements. Such excursions aldo must be very well supervised by

center staff. To whatever degree the Center involves itself in the trans-

portation of children and/or staff, know the legal considerations that go

along with that responsibility.

In selecting a driver for transporting_children and staff, be sure

that the individual is able to deal with young children. All drivers.dhould

be over 21 years of age and have had at least five years 'of safe driving -

experience. As a center representative, the driverShould be neat and clean

in appearance and able to drive under stressful conditions. Before any trans-

portation program is undertaken - regardless of how long or short term - check

military regulations.
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BEADING /CBE A37.7r IT

The following suggested readings are those Mlich we have need =values and
which we have found to be the most useful on this topic. If You went to
include other resources on your bookshelf, these would be good'additions:

Auerbach, S. (Ed.) with.Riyaldo, J. Model programs and their components.,,
New York: Human Sciences Press, 1978.

-Committee on Accident Prevention, American Academy of Pediatrics, EVanston,
Illinois. Protect yoUr baby - BirthE6 monthe,-1974; 7-12 months, 1974;
Protect your child, 1,4 years, 1974; Keep your baby safe, 2-3.years,
1974; Teach your chiZd to be safe, 3-6 years, 1974.

Evans, J. (Project Director). Child Health and Safety Series, Child Develop-.
ment Program Division, Texas Department of Human Resources. Austin,
Texas: Southwest-Educational Development Laboratory, 1977. 'Health pre-
cautions, Module II.4

, When a chiZd is sick or hurt, Module III.

, EMergency chiZd aid, lolodule VI.

Gteee, M. I, A 'sigh of relief. New York: Bantam Books, 1977.

Hendrick, J. Chapter 4: Development of the physical sell. The whole chiZd.
St. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Company, 1975.

It hurts when they cry. Washington, DC: U.S. Consumer Product Safetypin-
mission, 1976..
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7.

MANAGING K CEMER'S
FCCO =VICE AND

NUMITTICti PROGRAM

ff food is a,part of the child care program, foOd and

nutrition management must be giVen high priority. This not only

means priority in terms of,time and.energy but in terms of money

or budgetary allowances as well. Same may wonder'why so much

emphasis is given to food and nutrition management. Wi:thout a

doubt, when poorly managed,the fOod program can spell immediate

financial disaster for any center. A sound nutrition program

and a well-,managed,food service are essential to any quality

dhild care center. In,additionto providing good food, sound

nutrition and a. pleasant atmosphere, the center's food services

'program involves not,only parents, but_the training of teachers

or caregiversto support children'sphysical and emotional '

development where eating is concerned. Food, whether brought

fram home, catered br p/anned and prepared at the Oenter, As an

important part of the overall child care program.

I



CONSIDERING THE CENTER'S ImpoRTR/r ROLE IN-NUTRITION

FrOm a'nutritionist's point of yiew, the United States recommended
daily allowance - or U.S,R.D.A.'s - are those amounts of foods or nutrients
establiShed by the Food and Drug Administration as necessaty and vital to.
support and sustain normal growth and'development. While R.D.A.'s are based
on a variety of factors including age, the actual percentages of the R.D.A.'s
provided by a center for any given day'would be the same for all. When a
child is present in a child care center for siX to eight hours eadh day, the
center provides that child with one-half to two-thirds of all nutrients
which he or sheyill receive in a day. Forr children who are present for
loriger periods, the nutritional contribution by the center may be'even
higher. ,Indeed,,this is a tremendous responsibility thrust upon any center
and it becoMes an obligation that cannot be treated lightly. Research has
shown that if the nutritional needs,of children are not met during the first
six years of life, they will have lower intelligence, lower resistance to
disease, and gehexally poorer physical and mental health throughout life.
Children who are well-nourished are energetic and eager to learn. Children
who are poorly nourished are restletA, apathetic and'inattentive. They
cannot concentrate or learn well. In essence, the child care center simply
must not talk about good nutrition and the importance of food, but it must
serve as an example as well.

Fiom a child's point of view, mealtime not .only provides for
individual nutritional needs, but it is an opportunity for educational,
emotional and social.experiences, too. The young child, with help, soon
will learn about different foods - how foods are grown, stored and prepared.
He will carry on conversations around the table, enjoying the company of
other people, and will learn what manners or behaviors are socially accept-
Able and what are unacceptable. He may even make emotional associations to
specific foods and/or meals in general as a result of these various experi-
ences at the,table. %hen meals are enjoyable, happy and peaceful times, the
child will look upon food and everything related to it in a positive way.
inge the child is pot born with his food likes and dislikes, good table

manners and the ability to feed himself, his eating habits are formed grad-
ually by experiences directly and indirectly with food. Therefore, the food
and nutrition program in the child care center has a highly influential role
toplay in teaching the Child early in life to eat and enjoy a wide variety
of nutritious foods. Only through efficient management practices will a
center be Able to meet the nutritional needs of children.

aspects:
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Management of a center's nutritional prograp involves the following

Designing The Kitchen And FOod Storage Areas

Planning Menus And Purchasing Food

Preparing Food

Mdnaging MeaZ And Snack Time

CZeaning-Up



'
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Even if total food service is not a part of the child care center

program, the center will be involved in each of these aspects to some degree'

at one time or another. Children will have to eat'and/or be fed while-at.the

center even When meals and snacks are brought:from home. Although food

brought fyam home generally is discouraged, it may be necessary and/Or desira--,

61e in some dhild care centers. As the director of a dhild care center yOu

may or may not have a dietitian and/or a cook who can plan, purchase or pre-

pare the food for you. So be prepared to handle these tasks by yourself.

You mighthave a morning-only program folldwed by an afternccn program where

you.serve only snadks. Or you may have a full day,program cOMplete with one,

two or even three meals and all the snacks in between: In apy case it will--

be your responsibility to see that all regulations are followed, including

the health, hiring, purchasiftg and sanitation requirements for staff, equip-

ment and facilities involved in the food service program.

KrICHEN AREA

Planning the kitchen and purchasing eaUipment is a vital part of

the food service program. Cooks are able to perform their job better-When

they have a kitchen which has been well planned with the necessary equipment

to make food planning, purchasing, preparaticn, feeding, clean-up, receiving

and storage efficient and_ effective.

Sary :

Selecting Equipment To Meet Your Neede

First, let's look at the equipment that would be absolutely neces-

'
Refrigerator. EVen if meals and snacks are brougll fram home Or

catered, a refrigerator wculd be one piece of large equipment needed to keep

food and formula chilled. Frost-free models,use More energy or electricity,

so they cost more not only to run, but to purchase, also However, they do'

not require the time needed to defrost as do models which are not frost-free.

Sink. A sink with hot and cold water and counter space on both

sides would be required.

Hot pZate or oven-broiler. Ybu would need an ovenrbroiler for

those children who bring chicken.to heat, cheese'sandwiches to toast, or.main

dishes to warm. The size and/or number of these various pieces of large

equipmeituill depend on how many children and.how many meals actually are

served and who prepares or provides the food.

Range. When the center is involved in a total food service pro-

gram - planning, purchasing and preparing - a standard sized cooking range

is a must, with burners cn thefbag and at least one oven-broiler unit.

the center is a large One, more thancne range - or commercial cooking equip-

ment - might be needed. Ranges, like all other appliances, have many differ-

" ent features. The more features ari appliance has, the more expensive it will
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be. Determine which features are practical and necessary in a child care cen-
ter. Do not spend Raney ummecessarily on features which are not ileeded.

Freezer. A freezer can be a very handy appliance to have if the
budget permits. Many varieties of foods can be purchased when on sale and
stored for longer periods of time in a freezer. Setting the freezer at 00
and keeping it more full than empty will better pieserve the quality of the
items frozen and reduce operating costs. Upright freezers take less floor
space than chest type, but do not hold as much food and are somewhat more
costly to operate, too.

- Dishwasher. A dishwasher is an item that requires thoughtful
budgetary considerations. If the center financially can justify the expense
of a good carmarcial unit, dishwashers save time and do an excellent job
sarda:izing dishes and utensils.

The decision to buy commercial appliances or home-type models will
depeod on the amount of money available to spend, the'size of the center and
the actual use expected,of apy appliance. Smaller electric appliances such
as fry pans, blenders, mixers, can openers and so forth are all possibilities.
Surely, some would be'more essential and more expensive than others, so care-
ful planning is essential. In any case, all potentially dangerous equipment
should be purchased with safety features in mind because dhildren may wander
into the kitchen with or without adult permission.

As for the smaller equipment or utensils needed, most kitchens have
the same requirements. GO through your own kitchen at home if you are at a
loss for what things need to be purdhased for the center. The more obvious
things are mixing bowls, measuring cups and spoons, muffin pans, cookie
Sheets, cake and pie tins, beaters, mixing and serving utensils, deep kettles,
pots and pans, casseroles, child-sized dishes - the list will be as long or
as short,as your Center circumstances demand. When serving as many meals to
as many children as we do, mudh of the equipment purchased is institutional
rather,than family or home-size. Your needs may be very different, so always
keep your center foremost in mind. If you are buying institutional-sized
equipment or containers of food, the space and storage areas in the kitchen -
like the,shelves in cupboards and dividers in drawers - Rust be Able to
accommodate them. -

Designing Kitchfn Work Centers

The placement in the kitchen of both large and small equipment must
be blanned carefully, so some basic understanding of what makes a well-designed
kitchen is helpful Kitchens usually are divided into work centers and these
work centers revolve around the equipmplt used in them.

-Che work centers in a kitdhen are (3) the]pink center; (2) the
range-serve center; (3) the refrigerator center; and (4) the mixing denter.

The sink center is the most often used center: This center will
contain the sink and perhaps a dishwasheL Containers are available for dis-
posing of waste, unless a garbage disposal is installed. Sometimes a con-
tainer for waste paper is in or near the sink center. Storage space is
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proviaed for dishwashing supplies- coolang ware that will need the addition

of water when in use; vegetables ;nod fruits that do not need to be refrig-

erated but perhaps washed or peeled; measuring cups and spoons; and, knives

and other cutting, peeling and straining utenSils. Dishes usually are stored

in this area, too, where they are close at hand for serving food as well as

storing after being washed and dried. COunter space should be available on

both sides of'the sink for maximum: efficiency.

The range-serve center is the second most frequently used center.

Most of the activity in-food preparation is between the sink and the'cooking

or range surface. Near the range-serve center should be located skillets

and lids for saucepans; cooking utensils like stirring spoons, ladles and

turners; seasoning and oil used when cooking; and, foods like macaroni, noo-

dles and spaghetti whidh are used with boiling water. COunters Should be

available, preferably op both sides of the ra:19e. Serving trays, napkins,

hot pads'and any other.items used in serving food should be located in this

general area.
. .

The refrigerator center contains the refrigerator, a refrigera-

tor-freezer and/or a freezer. Counter space in this area also is advisablez

so foods taken out of these appliances can be'set down conveniently. In addi-

tion, storage space should be provided for any dishes and cookNare that

wouldbe Ohilled prior to use. Pitchers for pouring juices and other bever-

ages migpt,be located most conveniently in this area.

The mixing center May or may not contain a commercial mixing

appliance:but what does make the mixing center unique from the others is

that it must have adequate counter space which is-uninterrupted. There

should be plenty of storage for sudh special items as mixes, flaur, spices,

mixing bowls, baking pans, casseroles, rolling pins, beaters and more measur-

ing cups and spoons. This area is best when_located close to the otherwork

centers - sink, range and refrigerator.

Many arrangements are possible for these work centers., Plan them

carefully in view of the overall needs and function of the Ohild care center

and the cook-who will be in the kitdhen. The area for laundering may be

located in the kitchen if sPace allows, but most often it is in a separate

roam very near the kitchen. When planning the layout of the kitdhen keep

traffic patterns and safety features in mind, especially if Children are

going to be allowed in the kitchen to help prepare, serve or cleark-up during

mealtimes. It also Should be near the eating area. When possible, use both

natural and artificial lighting. All parts of the kitchen - the equipment,

floor, walls, ceiling, counters and other accessories - can make a unified

-work area. Good air movement is a must and can be provided by air condition-,

ing, ventilation and exhaust fans, windows and other similar units. Be sure

adequate pluMbing is provided as well as proper and sufficient wiring to han-

dle the various electrical appliances in the kitchen. TO insure the kitchen

is pluMbed,and wired properly, rely upon those people wheare trained in those

fields. They will knoWall the rules and regulations that.apply. Follow

their recommendations precisely. Only through careful planning and purchasing

can thelcitchen truly be a most efficient as well as a pleasant place to

work.
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DESIGNING FOOD RECEIVING AND STORAGE,AREAS

A good deal of timer energy ahd money can be lost unless food
receiving and storage areas are well planned and provided for,in the Child
care center: The arrangement or placement of these areas is of,major impor-
tance. Receiving and storage areas should be located conveniently ,near or
in the kitchen to save steps as well as time. If tile areas are situated so
_there is a lot of backtracking or running back and forth, accidents, costly
mistakes and delays in food preparation and service may be the result. You
will need to consider the size of the areas, the arrangement of the equipment
and the distance between the preparation, eating and clean-up facilitAs.
There are some excellent references listed at the end of this section to
help you in these decisions.

Arranging Convenient Receiving Areas

Whether you bring the groceries and kitchen supplies fromthe mar-
ket yourself or delivery by the.grocer is available, you will need a receiving
area. Most of the things discussed here would apply in qther case. Outside
Iplatforms for unloading groceries make food delivery easier. Hand carts or-
hand trucks on wheels are great worksavers. When the platforms are covered;
the groceries are'protected from the weather during unloading. The space
needed for un1oadin4 groceries will depend on spch things as who delivers
and unloads the quantities most often purChased. Safety features like hand-
rails, non-slip floor coverings and weather protection are all aspects you
will need to consider.

A receiving area also is_needed inside the building to provide
temporary storage until the groceries are checked for quality and quantity.
This area should be near the outside receiving platform and, if possible,
separate frail all other areas. The space needed will depend on the size of
deliveries, and these floorsalso Should have clon-slip surfaces which are
easy.to clean. Floor drains are suggested - if not-required. This area
should be lighted and have walls and ceiling which are moisture and pest
proof. It is important that heavy-duty doors divide the outside from the
inside receiv,ing areas. Check all the health and safety regulations that
apply.

The inside receiving area should have a 4esk or convenient height
counter for checking the foods for possible shortages and damages at delivery.
All items should be inspeCted before they are put into storage. EXamine for
expiration dates, proper temperatures, discoloration, insects, spoilage and
poor sealing. Any foods which are not acceptable Should be separated from,
the othek groceries and returned to the supplier for credit. Scales for
weighing some buLk,foods may be needed. Tables or other surfades in addi7
tion to a check-in desk will be useful. Add any piece of equipment,that youfeel would make your receiving area more effective.

t

A

If food is brought from hare by the children, the receiving area
for "sack" meals can be included in the kitchen, through a service window if
space permits or else,in a small, adjoining roam. Meny of the suggestions
regarding receiving and inspection certainly would apply. Parentg must
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adhere-to rules of proper sealing, clean baby bottles, oold foods which are

indeed'oold,,baby food jars which are unopened, hot foods which are kept in

'insulated vacutin bottles and all sacks, jars and bottles groperly labeled.

and dated.'

Planning .For Dry And Cold Storage

Food storage involves two areas - one for dry food storage and

another for cold food-sterage. Dry foods are those goods which do not require

refrigeration. Cold,foods are those items which require refkigerator, and/or

freezer storage space. Proper storage keeps food'safe, clean and fresh so

meals, wten prepared, taste better and are more nutritious. It is important

to keep accurate, daily reobrds of the amount of food on hand and of the food

which moves in and out of the storage facilities during a day, a week, a month

and a year. Set up a system and designate recordkeqping.to one person.. Too

many "fingers in the pie" can create confusion. Various forms and inventory,

sheets can be used. Check your regulations and the resources included in the,

Financial Planning For Military ChiZd Care Centers section of this Guidebook

for methods that;may'be used. ,

Space needed for dry *food storage depends on the menus and the num-

ber of children being fed, as well as how often and how much food is deliv-

ered. A minimum ofone-half square.foot offloor space per child served is

a general,planning guide. So, if your center serves 100 children, 50 square

feet of dry storage space would be allOwed. Floors should be level and

slip-resistant. Walls and ceilings should be a light color and easy to clean

and repair. A heavy-duty door is recommended but windows are not - unless

regulations state otherwise. Good lighting mdkes work easier and good ven-

tilation is essential for proper dry food storage. Ventilation helps 'to con-

trol the temperature and lowers the humidity, thereby retarding,the graiwth'

of bacteria and mold and preventing musty odors and rusty cans. In deter-

mdning the best type of ventilation system for your center, consider your

climate and the advice of consultants. There are many resource persons avail-

able whose job it is to provide such information.

You also will need to give thought to thermometers, shelving and

aisle spa6e. Storeroom equipment like shelf-type carts, Skids and dollies

are helpful because all food products must be stored off the floor. Scoops

also can be useful. Fire extinguishers should be available either in or

near the storeroom as well as in the kitchen itself.

,RIanyof the general statements made about dry food storage apply to

caold food storage, too. Obviously, there will be differences. For example,

the temperature in the refrigerator should be maintained at 36 - 40°F.

Freezer temperatures should be maintained at 0°F or lower. The humidity

levels of refrigerated storage areas usually are different from the freezer

area. These areas mai/ be entire rooms which are installed properly and tem-

perature.controlled or,individual large appliances. All units must meet

existing codes to pass inspection. .Space needed for cold storage will depend

On,those same factors discussed earlier - menus, number of children, fre-

quency of delivery and quantities delivered. Thermometers, ventilating

system, shelving, aisle space, floor, ceiling andiwall coverings, lighting

;
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4fid Convenience are all matters to be noted in planning the cold food storage
areaS.

,

d'o erisure proper and convenient storage follow6these simple rules:
:

r

Stack bagged, cased and boxed foods on dollies or skids.

Siore foods of a kind together.

Date-and number the foOds for easy identification.

Put the oldest foods out front to assure first-use.

Stbre foods away from walls and off the floor.

' Store foods that absorb odors away fram those that give off
. piors.

Store cleaning materials and supplies away fram food and-in
locked:cupboards or rooms.

Refrigerate or freeze fresh meats, fish and poultry.

-Refrigerate dairy products and eggs immediately. The Sane,
Applies to fresh fruits and vegetables and unprepared portions

*of food.

'Freeze frozen foods in theiroriginal shipping containers. If
frozen foods have thawed, do not refredze.

Vtheneve4basic rules of health and safety are followed in food
storage areas,'ym stand a better chance of reducing food spoilage and human
illness, and of preparing and serving meals and snaCks which can be enjoyed
by all. r.

PUNNING MENUS AND PURCHASING.FOOD

Good menus don't just happen. They require careful planning. A
guide frequently used_in. planning meals is the Basic Four Food Groups con-
sisting-of (1) fruits and vegetables, (2) meats, including fish, eggs,
poultrk, nuts and dry beans, (3' ) milk and other dairy products and
(4) breads and cereals. It waS believed that a meal that contained some-
thing'fram eadh of these groups*uld have to be well-balanced, not only in
vitamins and minerals but in prdtein, fat, carbohydrates and roughage. How-
ever, consider a lundp of creamed corn, chilled whiners, instant vanilla
pudding and breadsticks, with a glass of "fruit" punCh to drink. This meal
has something fram the four basic food groups, but it does lack fresh foods,
dark green or orange vegetables, and a meat or cereal product substantial
enough to%provide the Vitamins A and C and iron so vitally necessary. Grow-
ing Children require among other things, foods which are rich in Vitamins A
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and C plus the mineral, iron. Thus, total reliance upon the Basic Fbur to

provide balanced meals is not enough.

Planning For Variety And Good Nutrition In Menus

The Basic Four can serve as a guide, but from there you must realize

that a wide variety of colors - to include dark green, orange or red 7 is

essential.in food selection to assure well-balanced diets. Children enjoy

.the "eating experience." and a variety of textures makes mealtime more inter-

esting, too. Have crunchy, munchy foods along with soft, muShy ones. Serve

crisp, juicy foods along with dry, dhqwy .ones. Allow for variety in tempera-

tures,-serving things warm, at room terrperature and cold. Warm soup with a

toasted sandwich along with something cool to drink are fun for dhildren to

experience, even in one meal. Avoid things which are too hot or icy cold,

particularly with very young dhildrep. Furthermore, heating some foods

destroys some nutrients sudh as Vitamin C. Some foods loose their digestive

qualities when cooked. Many nutrients are water soluble, ,like the B vitamins,

which means they will dissolVe if the foods which Contain them are cooked in

water. On the other hand, cooking does bring out a different flavor in foods,

and a vari.ety of flavors is enjoyed by Ohildren, too. Children also like

variety in the size and shape of the foods they eat. Therefore, when look-

ing at the overall nutritional value of any meal keep the variables in mind.

Allow at least two weeks to pass befbre medics are repeated. RemeMber,

no one food contains all the needed nutrients, so providing a variety of

fbcds is more likely to ensure the many'nutrients required by the human body.

,.Avoiding "junk Fbods"

In food selection it is becoming widespread knowledge that the

"junk" foods so popular in the United States Should be avoided in child care

service programs. More and more nutritionists are including ail refined

te-flour products, most packaged dry cereals, foods containing large amounts

of refined sugar and soft drinks of every kind on the every-expanding list of

"junk" foods. Added to this list of non-nutritious foods are synthetic or

artificial fruit "ades" and "fruit"_drinks with sugar, dyes and chemical

flavorings with little or no real fruit juice in them. Mbst gelatin products

and processed aheeses make the.list, also. Hydrogenated or saturated cooking

fats or oils and foods cooked in these fats like potato dhips, corn chips and

French fries are "junk" foods, too. So whenever possible, the dhild care cen-

ter that avoids these items in its food service program can be proud of the

eAmple it is setting for others to foilow.

Irivolving Parents In Your Center's Nutrition Program

Parent meetings can be of help in menu planning, too. These meet-

ings are.opportunities to get good tips from parents, as well as times'wheri

the center can influence the parents in their food selection for mealS at

home. Especially if dhildren bring their food fram home, parents need to know

about the nutritional intake their thildren do and/or should receive daily.

A good parent-involvement program could include newsletters aimed at aiding

parents in planning healthful meals. Menus should be posted daily in ptain

view at the center, then filed for future reference. Some centers even print
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an entire month's_menu with copies for parents to display in their kitdhen
at home. This way they learn what the Children will be eating each day. This
knowledge can help them plan for well-balanced meals as well as for a variety
at home. If Spaghetti is served at the Child care center for lunch, a wise
parent would not want to serve spaghetti for dinner that'night. So the commu-
nication between home and center always should be open. Even though family
incomes over the'past several decades have been increasing, the incidence of
low nutrition among Americans'at all incdme levels has been rising. There-

.

fore, the lack of sound nutritional practices and the misinformation that
accompanies poor nutrition have been on the increase. If malnutrition is
going to be done away with among all economic gioups, then rising incomes
and food assistance programs must go hand-in-hand with an increased educa-
tional awareness about the basics ofsproper nutrition. The child care center
is an excellent place for this process of nutrition re-education to begin.

Because children often eat only small amounts at mealtimes, snacks
between meals are very important in order to satisfy hunger and help meet
the daily food or nutrient requirements of Children, If Children are to bring
their snacks from home, then their parents need to understand that snacks
are important and they need to know what to include for snacks.

Planning Snacks

Generally, one selection from eall of these three groups will give
a nutritionally sound snadk: (1) meat, poultry, or milk or cheese;
(2) fruits or vegetables; and (3) a bread product. However, realize that
snacks should not interfere with the children's mealtime appetites. Snacks
best serve thiir intended purpose when given about an hour-and-a-haZf before
meals. A light mid-morning snack such as cheese on crackers with juice is
appropriate. Afternoon snack may require something a bit more substantial -
milk with a small sandwich on whole wheat or a bran muffin - because it can
be a long time between lunch and dinner and children grow more restless and
tired as the day progresses. Keep in mind that snadks often are used as
transition activities - a time to help ease the change from one activity to
another - as well as a time to supplement or bolster children's demanding ,
body needs.

Planning A Day's Menu

py now it is obvious that the child care center will become inVolved
in meal and snack planning regardless of who actually is providing the food to
be eaten. Thus, a general outline is given on the following page only to
act as a guide in planning meals and snacks. For more detailed information
refer to any one of the many resources available on the topic, same of which
are listed at the end of thj.s section.
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Breakfast: adz* or fruit

Eqg
Vaxile grain breed w/butter or whole

grain cereal
Milk

Altd,Miorning Snack: Cheese an crackers
JUice

&loch:

MU-Afternoon Snack:

Dinner:

Protein-rich main dish*
Vegetable and/or fruit
Whole grain bread w/butter or whole

grain cereal
Milk

Bran muffin
Fruit cubes
Milk

Proteirrtich mein dish*
Vegetable or fruit salad
Whole grain bread w/butter or whole

grain cereal

le.d-EVering Snack: (when and if appropriate)

Raisins
Milk

Throughout the day encourage children to drink plenty of water and

offer water as an additional drink at all meals and snacks.

*Proteiv-rich foods are meats, poultry, fish, eggs, cheese, nuts

and nut products, dried peas and beans.

CCNTROLUNG THE CoSTS OF FOOD SERVICE

Menu planning is very helpful in food purchasing as well as in con-

trolling costs and reducing food waste. Of course your planning must be flex-

ible. Depending on the location of your child careloenter in the world, the

time of the year, the general climate in your geographical area, the cultural

community surrounding the military installation and many other variables, some

foods simply may not be available. So no matter how much you want to include

a particular item, it may be impossible for one reason or another.

Foodmay or may not be purchased on the installation. Wherever .

you buy the food, it is wise to periodically check several food companies or

stores throughout the area for the best quality of food at the most reason-

able prices. Be sure the store measuree up to high sanitary ptandards and

that it can offer the variety in choice of foods that you want. One store

may have the lowest food prices but may not carry the kinds of foods you know

are necessary for a soUnd nutrition program. You also will want to investi-

gate services such as delivery arrangements - if they are or are not avail-

able and under what terms and at what additional costs. Get to know the food

products which axe available in your locale. Know the local food market and

'supply chains.

SeZect Brand Names And Grades Of Food Carefully

Buy those you find most satisfactory. Remember, when other ingre-

dients are equal, enriched and fortified foods are better than those which
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have not been enriched and fortified. Notice government inspected meats,
pasteurized milk products, the'sealing on bread and cereal products, and the
temperatures at which fresh and frozen foods are displayed and stored.

CareAlly Calculate The Amount Of- Food Needed

There are some good references listed at the end of this section to
help you in this area of quantity food planning, purchasing and preparation.
Know the type of food you are purchasing and the preparaticn, serving and
storage characteristics of it. For example, if you have limited freezer
Space, plan and purchase accordingly. Do not buy more frozen foods than your
freezer can accommodate.

Keep An Accurate' Record Of Each Food PUrchased

Record its quality, where it was bouqht, and how often and when it
eventually was used in the center's food service program. Note its cost and
whether or not too much or too little was purchased to meet your needs at
the time.. Staples such as flour are.least expensive if bought in large
quantities. Many things, particularly canned products, can be purchased in
institutional-sized cans rather than smaller, grocery-shelf-size cans. Some
items can be "stretched" if they are very expensive or hard to get. Freah
fruits and vegetables cost less when in season, so take fun advantage of the
growing season in your area by pldhning your menus,to include lots of fresh
produce during these peak growing months. Fresh produce also begins to lose
vitamin content as soon as harvested, so find a market that can supply the
most proMpt "field-to-table" delivery time. During the "off" season, dehy-
drated,or dried foods are a good alternative.

For additional information about controlling costs, keeping records,
setting fees for meals, and preventing waste, see the mcdule, Financial
Planning For Military Child Care Centers.

Be Aware OfFederal Child Care Food Programs For-Children

Many military child care centers in the United States are eligible
for assistance with their food service program from the United States Depart-
ment of A§riculture (U.S.D.A). The Child Care Food Program for Children,
sloonsored by the U.S.D.A., provides cash, surplus fOod ccamcditieg,and equip-
ment funds to any eligible center for the operation of a food program. To
apply for participation in the Child Care Food Program, a series of forms
and applications just be completed. If approved, a statement must be
signed that the center agrees to abide by the rules and regulations for
the basic operation of a food service program. According to the regulations,
centemmust agree to prepare.meals which meet specified requirements
established by the U.S:D.A. These have been generally referred to as
Type A meal standards - or the sole allowable meal pattern - and provide for
necessary minimal nutritional intake. Under the rules, centers also must
guarantee children the right to receive a free or reduced price meal without
discrimination, if they are eligible. Directors of military centers should
Check with the higher headquarters of their service branch for further infor-
mation. Detailed information about eligibility and the Child Care good Pric
gram also can be obtained from regional or national U.S.D.A. officese
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Get The Abet Mitrition FbrIbia, Abney

_
Same people will suggest that it is not-possible to provide good,

-healthy food-on a tight budget. They claim:for instance, that whole wheat

bread without preservatives costs too much more than the all-white, refined

flour bread packed full of additives. They may claim that imitation-orange

juice is far less costly than the "real" fiozen concentrate with no sugar

added. Some foods seem expensive when compared by the cost per pound, per

slice, per serving or per glassfUl. But the fact of the matter is that when

judged in terms of the nutrients they supply and the satisfaction they bring

to a hungry child, they actually may be more economical. A cheaper food may

be more ,expensive in the long.run because it contributes very little if any-

thing to the nutritional needs of growing children. Children need foods with

"lasting power." Milk products give a much better return for the money spent

than sweetened,.fruit-flavored drinks. Children are able to eat far less

granola than puffed or flaked cereal which may be full Oi'F , sugar, color-

ing and flavoring. Furthermore, aside from the nutritional factors involved,

many people are discovering that some imitations, because 'of the additives

they contain, are indeed costing more per actual serving than the "real"

thing.

So be a careful buyer. Read the labels and-firld out what all those

words under "ingredients"actually mean. When the label says "grape drink"

realize you are not getting ,Ioure grape juice. You may not be getting any

grape juice at all. If the peanut butter says "old fashioned" check the'

ingredients label to be sure the only thing in that peanut butter are peanuts

and perhaps salt -.no homogenized product with sugar added truthfully can be

called 100 percent pure, old fashioned peanut butter. Understand that When

ingredients are combined in a pxoduct, the item that makes up the largest

percentage is listed first and so on down the line, to the item at the end,

which represents the loWest percentage item. In other words, be aware of

the can of corn that lists "water" as the first ingredient instead of "corn."

Buy salt which is iodized. Add extra protein to meals - adding non-instamt..-.

powdered Milk or wheat genm to recipes. Provide additidnal bulk or roughage

by using bran in quickbreads such as pancakes or muffins. Evaluate the maxi-

mum return in nutrition from serving the absolute minimum of carbohydrate or

sugar-starch foods. In the end you will be surprised at the amount of nutri-
-

tious food that can be purchased per dollar.

PREFAB= moo

It possible, plan,the location of the kitchen so that it is in full

view of the children. Al busy, happy and smiling cook tells the children

that the cook enjoyS being there. The cook doesn't haVe to be a chef, but he

or 'she needs to know about or be trained in simple food preparation, basic

rules of nutrition and perhaps purchasing. Realize that cooking for a group
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ranging in age from infancy to 12 years'is no sMall taak. f rreakand
snacks must be brOught from home there still will need to be kimeone respon-
sible for the minimum of "K.P." duty.that will need to Occur - warmOng.baby
formulas, cleaning bottles, refrigerating iadk lunches, setting out dishes
and/or utensils, clean-up and laundering - to name a few.

*Recognizing The Importance Of The Cook

ance'dooks are very valuable meMbers of,the center's staffithey
should at leasp be inyited - if not required - to attend All staff meetings.
The cook's knoWledge about food can help enrich the, overall child care pro-
graM._ The cook' may be able to suggest food-related activities for caregivers
to-use with children. Any prohIemS thaethe rest of the staff may have.
whidh concern food service can be aired at thi time, too, when the cook is

,present for discussion.

The same rules that apply to dentists, nurses and health profes-
sionals regarding cleanliness also shoUldapRly to the cook. The cook's
'overall appearance'should be an example.for all to see. DresS or uniform,
including apron, Should be fresh each day. All laundry items used in the.
kitchen mutt be washed and dried daily Hands must be,washed frequently.
Hairneis are a must unless regulations specifically state."hairnets are not
necessary." The cook and all persons whorare 4 part of the food service or
fdod handling,process should'have a health card, sometimes called a "food
handler's petmit." This permit is renewed each"year and would berequired.
of volunteer workers as well as paid employees at the center.

It goes without saying that the strictest rules of sanitation mit
be followed at all times. The cook must keep the kitchen veiy clean and
manage it as efficiently as any business. Garbage and Waste disPosal units
should be covered and cleaned daily. Counters and:appliances Should be
sparkling clean, ventilation fans in proper condition and all soiled laundry
items washed, folded and put away in their ,i16propriate =part:tents. Foods,
especially fresh fruits and vegetables, should be washed thoroughly prior ta
preparation. Safety latches on appliances like the range and the dishwasher
are important-when children are allowed to help in,the kitdhen. Knives
shbuld be in good, sharp condition and used by competent adults ortolder
children with constant, proper adult instructicn and supervisiori.

If the cook is in dharge of planning and tourchasing as well.as
preparation, he or shdaust keep track of expenses, maintain records, make
reasonable requess for updating-or replacing eqUipment and go through the
prOper authorities and use established forms or procedures for any "business"
that'takes place whidh involves the kitchen. If a dietitian or some other
official on:your installation is available for consultation in regard to
food plarytingt, purchase and/or preparation, be sure to seek theirlssistance.
They can be most helpful if they have had specific expe4ence with, or
knowledge about,- children's-eating habits and their nutritional needs.

Though the directo4may be fortunate to be able to hire a cook,
there are no guarantees that the person hired for-the positlon will have
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even.the barest minimtm knowledge or inforMationthet ig needed'in.order to

performmell in this new job. SO you lmaybe facea with the tag* of having to-

train a new cook. In bo doing, keep all the issues disaussed'here in mind.

Be sure to pass them onto your new eMployee, having availabl&adAitional

resource persons or consu#ents and referencetWrials such'as those listed

at the end of this section. .HoW weir-0k cook Carries through with the

assigned duties of that position will have a lot to do with the succesg Of

your food service program.

Cooking -With Children In Mind

In the actual preparation of foods keep.in Mind that children's

taste buds are much more active and sensitive than yours. IThis means that

foods should not be as heavily seaSoned. Usually SugarAnd salt are_the only

seasonings used for children. Put in one-half the amount of salt as you

would for adults.and add a .weetening Only when extremely acid fla-vorsneed.to be toned-down a bit. Otherwise, children enjoY foods when the

natural flavors are present and so should be encouraged to eat foods as nature

intended.

yoods that can be preparedas-finger-foods and bite-sized pieces

are enjoyed by children. These foods encourage children's attempt at

self-feeding and also add variety. Mild-flavored vegetables like green peas

or beans should be cobked in small amounts of water. Cook vegetables in

covered pans. Beets are bét if cooked with their skins and tops leitvon.

CUt vegetables in thr inch cubes, being careful not to overcook

any food. Remove all tough, coarse fibers from raw vegetables. When ravi,

'vegetable-sticks or pieces are prepared, placethem on ice or in ice water"

Strong-flevored vege les like cabbage or cauliflower may be more acce

ble to children i in milk,.a pressure cooker or e cheddar cheese

sauce.

When fixing fruits remove the pits or stones. ,1 Skins and fibers

should be well-softened. The more ripe the fruit, the better its, qualitY

and nutrition. Cut fruit into spoon-sized pieces, For those that are'cooked

or baked, like apples, use low temperatures and a minimaM length of time.

Bread.anecereal products Should be textured but not so Much as to be

objectionable or hard on the mouth or throat. Tbast should be dried thor-

-oughly in the toasting pracess.' Fresh meats should be Cooked but not over-

done.. They should 'be tender with no gristle. Bones shoUld be removed from

foods like fish. The more difficult-to-chew meats are:best if cut into fine,

strips or tiny bite-sized pieces.' Children should not be giveh large pieces

of these meats to eat because'they are not able to chew them adequately and

choking is always a real possibility. Soft foods' like custards should be-

of medium consistency': Mashed potatoes shdtild be fluffy, not dry or gummy. ,

Realize, too, that children do not like foods miXed together. If peas and

carrots are mixed 46preparation, children frequently,will be seen separating

the two before eating them. For this reason, casseroles and other combine-

tions enjoyed bY many adults-are nOt particularly appropriate _for very young

children.
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Assuring The Safety Of Food From Home

If families are permitted to send meals from home, there are tips-
you should give them to be sure the food is safe as well as satisfying. -First
thefood should be cooked or prepared properly. If it is to be kept hot; keep
it hot. If it'S'ireant:to be ooId, keep it cool. Bacteria thrives between
45°F and 114°F. Hands, utensils andcouhtertops should be clean. Vacuun,
bottles should be washed well and rinsed in boiling water after each use. '
Fingers should not be used to place or spread meat, poultry or cheese in a
sandwich. Fingers spread bacteria.

Bagged meals containj.ng foods which require cool temperatures should
be refrigerated at the center. Informpaxents that frozen sandwiches packed
in a lunch will thaw in time for eating and also willvhelp keep other foods
'in the lunch cool. Meats that have been canned, like tuna, and are Used
'quickly are best in bagged meals. Dry meats and fully cooked meat products
like-ham slices also keep well. Frozen poultry products are good, too._
Soups, stewtand.chili should be boiling hot when put in sterile vacuum
bottles. Fruits and vegetables should be clean and well scrubbed. All items
should be wrapped,carefulli in foil, plastic wrap or put in plastic containers
with tight lids. Prepackaged foods like dried fruits are very safe and will
keep their quality until eaten. If brown bags are used instead of lunchboxes,
use them only once, then discard them. Boxes should be cleaned daily. Baby
food can present special problems. Formulas need to be kept cool until ready
for lase, then properly warmed and served immediately. Bottles must be ster-
ile. If parents bring commercially-prepared baby foods for their baby, only
sealed - unopened - jars should be accepted. You can help the\parents observe
these various precautions-and rules of thumb by odcasionally remin4ing them
of good food preParation and sarlitation practices.

f

being The Kitchen As A Learning Center

If the kitchen facilities can accommodate children safely, and if
permitted by regulation, occasionally they can be allowed to help prepare
foods and even serve and clean-up. Very young children often are eager to
help with any task that includes food preparation, serving and/or clean-up.
It gets-them involved and further stimulates their interests in food and
nutrition. Of course, the cook must be willing to share her kitchen and
give special-time and energy that Wculd be required of her when children
are included in the first-hand.experience of fixing meals and snacks. %bile
it will take longer to prepare the meals, and most likely demand more patience
and added time for the service and clean-up,.these opportunities can be worth-
while experiences for children and adults alike

When,children are included in food-related activities thpy learn a
variety of scientific concepts like 'boiling," "cooking,1' and "evaporation:"
Their language skills develop as they identify and name different foods. They
.learn about good hygiene habits such as washing their handg; how handle
utensils and cleaning up after themselves. Preparation aiso should center
around special occasions like birthdays, holidays or picnics. Children learn
about various professions - the cook, a farmer or gardener and grocery
clerks. They learn how to share responsibilities and help one another in
serving food, setting the table and cleaning-up.
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4, he kitchen and activities which take place in it are interesting

to'young children, so food preparation activities should be included whenever,

possible. Children learn best by doing"- touchingOasting, feeling, seeing,

smelling, cutting, mixing, cooking, serving and growing food. These experi-

ences will take the cocperation of caregivers, cooks and parents. Specialists

may be consulted as needed, particularly as a source of teaching aids and

resource materials. Even the absence of on-site food preparation fa6lities
or.regulationd prohibiting 'children from entering the kitchen should not pre-

vent children from experiencing food-related activities. Portable electric

appliances of all kinds can be brought into the child care center to enrich

the overall program.

MANAGIN5 MEAL AND SNACK TIME

Decid.ing On The Style Of Food Service

One of the first decisions that must be made when feeding children

is what style of food service will'be followed by the child care center. Many

recommend family style service. When seated in small groups of five to six

children aroend a table with one adult, this style gives the Children a chance

to learn to perve themselves. The table is set with the food in the center

and,..as in apy family setting, the various foods can be passed around or

served one at a time by the caregiver at the table. Children tend to eat

according to their appetite when.family style service is adopted. They also

can choose the things they want and hoW muich of eadh, thus there is less food

waste. This style offers warmth and informality which encourages mealtime

conversation 4th eadh other as well as the adult seated with them. Be sure

dnly one adu1Ls at eadh table. Two or more will tend to encourage dis-

cussions among adults rather than conversations with children. Family style

may require more space and extra serving dishes that otherwise would be unnec-

essary

For this reason, cafeteria style may be more efficient. It takes

less time to get the tables ready for snacks and meals and extra serving

bowls can be eliminated. You also can serve more children in a given space

when cafeteria style is observed. gowever, realize that cafeteria style

will result in greater food waste because the food is put on the plates for

the children and brought to the tables. This service also does not lend

itself to the more quiet, less hurried atmosphere of family style'eating.

A third style which provides older children with an opportunity to

take care of their own needs is buffet style. Although children may require

some adalt assistance in serving themselves, buffet style helps children learn

about quantities. Self serving also helps develop self-esteem, but there may

be nuchowaste in this style service if caregivers do not offer guidance and

suggestiens. Remenier, children's J'eyes may be bigger than their tunnies."

In addition, children may be tempted to take a "lot" of the food,they like and

none of the not-so-favorite food.
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Keep in mind that ahildren also enjoy eating outdoors - picnic
atyle. If bagged meals, are to be taken on the picnic, children may decorate
their own bags and help fill the bags. You nay want to begin outside eating
opportunities with snaCks. Onge the ahildren are used to having snacks out-

.

side, then have anentire meal'autdoors from ame to time.

Although you prbbably will select one style of food service to use
most of the time, consider varying it occasionalay4o provide different
learning opportunities for the children,. Regardless of which style works best
at your center, the eating area - whether it be in the roams or in one separ-
ate roam used only at mealtime - should hpe inviting. It Should be bright and
cheery, well-ventilated, clean and free of noises not associated with serving
and eating food. There should be adult supervision throughout'snadk and meal-
time. If family style is used with an adult at each table, roving adults
who move freely About the tables are very helpful. They clean pp spills, can
handle requests and other duties So the caregiver seated at the tables with
the children can remain there.

Making Mealtime Enjoyable

Besides deciding what style of service will be most appropriate
and where the children will eat, there are many other things to keep in mind
to make food service and eating more enjoyable for all concerned. Keep serv-
ing sizes small. Children are smaller than adults so their stamachs cannot
hold as much. Have enough food'available for seconds. It is far better for,
children to be able to ask for seconds than,to be overwhelmed by too large
a helping and feel.discouraged when they cannot finish it. Avoid withhold-
ing food as punishment or insistin4 upon "clean plates."

Have children sit at child-sized tables and chairs and eat with
child-sized plates, cups and utensils. Dishes should be heavy enough to stay
in place with rims to hold food an the plate. ,Glasses should be small enough
so a child's hand can fit around it with a firm base to prevent easy tipping.
Sametimes non-breakable dishes and washable floor coverings can make for less
tension and upset.

Finger foods and bite-sized pieces are helpful. Difficult to eat
foods can be served in ways to reduce frustration for all, too. Serve souP
in a cup rather than a bowl and encourage eating green peas with a spoon.
Same centers do not allow any eating utensils other than a spoon on the table.
Not only are spoons easier for children to handle, but forks and knives same-
*times are considered dangerous for children to use.- This will be a matter
you will need to resolve at_ytur own center.

Since it is good to have variety in temperatures, some understanding
of the tenperatures required for "holding" various foads is important in order
to keep foods from spoiling or picking up undesirable baOteria prior to eat-
ing. Cold foods should be held ready for serving at 40°P and hot foods held
at 140-145°F. Ha4ever, avoid actually having children eat food which is
either too "hot ,r too oold. Children cannot handle these extremes safely.
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Know your installation's health and sanitation regulations. these

regulations must be enforced rigidly if diseases are to be prevented. All

people involved in feeding the children must meet the necessary health

requirements, Dishes and utensils must be handled properly and adult fin-

gers and hands kept clean and out of the food when serving it.

Be mdndful of food allergies. Follow medical advice if given for

specific children. Keep a master schedule on the wall that lists baby for-

mulas, numbers and ages of children, times to be fed and parents' instruc-

tions.

Insist upon properly sealed and labeled baby food jars. Pre-opened

jars can be unsanitary and pose health problems. Bottles should be cleaned

and sterilized. Young infants should be given formulas, baby cereals and

only strained fruits, vegetables and meats. Infants who are too young to sit

in a high chair should be held for feeding and bottles must never be

"propped." Infants 6 to 12 months old can handle a variety of textures

in strained foods, soft food sticks and dried bread or toast. Once their

teeth come in they can chew mashed fruits and vegetables. In any case food

borne diseases and feeding accidents are preventable to it iellEetter to be

safe than sorry.

Know what children really like. Not only do they not like things

which are too hot or too cold, but their taste buds are very sensitive.

Serve mildly seasoned fccds that have a variety of oolors, shapes, sizes,'

tastesc textures and temperatures. Fruit combinations are popular, espe-

cially mild and sweet ones mixed with the more tart ones, like serving pine-

apple tidbits witbifresh orange slices. Mixtures of Vegetables and other

fccds in general-usually are not enjoyed by children, so serve lima beans

and ham pieces separately. The combination of two disliked items particularly

is objectionable to anyone - especially children. Serve one favorite food

with a,tiny portion of a less popular one. Serve a mild flavored food with

an occasional stronger flavored one. In any event no forced feeding please!

This practice only leads to all kinds of physical and emotional problems and

eating should be fun, unhurried and relaxed.

In fact, it is easy to make eating fun and special for children.

A cherry on top of the pudding or raw vegetables in the shaElde of flowers,

animals or cars are appreciated by children. They look forward to such

treats. Have special menus to:celebrate holidays and birthdays.

Do not serve the same foods on consecutive days and avoid-delays

in the serving process. Delays not only gfRpt food quality, but cause

children to became upset and uneasy.

Consider the ethnic backgrounds of all the children and pay atten-

tion to cultural do's and don't's. Recognize that children go on food sprees

or jags just like adults so they should be allowed their preferences.

Infants and toddlers should be offered water to drihk at frequent intervals

and water should be readily accessible for older children.
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Infants may be able to eat happily in the company of twn or three
others as long as there are enough adults for ail and the atmosphere lends
itself to peaceful Nealtimes with no distractions. Individualized methods
of feeding often will be needed not only with infants but perhaps with some
handicapped ci1dren or even a child who is upset or tense for one reason or
another. Sucit flexibility should be built into the program.

caregivers inVolved in the serving and feeding of children must
be willing to accept a certain amount of messiness. They must set good examr
ples, not only in their eating habits and manners at the table, but in their
conversation about food. They should emphasize liking food over disliking
it. They dho4A introduce new foods one at a time and encourage the tastiny
of that food by tasting it themselves. Overall, caregivers can provide a
pleasant physical and emotional climate. Most adults feel good when they have
fed children well and have helped them get the most enjoyment from the eating
experiences.

aZANING-UP

The task of cleaning-up after food preparation and feeding can be
simplified if a schedule is kept in the kitchen. The schedule can include
daily reminders such as "dispose of garbage" and "launder towels." Equally
important is a schedule to remind you of chores which are not done on a daily_.
basis such as "defrost freezer" and "clean oven." On these less frequent
chores a,checklist,which records the date when the task was last done is
helpful. A system then can be established whereby these tasks are done regu7-
larly cn a rotating basis and in accordance with health and sanitation regu-
lations. FOr instance, the first and third week of every month the inside
of the refrigerator is cleaned; the last week of every month the ayen is
cleaned.

Bedides clean-up sdhedules and CheOklists, you need to know same
basic ruled of sanitation as well,as varioUs ways things can be done to make
clean-up more enjoyable, efficient and sdfe: 'Dispose of all foods which
actually have been served to the children but not eaten. Since it is not
safe to reserve suoh foods, you can see that careful and close planning is
essential to keep waste to a minimum and yet have enoughfood chil=

' dren each day. This is difficult particularly in those centers'where drop-in
care is provided. This is not to say you cannot save leftovers. Many foods
when not cooked can be held over by refrigerating them in tightly covered,
non-contaminating containers. For instance, if a bag of fi.ozen peas is only
to be partially used, the remainder can be sealed tightly and put back in
the freezer immediately. Canned fruits not served can be stored safely in
the refrigerator, but like all leftovers stored in the refrigerator, they
dhould be used within 24 hours or else discarded. Generally, foods whidh
require cooking during preparation whether served'or not, are not held
aver. Such items are on a high risk list. Unused portions of chilled foods
like milk and other dairy products dhould be kept chilled until they are either
served or they rdach their expiration date as printed on the package or con-
tainer.
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7 Clean pp any spilled fioods immediately. Liquids spilledtan floors

nbt only look Messy but can be potential hazards for walking. Likewise,

clean up any broken items right away. Bits of dry foods are tracked easily

all over the center and, if left on the floor, attract insects arid rodents.

Have garbage and trash units close at hand for prompt clean-up. Keep them

covered and cleaned thoroughly each day. Ifchildren are not included in

any of the clean-up procedures, keep them and all unauthorized persons out of

the storage and preparation areas. All towels, cloths and other washable

cleaning items should be put into a laundry hamper for washing and drying

immdiately after clearrup is completed.

Table tops, floors, walls, counters and all other surfaces used in

the food service program must be cleaned thoroughly each day. Use sanitiz-

ing solutions when required. In this regard, consider th, advantage and

disadvantages of various kinds of floor, wall and table coverings. For

instance, hard surface floors are easier to keep clean, while carpeted ones

reduce breakage and are more quiet. Dishes, if hand washed, must be washed

and rinsed in appropriate sanitizing solutions and in water at proper tempera-

tures: When an automatic dishwaSher is used, it must meet health and safety

regulations and be in good working order. Any Chipped or cracked utensils

and dishes found on the tables or in the kitchen Should be thrown away. If

adequate cleaning and sanitizing equipment is not available, use disposable

eating and drinking utensils.

There should be plenty of staff available to help clean-up the Chil-

dren. Hands and face washing are important after meals as well as before.

All caregivers should understan4 their specific clean-up duties. When possi-

ble include children in this process. 'They enjoy helping to clean-up as

much as they do preparing or eating the food. They can throw away napkins,

,push chairs under the table or gather cups. Everyone needs to legrn that

cleaning-up is a part of the whole process. Young children accept such

responsibilities willingly and enthusiastically. Remember, too, that when

Children pre allowed to help, the adults need to organize and supervise the

activities closely. When everyone involved understands what needs to be done

and by wham, then clean-up can be fun, quidk and safe.
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READING MIRE ABOUT 1T

(..3J1

The following suggested readings are those which we have used ourselves and

\

,

which we have found to be themcst useful on this topic. If you want to
clude other resources on your bookshelf, these would be good additions:

A planning guide fbr food service in chiZd care centers, U.S.D.A. FNS-64,
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition
Service, 1978.

Cherry, C., Harkness, B., & RUzma, K. Nursery school and day care center
management guide.. California: Fearon-Publishers, Inc., 1978.

Equipmgnt guide f6i, on-site,school kitchens. U.S.D.A. FNS Program Aid No.
1091. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and'
Nutrition Service Division, 1974.

Food buying guide for child care centers. Program Aid NO. FNS-108.
Washington, DC: U.S. Denartment of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition
Service, 1978.

Food storage guide for schools and institutions. Program Aid No. 403. Wash-
ington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nbtiition Service,
1975.

Lansky, V. The taming o f the C. A . N. D. 7. monster: Wayzata, Minnesota:
Meadordorook Press, 1978.

Nutrition education for young children. Washington, DC: U.S. DHEW PUBLICA
TION NO. 0?RDS) 76-31015, 1976.

Pipes, P. L. Nutrition in infancy and childhood. St. Louis, Missouri: The
C. V. Mbaby Company, 1977.

Quantity recipes fbr child care centers. Program Aid NO. FNS-86. Washington,
DE: U.S. Department of, Awiculture, Food and Nutrition Service, 1973.

The Nibbler. Seattle, Washington: ilashington State Dairy Council, 1976.

Wanamaker, N.; et al. MOre than graham crackers - A guide to nutrition
A education and fbod preparation with young children. Moscow, Idaho:

SChool of Home Etonotnics, Idaho-Fashington Association for the Education
of Young Children, Universityof Idaho, 1978.
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FEFEFINCJES

We have found the titles included in this section to be
usefUl references in the general area of management of dhild care

centers. Some of them have been quoted in this module, all have
been reviewed in the module's preparation. You may find them val-

uable sources of additional information.
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A guide fbr teacher recording in day care agencies. New York: Child Wel-
fare League of America, Inc., 1977.

A Pianning guide fbr fbod dervicesin child care centers. U.S.D.g. ENS-64,
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, FOod and Nutrition
Service, 1978.'

A self-instructional text for head startpersonnel: Child abuse and neglect.
U.S. DHEW PUBLICATICG No. (IDS) 78-31103, Tiashington, DC, 1977.

Aikman, W. Child care and the Law: Custody problems. Child Care Infbrmation
Exchange #1, Spring 1978, 8.

Aikvan, W. Day care legal handbook: Legal aspects of organizing and operat-
ing day care programs. Urbana, Illinois: ERIC/ECE, 1977.

Auerbach, S. (Ed.) with Rivaldo, J. Creative' homes and centers. New York:
Human Sciences Press, 1978.
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